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elevator cars and entrances equip the new International Building in San Francisco.

Architects: Anshen & Allen. General Contractor: Dinwiddie Construction Company.
Elevators by Westinghouse. The W. S. Tyler Company, Cleveland, Ohio; St. Catharines, Ontario. ~ Offices in principal cities.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE
More than half the editorial content of every issue of FoRUM is
photography, yet the editorial staff
of 30 includes not a single professional photographer. Instead,
the editors call on the services of
many independent architectural
photographers, residing in all
parts of the country.
During the past 12 months, the
work of 132 photographers has
appeared in the main editorial
section of the magazine. At the
top of the list is George Csema
of New York, who carried out 19
assignments for FoRUM in nine
states and was represented in all
but two issues. This month he
provided the photographs of the
new Bell Labs in Holmdel, N.J.
by the late architect Eero Saarinen (page 88). Long a portrait
photographer, Csema, 43, turned
to architectural photography five
years ago while on a trip through
Italy and Greece. These pictures
were by chance seen and admired
by FoRuM's art director, and
Cserna has been photographing
buildings ever since. Cserna seems
10 have photographed everything
but himself-the only available

(right)
self-portrait is his unintentional
reflection in the glass wall of the
Bell Lab (above).
Two other photographers vie
with Cserna for top billing in
FoRUM: Baltazar Korab of Birmingham, Mich., and Ezra Stoller
of Rye, N.Y. An architect by
training, Korab, 36, holds a Beaux
Ans degree, i. registered to pracCSERNA
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BELL TELEPHONE DIALS THE MOON
A report on Eero Saarinen's remarkable Holmdel, N .J., labs

HOSPITALS
What ·is happening to their architecture, and why

STOLLER

KORAB

tice in France, and expects to
earn his U.S. registration next
year. He has worked in the design
offices of Le Corbusier and Saarinen, and it was in the latter office
in 1957 that he began his career
in architectural photographyshooting Saarinen models. Among
his most memorable recent photographic contributions to FoRUM
were his beautiful p ictures of
John Carl Warnecke's Columbus,
Ind., school (Aug. '62).
On the basis of his long experience and reputa tion , Stoller, 46,
is recognized as the dean of architectural photographers. He was
trained in architectu re at New
York U niversity, but embarked on
photography immediately upon his
graduation in 1939. That year he
photographed for FORUM a new
house by Architects Edward Durell Stone and Carl Koch. Since
then, more of his architectural
photographs have appeared in the
press than those of any other photographer, and a year ago he was
awa rded AIA's Architec tu ral Photography Medal for "his unique
leadersh ip in raising the standards
of architectural photography to a
high level of performance unmatched by others." The latest
example of his four-color work to
appear in FORUM was the sensitive
interpretation of Angkor Wat in
Cambodia (Feb. '61).
To these and the scores of
other unsu ng recorders of the
arch itectural scene FORUM and its
readers owe a deep debt of gratitucl e.-1. c . H., Jr.
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Th is imaginative and practical installation of
Armstrong Tessera Vinyl Corlon flooring is on
a stairway at the American Society for Metals
Bu ilding, Metals Park, Ohio-architect John
Terence Kel ly, A. I .A. The tough , flexible sheet
vinyl materi al is wrapped completely around
the stair t reads and installed on t he tops and
undersides of t he landings. Versatile as well
as decorat ive, Tessera was used in offices,
hallways, the cafeteria, and other areas
throughout the building.

Technical Data on Tessera: uses: heavy.
duty comme rcial and de luxe residential in·
teriors , above, on , or below grade; grease
and alkali resistance: exce llent; dimensions:
.090" gauge in rolls 6 ft. wide and lengths up
to 90 ft. ; stylings: colored vinyl chips set in
translucent vinyl in monochromatic and mul·
ticolor designs , 20 colorings . Style 86532
pictured at right.

TESSERA DESCENDING A STAIRCASE
The Armstrong Arch itect-Builder Consultant in your
area can help you so lve any flooring problems you
encounter. He will provide you with samples and
specifications and , if you desire, will get you the
ass istance of technical , design , and
"<,,,
0
instal lation experts at Armstrong. Call @;'7" "~
him at your Armstrong District Office. ~ a
~
"
0
Or write Armstrong, 310 Rooney St., -:;..
"'>
..
Lancaster, Pennsylvania .
""" ' e"'~
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T E S SE R A AND CORLON@ A RE TRA D E MA R K S O F ARM STRONG CORK COM PAN Y

@mstrong

FLOORS

WAVERLY JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
Wa-·erl y School District
In gham and Eaton
Count ies, Michigan
CHARLES W. LANE
ASSOCIATES, INC.

architect
GRANGER BROS. , INC.

ge11eral coulraclor
SPITZLEY CORP ORATION

111echanical co11 lraclor
LANSING SUPPLY CO.

j1l1unbing wlwlem ler
AMERICAN RADIATOR
AN D STAN DARD
SANITARY CORP.

fixture 11w1wfacl11rers

Performance records of millions of Sloan Flush Valves
indicate that
when Waverly Junior High School is 50 years old
its Sloan Flush Valves
will still provide dependable service.
Moreover, Sloan Flush Valve maintenance
costs are likely to be among the lowest in
the building maintenance budget ...
(as little as 1Y2 ¢ per valve per year)
Because the Sloan ROYAL is acknowledged
as the world's most successful flush valve,

attempts have been made to imitate some
of its most importan t features. But why
gamble with substitutes when you can
plan for the life of the building confidently with Sloan ? Specify and insist
upon performance-proven, time-tested
Sloan Flush Valves.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY• 4300 WEST LAKE STREETO CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
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NEWS

Evidence of America's cultural explosion (below)
ORRRC shows open-space action (page 7)
Vision of 1985 city jolts planners (page 9)
Coming elections refiect urban worries (page 11)

U.S. CULTURE STARTS BUSTING OUT ALL OVER
Last month, the eggheads were definitely " IN" : from Washington, D.C., to that most unlikely of all seats of culture, Los
Angeles; from Manhattan to Tulsa, Okla., culture was news
- and most culture meant temples (of one sort or another) to
one Muse (or another) .
At Newport, R.I., in the presence of the architect and 350
fund-raising stalwarts, Jacqueline Kennedy unveiled a 7-footlong model of Edward Durell Stone's design for the National
Cultural Center in Washington, D .C. (photo below). Said
Chairman of the Center's Board Roger L. Stevens: "the building will be a symbol of our country's excellence in the performing arts." All of these arts will have their day in the
1,200-seat theater, the 2, 750-seat Symphony Hall, and the
2,500-seat auditorium for opera, musical comedy, and ballet.
Before Stone's 300 by 630-foot "symbol" is realized, however,
individual and group donations must complement funds
raised by a nationwide closed-circuit TV show on November
29. The handsome marble, concrete, and steel structure alone
will cost an estimated $30 million, and, hopefully, will be
constructed by 1965.
In Manhattan, on September 21, the first building of the
$142 million Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts wa.<>
opened to the notes of Beethoven's "Gloria." It was, of course,

The First Lady, the architect, and the National Cult11ral Center

A Quincy Street view of Corbu's Arts Center at Cambridge, Mass.

the carefully tuned, 2,646-seat Philharmonic Hall, designed
by Architect Max Abramovitz. In a democratic touch, the
first audience was composed of 1,300 construction workers
and their wives.
Everybody's jumping on the band wagon for the arts

In Los Angeles, one of the three
buildings compnsmg Architect
Welton Becket's $25 million Music
Center complex was rising on its
site overlooking the downtown
freeway exchange. And three new
pavilions by William L. Pereira
& Associates have been projected
to form the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art.
In Cambridge, Mass., Le Corbusier's Visual Arts Center at
Harvard University neared completion (photo above) .
At Oakland, Calif. , three Saarinen Associates-designed art museums remained in the preliminary drawing stage. One snag had
been overcome: a troublesome
taxpayers' suit was beaten.
In Trenton, N.J., an 11 -acre,
$6 million State Cultural Center
has been projected. Designed hy
Architects Frank Grad & Sons, it
includes a museum, library, theater, and planetarium ( FoRUM,
Sept. '62).

As Seattle's Century 21 Fair
approached its termination date,
residents began to look forward
to use of the various culture-dedicated buildings. Included among
them is a plush, 3,100-seat opera
house, and a 800-seat theater.
In Oklahoma, the $6 million
Tulsa Assembly Center by Architect Edward Durell Stone (with
Murray, Jones & Murray, associate architects) was under construction. Occupancy of the eightblock complex is due in 1964.
In Atlanta, Minneapolis, Baltimore, Asheville, N .C., Ypsilanti,
Mich., and a host of other places,
theaters, museums, concert halls,
and art centers have been planned
or are under construction.
What does all this activity add
up to? Undoubtedly, Americans
have more leisure time than ever
before, hence more time to devote to the arts. Undoubtedly, too,
the American scene is getting
uglier at a rapidly increasing pace,
continued on page 7
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continued from page 5

and Americans are beginning to
think more self-consciously about
their country's "cultural image."
And, finally, there is the New
Frontier with its determination to
do right by the arts. As the President put it: "The elevation of
the human spirit that is the highest effect of art affords us a
glimpse, however brief, of the ful-

fillment to which free men can
aspire."
If there has been a hitch, it
has been obtaining money, and
ex-Labor Secretary Goldberg had
the answer for that almost a year
ago; he would treat the arts like
facilities for health, education,
and welfare, as a "community
responsibility."

vide money for a large-scale acquisition program.
Beyond full acquisition, the author reports, the governments can
aid the conservation of open space
by other means. Less heavy taxes
on open land near urban centerse.g. farms, golf courses (left)
-will certainly help. So will government purchase of the continuing right to preserve privately
held open land.
Whyte also lists some general
findings. Among them:
~ Big programs are easier to get
through than little ones.
~The most unexploited opportunity for open space is the conservation of privately owned land.
~Open-space action will advance
to the degree that city and country people make common cause.
Whyte continues with a series
of specific examples of what can
be accomplished through legislative channels. Other studies in the
ORRRC series pick up where
Whyte leaves off; they show what
outdoor recreational open space
means to people, and further
methods for its preservation.
Congressional action so far

THE CARE AND UPKEEP OF OPEN SPACE

The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, created by an act of Congress in 1958 and headed by Laurance
Rockefeller, published its first summary report-"Outdoor
Recreation for America"-early this year (FORUM, March
'62) . Since then, other component studies in the ORRRC
series have been appearing as fast as the printing presses can
turn them out. While each examines a more narrow topic
than the first definitive statement, each points to the same
general conclusion: an expanding, more leisured population is
putting heavy pressure on the (at best) static resource of outdoor recreation open space. Plans have to be made to meet
this pressure-at the same time preserving open space.
For the ordinary urbanite who enjoys the prospect of open
land enough to want to do something to keep it open, ORRRC
Report No. 15 is probably the most useful of the series. In this
study, Author William H. Whyte shows what can be done.
A few lessons in the preservation of the Great Outdoors

A legislative start was made in
1961. It has been successful, according to Whyte, for one principal reason: open-space action
appears to have "political sex appeal." Not only has the federal
Architectural Forum / October 1962

government taken an increasing
interest in the nation's open space,
but state and local governments
are following the lead of New
York, New Jersey, Wisconsin, and
Pennsylvania in beginning to pro-

To date, despite Secretary
Udall's and others' good work,
Congressional open-space action,
on the who le, has been less than
anticipated. The proposed Wilderness Bill, for example, has been
kicking around the Hill for over
a year, generating more controversy than enthusiasm. Last month,
the House Interior Committee approved a watered-down version of
the Senate's previously passed bill.
The big difference: the nation's
almost 8 million acres of "primitive areas" are not now included
in the House bill. Said the New
York Times, this "is a betrayal
of the proposal to establish a
sound national wilderness bill."
The strength of future openspace action, whether the burning
issue be wilderness, or Padre Island (Texas), or Rainbow Bridge
(Utah), lies in the fact that the
citizen tends to side, a priori, with
preservation of open space. Why?
Because, another ORRRC report
points out, open space jibes with
a "national geography of hope."

URA PUSHES DESIGN
Better design in urban renewal
projects seems to have become a
personal crusade for Urban Renewal Commissioner William L.
Slayton (FORUM, Aug. '62) . After
a spate of speeches and broadsides over the past year and a
half, Slayton has solidified his position into a policy statement
which went out to all local public
agencies recently. Although the
statement does not include any
new tools for implementing better design criteria, it does make
clear to cities that URA is going
to insist on high design standards
in every phase of the renewal
process, from site selection and
delineation of project boundaries
right through design criteria instrumental to land disposition.
Slayton stressed especially that
design specifications should be
solidly ensconced in the urban renewal plan itself, so that potential
developers would have no doubts
about the controls involved in the
project. The URA statement
noted that "design as an important renewal objective may lead
in certain cases to disposition
through fixed price offerings which
can make design quality the basis
for award of land." But, with past
sadnesses in mind, it added that
"competition requirements should

Commissioner Sla.yton

assure that submissions are kept
appropriately modest .... "
The URA statement also hopefully noted that local architects
"can render informal assistance to
the local planning agency, either
as individuals or jointly through
the local chapters of the national
design associations."
In a related action Slayton
announced the appointment of
Architect Roger Montgomery as
URA's Urban Design Consultant.
continiied on page 9
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Builders reach new heights
of efficiency with *SPA SOUTHERN PINE
• Exceptionally strong

• Increasingly available - sawtimber growth

exceeds removal by 30 per cent.
• "Pre-shrunk" for dimensional stability,

lower installation costs, and additional
strength.
• Ideal for engineered design because fram-

ing is graded full length and stress-rated
for all-use condition.

*Trade-Mar ked and officially Grade-Marked
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• Exceptional quality - precision manufac-

tured in accordance with the highest
standards in the lumber industry.
For technical data, write:
SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION

P. 0. Box 52468, New Orleans 50, La.
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AGBANY ASKS AND THE MAYOR PROMISES

A LOOK AT A METROPOLITAN NIGHTMARE
The Regional Plan Association,
which keeps an eye on the New
Jersey, New York, and Connecticut metropolitan region, issued its
lOOth bulletin last month. It
caused an uproar. Entitled "19601985 Spread City," it predicts the
uncontrolled creep of urbanization
over the neighboring countryside.
Bases for the work were independent research, and the New York
Metropolitan Region Study by
the Harvard Graduate School of
Public Administration.
The authors deliberately focus
on the pieces that make up life
in this, the most populous area in
th e nation. Assuming that present
policies and trends will continue,
they carefull y construct a mosaic using projections of the information available. And instead
of producing a final, glowing,
harmonious entity, their mosaic
depicts a sloppy, chaotic, costly
superspread by 1985.
Not so harsh as George Orwell's
1984, the RPA's vision is equally
unattractive-but in a democratic
way. By 1985, the authors say, the
region's population will have increased by another 6 million over
the present 16 million inhabitants.
As much land will have to be
urbanized in the next 25 years as
in the previous 300. That means
a built-up urban ring with a
radius of over 50 miles will surround New York City.
Homes, of course, will occupy

the outer peripheries, but jobs will
remain concentrated near the deteriorating core. Taking an average of the many different zoning
regulations in the region, each
single-family home will occupy a
%-acre plot. Thus, vast areas will
be consumed by home building
alone, and the automobile will be
necessary to get anywhere--to
school, work, stores, friends'
houses. The inevitable result:
highway tapeworms, traffic jams,
disintegration of community life.
Local government will have to
spend about $16,800 per added
household-not only for highways, but also for water, power,
parks, education, and other facilities. This adds up to about $145
billion in new spending.
Since property taxes alone will
not pay for these improvements,
say the authors, "tax revenues
cannot be relied upon to rise painlessly and automatically to take
care of the needs." Because of such
fiscal considerations, there will be
intercommunity competition to
attract industry.
By 1985, if present trends persist, concludes the RP A, the tristate metropolitan region "will
give most of us neither the benefits of the city nor the pleasures
of the countryside." Alternative:
the development of a comprehensive set of coordinated plans. The
RPA will be doing exactly that in
the near future.

The presidents of the Municipal
Art Society and the N.Y. Chapter
of the AIA accompanied representatives from the spirited group
of architects and cnt1cs that
formed the Action Group for Better Architecture in New York
(AGBANY) to see Mayor Robert
Wagner of New York last month.
Their purpose : to ask for action
on Penn Station before the demolishers get to it. Specifically,
they urged the mayor to : 1)
direct the Landmarks Preservation Committee to report on the
architectural and planning importance of the station ; 2) instruct the City P lanning Commission to investigate the need for a
new master plan for the station
area; 3) deny demo lition perm its
for the building until all results
of the investigations had been

FRANK

I.LOYD

WRIGHT

LABORED

5757 South Woodlawn .Avenue, Chicago (abov e), is probably the most
fammts modern house in the world.
.Also known as Frank Lloyd
Wright's
1906-designed
Robie
House, the building has been
threatened periodically with demolition. In 1957, when there was
some tallc of tearing down the
Robie House, public outcry and an
eleventh-hour purchase for $125,000
by William Zeclcendorf saved the
building and led the Commission
on Chicago Landmarks to declare
it a "landmark."
Zeclcendorf's Webb tf Knapp
Inc. used the house as its Hyde

thoroughly considered ; and 4 ) call
a public meeting on the variance
required for the construction of
the new Madison Square Garden
complex.
Mr. Wagner assured AGBANY
that members would have an opportunity to discuss their objections with the city agencies concerned-especially with James
Felt, Chairman of the City Planning Commission. Mr. Felt confirmed that the developers would
need a special permit to build the
sports arenas on the Penn Station
site but added that the city could
not block the station's demolition.
He disqualified himself, however,
from any matters concerned with
the Penn Station problem. Reason : Felt's brother, Irving, is
chairman of the Madison Square
Garden Corp.

HERE,

PRODUCED

A

l.ANDM.ARK

Parle rede'Velopment project office
until recently, when it was t iirned
O'Ver to the University of Chicago.
This .August, the Robie Hoi1.se
Committee, chaired by Chicago
Commissioner of City Planning Ira
J. Bach, met to discuss the further fate of the building. Outcome : the Committee hopes to raise
$250,000 from various sources to
restore the bui lding to its original
condition, and then use it possibly
as the president's home, or as a
residence for visiting scholars. In
either case, a portion of the house
would be open at t imes to the pub lic for edi1cational purposes.
continued on page 11
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Aerofin smooth-fin coils
contribute to the comfortconditioning efficiency of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories at Holmdel

Greater Heat Transfer
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Lower Airway Resistance
- less power per c. f. m.

Aerofin smooth fins can be spaced
as closely as 14 per inch with low
air friction. Consequently, the
heat -exchange capacity per
square foot of face area is extremely high and the use of high
air velocities highly practical.
Tapered fin construction provides
ample tube-contact surface so
that the entire fin becomes effective transfer surface. Standardized encased units are arranged
for simple, quick, economical installation.
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101 Greenway Ave., Syracuse 3, N. Y.
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"GREATEST SINGLE EVENT IN HISTORY"
While forty pile drivers pah-pahed
in the background, speakers at a
September 12 meeting of the
directors of the New York World's
Fair 1964-65 Corp. supplied the
dactylic ooomp.
Chairman of the Executive
Committee Thomas J. Deegan led
off with the statement that the
forthcoming exposition would be
"the greatest single event in history." This remark was followed
by others somewhat less hubristic
in attitude, but still memorable.
To Parks Commissioner Newbold
Morris, the new municipal stadium
being erected near the fair
grounds is "the most breathtaking
structure for organized sports in
the entire world." Arthur S.
Hodgkins, assistant to the fair
president, described the £air's road
building and improving program
as "the most ambitious ever attempted in a metropolitan area."
Inevitably, supporting, if thrasoni-

cal, statistics were aired: it was
learned, for example, that the
2,000 nozzles in the Fair's Pool of
Industry can maintain 100 tons of
water in the air at one time. By
next year, one per cent of 1 million construction workers will be
working every day at Flushing
Meadows.
More soberly, officials also announced that nearly $18 million
of space had been leased in the
£air's industrial and transportation
section. An advance ticket sale of
$2 million is expected by next
April. Already, 68 foreign nations
have announced their participation. A somber note was reported
by Operations Vice President
Stuart Constable: there would be
no girlie shows at the fair. (He
did not say how many tons of
girls the fair could maintain in
the air at one time.) But, he did
add, happily, that there will be a
western Indian village.

not make political capital out of
the fact that his opponent, William B. Scranton, voted against
the Administration's proposed urban affairs post.
California is putting some preservation issues to its voters, however. In the southern part of the
state, Proposition 4 has won the
backing of farmers and large land
investors. It wou ld create a tax
deferral scheme by which the
farm land would be taxed at a

lower rate than the surrounding
commercial, industrial, and residential land. When a farmer sells,
however, the purchaser pays the
difference in taxes between farm
and other land (retroactive up to
seven years) . Proposition 11 does
more or less the same thing for
historic or scenic areas: they are
taxed at a different rate from the
land's "highest and best" use. Result : an incentive to preserve
California's open space.

CAMPAIGN ISSUES STIR URBAN VOTERS
The big urban issues of the last
two years-reapportionment, mass
transit, open-space preservation,
conservation, antibias in housing
- have become election campaign
material to some candidates for
the November elections.
Republican Congressman John
V. Lindsay of Manhattan is one.
He has come out against a road
on Fire Island and for saving
Penn Station.
In California, Governor "Pat"
Brown has been accused of allowing the proliferation of free ways through scenic and historic
areas-although he has favored a
master plan for the state's development.
Candidate Charles Weltner of
Atlanta opposed incumbent James
C . Davis in the Georgia Democratic primaries, making much of
Davis' several anticity votes. He
was, of course, angling for the
reapportioned big-city vote which
counts, for the first time, as much
as the rural vote. At press time,
the Sept. 12 primaries indicated
no clear majority for either candidate, forcing a run-off primary
at the end of the month.
In Michigan, candidate for SecArchitectural Forum / October 1962

retary of State Norman 0. Stockmeyer (Rep. ) had to clarify his
stand on racial issues before gubernatorial hopeful George Romney
would endorse him.
In a California campaign for
the state legislature, Democratic
candidate Leroy F. Greene is basing his appeal on his background
as a civil engineer-an important
qualification at a time when the
biggest water deve lopment scheme
ever conceived by a otate has
captured the voters' imagination.
Greene also has made a campaign
issue of preservation of the state's
scenic beauty.
But on the whole, the big issues have been lost in the campaigns. Few candidates really oppose something like integrated
housing in public, and the problem tends not to be aired. Also,
the most potentially explosive issue-creation of a Department of
Urban Affairs-never came to an
actual head (the Senate voted on
the motion to bring it up prematurely). Thus, m Pennsylvania's gubernatorial race, one
champion of municipal affairs,
Philadelphia's
reform
mayor,
Democrat Richard Dilworth, can-

NEW JAPANESE STADIUM FOR THE NEXT OLYMPIC GAMES

Designed by the architectural firm
of Masachika Murata <f Associates, the oval structiire shown in
the model above will be the track
stadium in Tokyo's 1964 Olymp·ic
Games. It is planned to seat 20,000
people, and will be located in Komazawa Athletic Park. Employing
bold engineering t echniqiies necessitated by the elli ptical shape, the
stadiiirn also has a cantilevered,

sheltering roof over the stands. All
aspects of the building's relation
to its setting were worked out by
the University of Tokyo 's Takayama Research Department. A trafficfiow pattern, for example, will
bring spectators from the east and
west where they will enter central
gates. After the 1964 games, the
park and its buildings will be used
as a recreational area.

BUILDING RESEARCH IN WASHINGTON
On September 1, the Building Research Institute, which has been a
part of the National Academy ,,f
Sciences-National Research Council since 1951, became an independent technica l society. As
planned, the BRI wi ll not change
its activities, but some insiders
speculate whether the BRI will
become the National Institute of
Building Research recently proposed by a Special Advisory Committee to the Building Research
Advisory Board. According to this
committee, the NIER should be
set up under the National Bureau
of Standards to do building re-

search and to disseminate new
findings (as does the BRI ) .
In a related development, the
newly created Panel of Civilian
Technology is looking for bottlenecks the government has unwittingly put in the path of technological advance. One such discovery is the slowness with which th e
FHA approves new materials and
new building methods. The panel
plans to recommend removing
this task from the FHA and giving it to the Bureau of Standards,
which is better qualified to judge
the feasibility of innovations; and
can also approve them quickly.
continu ed on page 13
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Don't dig; not when you
can conceal a closer overhead in the transom bar.
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Kawneer's ECONOMICAL way to conceal a closer
D It costs time and money to locate a cement case for a floor
closer in exactly the right spot. And it cost s even more when,
in spite of all precautions, the cement case ends up located
in the wrong spot. Not to mention the fact that ripping into
the cement with a jackhammer in an effort to correct the
mistake can be dangerous .. . broken reinforcement or ruptured waterproofing. D Kawneer provides a simple, easy
sol ut ion; a closer concealed overhead in the transom bar.
D Cons ider the advantages . The architect gets a clean looking entrance-same as with a floor closer, but doesn 't have
to allow for the reinforcement and waterproof i ng be i ng

placed deep into the slab. D Contractors can pour floors
faster, without waiting for cement case forms to be built and
located. D The sub-contractor saves beca use his insta llation costs are much lower than with f loor closers. D Yet,
even though it offers all these advantages, T he Kawneer
Concealed Overhead Closer sel ls for the same or less than
floor closers . D The Kawneer Concealed
Overhead Closer comes complete with door
and frame. D Specify a Kawneer Concealed
d..i:@@'-~~-~-"
Overhead Closer entrance package; it's the
=l~liii·-liiiiiiiiilill~.,.
economical way to conceal a closer.
KAWNEER co., Niles, Mich., Richmond, calil.

K

......

KAWNEER CO. CANADA, LTD., Toronto, Ontario.

The Kawneer Concea led
neatly into the 1% " x 4 \12''
only concealed overhead
time and work-proved for
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Overhead Closer fits
transom bar. It is the
closer that has been
over four years.
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QUOTE • • • UNQUOTE
"The source of the most sizable
body of undistinguished [Washington, D.C.] building is probably
the government semimodern style.
. . . Known also as Castrated
Classic, or Penitentiary style, this
is the most ambivalent and unsuccessful kind of architecture in the
capital."-Critic A . L. Huxtable.
" The Art Market for paintings is
up 975% since 1946 (versus a
little over 200% for the stock
market) . .. .And individual artists
have gained up to 61,900%- just
since the war .. .. "- From Art
Market Guide and Forecaster.
"We are approaching the Age of
Copernicus in adjusting to the fact
that the urban universe no more
revolves around highways, transit
systems, or home building than the
sun revolves around the earth."Sen. Harrison A . Williams, Jr.
(Dem., N.J.).
"There is something to be said
for the visual interest which multistory buildings can add to the
flat suburban scene. Such buildings provide a note of verticality
in an all-too-horizontal landscape
which has often been further
leveled by the bulldozer."- Plan ning Consultant Anshel Melamed .
"I would argue against those who
contend that architecture must be
overwhelmingly strong, even to
the point of brutality. . . . Today
in an America where we stand
proudly for the human rights of
man, where we believe that kindness and gentility are an integral
part of our concept of our nobility, such 'strength' in architecture
cannot be a true expression of our
ideals. I would argue against the
frantic search for new forms, a
search which avoids any form
done in the past."-Architect Minoru Yamasaki.
"The architect, the theater consultant, the engineer, the realestate operator, and the theater
artist each speak a different language, and seldom have any real
exchange of ideas." - Drama
Critic Henry Hewes.

Othmar H. Ammann
BRIDGE DESIGNER HONORED

One high light of the opening of
the $145 million lower level of
the George Washington Bridge in
late August was the unveiling of
a bust of the bridge's designer,
Engineer 0THMAR H. AMMANN.
Now a senior partner in the firm
of Ammann & Whitney, he
planned, back in the 1920s, for
"Martha" (as the Port of New
York Authority irreverently calls
the new lower level) and allowances were made for it in the
foundations, towers, cables, and
suspension system. The George
Washington Bridge (which, in
its more elegant single-level days,
LE CoRBUSIER called "the most
beautiful in the world") is only
one of the Swiss-born engineer's
bridge-designing accomplishments.
Others include major work on
San Francisco's Golden Gate
Bridge, the Delaware Memorial
Bridge at Wilmington, New York's
Throgs Neck Bridge, and Philadelphia's Walt Whitman Bridge.
NEW YORK

CRUSADER

Ever since the plans for a federal
and municipal government complex in Manhattan's City HallFoley Square area were announced two years ago (FORUM,
Nov. '60), Architect NATHAN R.
GINSBURG has been opposing
them on the grounds that they
were "ill-considered." His major
objections: too much potential
open space would be consumed,
and the buildings would sit "like
islands in a sea of traffic."
Indeed, Ginsburg felt so strongly about a civic center "worthy of
the world's greatest city" that he
drew up his own master plan for
the area "as a constructive suggestion." The plan was briefly

noted and has since been scarcely
mentioned.
Undaunted, Ginsburg gathered
support in his crusade against
nonplanning where he could. Such
diverse organizations as the New
York Chapter of the AIA, the
Citizen's Union, the Municipal
Art Society, and the Architects'
Council of New York (of which
he was president in 1960 and
1961) have come to back him.
Prodded by his efforts, the N.Y.
Planning Commission instigated
a movement to review the situation in late 1961. Last February,
the Board of Estimate appropriated $86,500 to have a survey
made by Architect MAx ABRAMOVITZ with ROBERT CUTLER and
SIMON BREINES, and Traffic Specialists Day & Zimmerman. At
latest report, the study should be
ready later this month-about the
same time that the GSA intends
to solicit bids on the projected
$80 million, 41-story Federal
Building on Foley Square.
BLACKSTONE STUDIOS, INC.

four-year term. Some weeks ago,
when President Kennedy announced that landscape architect
and professor at Harvard's School
of Design HmEo SASAKI would be
the newest Fine Arts member,
some capital observers took the
appointment as the beginning of
a "liberalization" of the Commission. Sasaki replaced MICHAEL W.
RAPUANO as landscape architect
on the Commission, which at
present is composed of three
architects, one painter, one sculptor, and a layman. Sasaki, who
was one of the finalists in the
recent FDR Memorial Competition, has landscaped a part of the
Rhode Island School of Design,
Oakbrook Shopping Center near
Chicago and several projects
abroad.
LAPIDUS' LATEST

Architect MoRRIS LAPIDUS, a
specialist in hotel design, is just
completing his gigantic yellowstriped Americana (see page 17),
which follows close on the heels
of the Summit and the Sheraton
Motor Court in Manhattan, and
two "inns" being constructed in
Washington, D.C. While most of
these structures are somewhat
more subdued than his tangoing
trio on Miami Beach, the Fontainbleau, Eden Roe, and Americana still apparently haunt him.

But even if this overwhelming
structure is built, Ginsburg plans
to keep right on fighting for a
truly worthy civic center. So far
he has almost singlehandedly
caused a reassessment of the whole
project, thus disproving once
again the old maxim, "you can't
buck City Hall."
NEW FINE ARTS MEMBER

I ts function is to advise on esthetic
questions and matters of design
"involved in the orderly development of Washington, D.C." as
well as to furnish expert advice on
art subjects to the federal and district governments. But the Commission of Fine Arts tends to wield
a good deal of additional, discretionary power. (Its latest task is
to review plans for private buildings facing on public land.) Each
of its seven members serves a

Morris Lapidus
"They were built for fun," he
said last month, "the only trouble is, people take them seriously." Criticizing simple glasswalled edifices because "they all
look like office buildings, no matter what goes on inside," Lapidus
predicts a trend toward a "freer,
more dramatic, more exciting architecture"- like Saarinen's Dulles
airport and Abramovitz's Philharmonic Hall. As for his boom-

continued on page 15
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NEW
BUTLER WALL.SYSTEMS
•

designed 1n
Reynolds
Aluminum
Here are two new high points in the
dramatic evolution of the pre-engineered
Butler building .. . the self-sealing,
long-span, factory-insulated
MONOPANL and the functional
Butlerib metal curtain wall. Both are
made from Reynolds Aluminum .. .
for strength with light weight,
low maintenance, high heat
reflectivity and the ability to take
attractive finishes.
MONOPANL® is a complete factoryinsulated pre-assembled aluminum
wall consisting of one-foot modules in
lengths up to 60 feet .. . the panels
joining in tongue-and-groove fashion,
with double vinyl gasket seal. No
visible fasteners or joints . .. no caulking.
Available in natural aluminum with
hammered-embossed texture or in
a range of contemporary
colors, factory applied.

is the non-insulated curtain
wall panel that provides a bold
and sculptured look at low cost.
Superior in appearance and
performance, blending beautifully
with traditional materials. Can be field
insulated if desired. Also available
in natural aluminum or a range
of factory applied colors.
Butlerib®

Both wall systems . . . MONOPANL and
Butlerib .. . lend themselves readily to
architectural design.
Available through the nationwide
Butler Builder organization. For full
information write Butler Manufacturing
Company, 7400 East 13 Street,
Kansas City 26, Mo.
®Registered T rademarks
of Butler Manufacturing Co.

EVERY DAY, NEW IDEAS TAKE SHAPE IN
Reynold s Metals Compa ny, Richmo nd 18, Virginia.
Watch Reynolds exci ting TV program on NBC : The Dick Powell REYNO LDS ALUMI NUM SHOWTu esday nights.
SPECI AL: Seethe Nation al Automobi le Show in color, Sunday, October 21, NB C-TV, 6:00 to 7:00 P. M., EDST.

(!I

REYNOLDS
LUMINUM

NEWS
continued from page 13

erang-shaped International Inn,
Lapidus said : "I don't think it
should set a mode for Washington architecture, but it blends in
without getting lost." This latter
fact, according to some critics,
may not be entirely fortunate.

take.n, he added, the well being
of urbanites is unnecessarily
threatened "in terms of cost,
health, and reduced efficiency."

TEXAS AW1ARDS

The results of the "Texas Architecture '62" annual competition
were announced last month. Sponsored by the Texas Society of
Architects with the help of the
Dallas Chapter of AIA, the competition received 78 entries which
were judged by Architects RALPH
RAPSON, JosEPH AMISANO, and
MAX FLATOW. Five Honor Awards
were made : tae First National
Bank in San Angelo by GEORGE
PIERCE & ABEL B. PIERCE; First
National Bank in Giddings and
Montrose
Elementary
School
(FORUM, Feb. '61) in Laredo,
both by CAUDILL, RowLETT &
ScoTT; "Mo-Rose" Citrus Fruit
Packing House in Olmito by TANIGUCHI & CROFT; and an office
building in Houston by NEUHAUS
& TAYLOR for Oil Base, Inc.
LISTENERS STUDY SOUND

"Although the human being's
adaptability and tolerance to
noise or lack of privacy never
fails to astonish us," said Acoustical Consultant RoRERT B. NEWMAN last month, "there is still a
very definite limit to what will
be endured by occupants of buildings and people in the street."
Criticizing the U .S. as the only
major country in the world with
no building-code requirements for
controlling noise in multifamily
and multiuse buildings, Newman
pointed out that Americans have
to put up with annoyances that
are two to three times louder than
they would be, say, in England.
The occasion for this blast: the
firm of Bolt Beranek & Newman,
who helped tune Philharmonic
Hall last July, has been hired by
the FHA to study the world's
building codes in order to recommend acoustical standards for
possible FHA adoption. According to Newman, acoustics should
be included in the technical design of buildings along with ventilation, heating, structure, and
lighting. Until such a step is
Architectural Forum / October 1962

George L. Ramsey
RAMSEY LEAVES CHICAGO

Chicago's building commissioner
for the past seven years, Architect
GEORGE L. RAMSEY, has announced that he will resign from
the post this month for " personal
reasons." He added that he will
leave his native city and practice
"a little" in St. Petersburg, Fla.
One of Mayor Richard J. Daley's
first appointees in 1955, Ramsey
has received national notice for
his work in Chicago. His recent
reorganization of the department,
his concept of team inspections,
his controversial stand on the use
of prestressed concrete (FORUM,
Aug. '60), and his interest in conservation and rehabilitation of
worthwhile buildings all led
Mayor Daley to classify Ramsey
as "one of the outstanding building commissioners in the history
of Chicago." His successor has not
yet been appointed.
OBITUA ,R Y

Architect HENRY HEBBELN, 47,
died last month in an automobile
accident on Cape Cod. Cornelltrained, and a former Cranbrook
Fell ow (in regional planning),
Hebbeln worked under Finland's
ALvAR AALTO in 1939 on a lumber town for 10,000 people. In the
U. S., he was associated with Architects GARDNER DAILEY, ANTONIN RAYMOND, and WILLIAM
LESCAZE for short periods of time
before establishing his own practice in 1946. Among his best-known
buildings are private homes in
Tryon, N.C., and Sabattis, N.Y.,
as well as rebuilding work in Sherman, Conn., and in New York
City for Bonnier's store.
END

'CEREMONIAL: BY MAGEE ... a new line of carpets pledged to beauty, practicality, economy. Whether
aisle, chapel, alta r, rectory or soc ial roo m, there 's a
Magee to meet all church requirements. Magee provides
wear specifications and recommendations for every need.
Magee also offe rs custom design service-special patterns,
colors loomed to order. For information
on th e new CEREMONIAL carpet line, see

MAG EE

The Magee Carpet Company, Commercial Div ision, 295 Fifth Ave ., N. Y. 16
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activity, however, is
concentrated on the West Side,
where construction has been booming since Rockefeller Center expanded across Sixth Avenue with
the Time & Life bu ilding (map,
right ) .
Hotels loom large. Beyond the
hole for a new CBS office tower
rises the Americana, just completed, and the New York Hilton
at Rockefeller Center, fast catching up (left and right in photo,
above). The Hilton, designed oy
William B. Tabler, has 46 stories
containing 2,153 rooms. Its narrow tower, which rises from a
five-story base, provides a bay

window for every room, to be
fi lled with blue glass. The $75
million hotel is owned by RockHill-Uris, Inc.
From the east, the SO-story
Americana looks slim, tall, and
elegant. The view from the west,
however, is another story (below,
right). Designed by Morris La pi-

NEW YORK NEARS COMPLETION-ALMOST
"New York will be a great city if
they ever get it finished," Frank
Lloyd Wright used to observe sardonically. His remark seems truer
than ever in 1962. This month, a
host of important buildings neared
completion, while others were
just getting under way.
Biggest of the lot is the Pan
Am building (above), rising 59
rock-ribbed stories above Grand
Central Station on Manhattan's
mid-East Side. The $100 million
skyscraper, scheduled to open in
February, will be the largest commercial office building in the
world (2.4 million square feet)and will dump an estimated
25,000 new office workers into the
already congested mid -town area .

The octagonal tower was designed
by Emery Roth & Sons with
Wa lter Gropius and Pietro Belluschi consulting, for the WolfsonCotton Anglo-American combine.
(Behind Pan Am, at top right in
photo, is the final unit of Kips
Bay Plaza, I. M . Pei's $23 million apartment project for Webb
& Knapp.)
Farther north on 72nd Street
and Third Avenue, Tower East, a
new 35 -story cooperative (right),
is being readied for December occupancy. Also designed by the
Roth firm, it gives up the usual
wedding-cake setback envelope in
favor of the cleaner look encouraged by bonuses in the city's new
zoning laws.

dus, Liebman & Associates for
Loew's Hotels, the $50 million
Americana has 2,000 rooms.
Many experts argue that hotel
space in New York is being overbuilt and point to the remarkable
number of hotels and motor inns
which have suddenly sprouted on
the West Side. Against this opinion, Loew's Hotels have announced p lans for a new 751-room
motor hotel diagonally across the
street from its Americana.
R. PARTRIDGE
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During construction most of these
buildings have made few concessions to Manhattan's legions of
sidewalk superintendents. In place
of plywood walls and portholes,
however, CBS has installed clear
plastic panels along its site (right).
From loudspeakers the voices of
Red Barber, Betty Furness, and
other CBS regulars dispense facts
about the future skyscraper designed by Eero Saarinen, historical
lore about the site-and an occasional plug for CBS .

Next to the CBS hole is the
43-story Sperry Rand building
(above), a $55 million rental office building owned by Rock-Uris,
Inc. The design, again by Emery
Roth & Sons, reverts to setbacks
to make it the fifth largest in the
city, counting Pan Am.
Sperry Rand, the Hilton, and
CBS, together with the new Equitable and Time & Life buildings,
represent a fantastic amount of
activity within a stretch of four
blocks on Sixth Avenue. Uris

Buildings Corp., as well as Rockefeller Center, Inc., is deeply involved. Uris owns 50 per cent of
both the Hilton and Sperry Rand,
and also will be the sole owner of
a new 45-story rental office building, designed by Shreve, Lamb &
Harmon, to occupy the block between Equitable and the Hilton.
Altogether, Uris will have built
and will own, at least in part, 4.4
million square feet of space, worth
$155 million, in a three-block area
within a period of four years.

In the midst of all this commercial building, culture is having its
innings too. At Columbus Circle,
slightly north, Manhattan's new
Gallery of Modern Art (above)
seems finally within reach of completion. The I 0-story museum, designed by Edward Durell Stone
for A&P heir Huntington Hartford, was originally estimated at
$1.5 million, is now expected to
be about $5 million. The concrete
structure, sheathed in white marble drilled with window holes,

faces Central Park (at left).
Finally, a few blocks uptown,
Philharmonic Hall (below ) last
month became the first of Lincoln
Center's six buildings to open, although it is not quite finished
(the entire Center will not be
ready until 1966) . Designed by
Max Abramovitz (of Harrison &
Abramovitz), the $15.4 million
structure has windows extending
full height behind massive, travertine-faced columns m a taperEND
ing cross shape.

-1
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It is certainly possible to design an air
conditioning system by specifying a
variety of major components made by
different manufacturers.
You may even save the owners a few
dolla rs- with refrigeration equipment
from one source, cooling and heating
coils from another and fans from somewhere else.
But each added source of supply
multiplies the owners' problems when
they t ry to fix responsibility for performance. There they are- right in the middle.
Whom will they call if mechanical
trouble develops? Which component

needs attention? Where will they turn
for service?
The answers come easily when you
specify equipment from one responsib.le
supplier of major components- able to
keep the equipment in first-class operating condition.
Although not the only air conditioning
manufacturer offering a broad line of
components, Carrier is best prepared to
serve the owner should trouble come.
For our company and our dealers
maintain the largest and best-trained
service organization in the businessover 11,000 men strong.

cm>
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Air Conditioning Company

LETTERS

U.S. ARCHITECTURE AT THE F1AIR

Forum : I wish you could have heard the
mental applause your editorial received on
the selection of an architect for the U.S.
pavilion at the 1964 New York World's
Fair (FoRUM, Sept. '62). I was thinking
of sending it to the President, but then
he's having enough trouble without adding
to his worries.
FRANK EDWARD DUSHIN

Architect

Peekskill, N.Y.

Forum : Bravo! Your restraint is admirable.
These things need to be said. What a shot
in the arm to architects, to allied professions,
and to the public if such projects could be
open competitions! This would promote good
work and discourage the "influence peddlers."
ARMSTRONG

Los Angeles

& SHARFMAN

Landscap.e Architects

Forum : We found your editorial on the
New York World's Fair quite interesting.
We are calling it to the attention of the
Secretary and the Fair Commissioner here.
Washington, D .C.
HENRY SCHARER
Director, Public Information
U.S . Department of Commerce

bower Administration in improving our overseas building program.
I hope they can provide better answers
to Washington's peculiar space problems than
the complex of federal buildings presently
under construction along Independence
Avenue.
Utilitarianism is fine, but I do not feel
that a series of shoe boxes is necessarily expressive of any peculiarly federal problems.
Perhaps we should take a very careful look
at the direction which our federal government is taking. Has our government become
so impersonal that its buildings have as much
personality and character as a celled honeycomb?
LEVERETT SALTONSTALL

Washington, D.C.
United States Senator
Committee on Appropriations

Forum: I wholeheartedly support the viewpoint you express.
Washington, D.C.
FRANK THOMPSON, JR.
House of Representatives

AIRPORT Pl.ANNING

Forum: I disagree that the construction of
a federal airport at Chantilly has "doomed
Friendship to join the nation's growing
number of ghost airports" (July '62) .
Considering the fact that air travelers
from east of 16th Street in Washington,
throughout the central, western, and eastern
shores of Maryland, as well as south-central
Pennsylvania, can reach planeside at Friendship more rapidly than at Dulles; that the
air carriers will be able to operate much
more economically at Friendship than at
Dulles ; and that Baltimore is a great industrial center with a high potential for air
cargo, I do not see the likelihood of Friendship becoming a "ghost."
CHARLES P . CRANE

Baltimore, Md.

Chairman, Airport Board

]. ]. P . OUD

Wassenar, Netherlands

Architect

CANADA

Forum : You deserve to be commended
warmly for the interesting treatment of
" The New Architecture of Canada" (August '62) . Members of the profession in Canada are proud of the progress which has
been made since the end of World War II.
Your readers may be interested in
knowing that the Smithsonian Institution is
sponsoring a photographic exhibition of
Canadian architecture in libraries throughout the U.S., commencing with a Washington opening by mid-October. The exhibition will portray the best buildings
entered in the 1961 Massey Medals competition.
Ottawa
ROBBINS ELLIOTT
Executive Director
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada
CANADA

Forum: May I extend the thanks of the
Division to you and your colleagues for the
fine job you have done on building in
Canada.
ROBERT F . LEGGET

Director, Division of Building Research
Ottawa
National Research Council

YAMASAKl'S GREEK

Forum : Yamasaki's Woodrow Wilson School
at Princeton ("Projects," Aug. '62) shows a
departure from his much-publicized Gothic
tendencies to a new, classic Greek-very
much like the South Stoa at Corinth (above).
MAURY M. LIPOWICH

Chicago

Architect

WASHINGTON'S ARCHITECTURE

Forum : Re your editorial concerning architecture in our capital city (Aug. '62), Washington's problem is a unique one in that any
federal building, before construction has
begun, has passed through a most formidable
series of approving authorities and committees.
That any building comes into existence is
testimony to its sponsors' persistence. Its design has usually been modified so often to
comply with suggestions of the reviewing
authorities that its final form has little relation to the original proposal.
I am pleased that some of the great names
of architecture in our country today are to
enhance the Washington scene. Some of them
have had previous experience with federal
projects. I think specifically of some of the
fine work which was done under the Eisen-

is an outgrowth of what Saarinen (whom I
admired so much in his early works) initiated so unhappily in his London Embassy.
Architecture is following a strange way at
present. It does not bring development of
the original intentions. It seems to be esthetically kept alive only by injections of versatility.

BOSTON CITY HAI.I.

Forum : Congratulations on your fine article
on the Boston City Hall Competition {Aug.
'62). I was beginning to think that a notable
competition, and what should prove to be a
notable solution, were going to go unrecognized .
WALTER A. NETSCH, JR .

Chicago

Architect

Forum : I was astonished to see the article
pra1smg the project for the Boston Town
Hall. The ground plan of my Shell building
was damned in 1946 because "it was hard to
distinguish from straight academic." What
do you think of the unhuman and lifeless,
the stiff and stuffy, superacademic floors of
the Boston project?
To me it is a disappointing building which

Forum: Your August cover of Canadian
maple leaves was superb - a simple,
strong design, but intricate and enriched
through variations on a theme.
CHESTER NAGEL

Architect

Cambridge, Mass.
PARKS WITHOUT GRASS

Forum: Thanks for the excellent August
issue. I enjoyed every page, particularly the
"Editor's note" about French places. Your
thoughts are very helpful, because I have
been making speeches to groups in our area
arguing for the creation of these delightful
parks in our communities.
J OHN N. RICHARDS

Toledo , Ohio

Archit.ect

MORE ON AIRPORTS

Forum: You have pointed up the anomaly
of air travel, the ground lag. Fitting airports
to cities and seeing the traveler home would
be vastly eased and the airlines would make
money if certain ground rules were changed:
r. Rationalize field configuration. Ignore
wind directions. A linear airport would take
two square miles instead of ten.
2. Condense
terminal structure. Require
sharing of facilities by carriers and bring
plane to gate ready to fly, engines running.
continued on page 20
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ROLL FORMED

METAL
PRODUCTS
STANDARD & SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

3. Speed up boarding process. Allow fiveminute boarding time. Board according to
seat number.
4. Telephone check in. Dial your arrival
from convenient points in parking deck,
arrival dock, restaurant, etc.
5. Supermarket baggage checking. Standing
in line is one of the most degrading aspects
of air travel.
6. Provide multideck parking. The jet traveler deserves and can pay for multideck
parking an easy stroll from his arrival or
departure lounge, all under one roof.
7. Safety. Allow once again the length of
the runway in grassy allee used as a park,
but provided so that in that 30 seconds of
decision, a takeoff could be aborted.
With these and other changes in the habits
and mores of carriers and administrators,
the airport could begin to become architecture (like Dulles) .
HARRY

WEESE

Architect

Chicago

by something finer. There is no indication
that either the Euston or Penn Station sites
will bear worthy buildings; it is more likely
that they will produce the maximum financial return for the minimum quality.
GEO:FfREY A. COLLENS

Architect

Philadelphia
HELPFUL POSTERS

Forum : Your "Great Architecture for the
Sixties" posters will be most helpful in a
series of talks on American architecture
which I am presenting for various German
groups here.
BRUCE F . RADDE

Oberursel/Taunus, West Germany
GRIEVOUS ERROR

Forum : With the picayunishness of which
only a college registrar is capable, I note
Walker Evans falls into the grievous error
of referring to the Poland Spring House
as the Poland Springs House ("Come on
Down," July '62). No one has told me
whether the present management is so sensitive, but if it is, it hides its chagrin successfully behind the convention business which
still keeps the establishment humming.
Registrar
University of Maine

GEORGE H. CROSBY,

Orono, Me .
THAT INSTITUTE ,AGAIN
MATTER OF OPINION

Forum: We appreciate your considering our
new Illinois facility sufficiently newsworthy
to be included in your August issue ("Building in the News," and photo above) .
However we do not agree with your use of
the word "odd" with regard to the placing
of the Georgian building against the plain
backdrop of the modem factory wall. Obviously these things are matters of opinion,
but we believe that the latter provides an
unpretentious background for the precisely
authentic Georgian office building.
WILLIS G . COE

Milltown, N.].

Vice President Operations
Personal Products Corp .

PLAYBOY ARCHITECTS

CASING AND CORNER BEADS
BASE SCREEDS
Regular and Expanded

Immediate Shipments
Coast to Coast Warehouse Stocks

Forum: It was a great pleasure to read the
article on "Playboy Architecture" by Sigfried Giedion (FoRUM, July '62). "Am I a
Playboy Architect?" is the most important
question each architect has to keep on asking himself seriously-and answering honestly.
Cambridge, Mass .

TAO HO

PENN STATION

2408 N. FARWELL AVE., MILWAUKEE 11, WIS.
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Forum: A cloud of shame hangs over London as a result of the demolition of the
splendid Euston Arch. With the dust from
this act of vandalism hardly settled it is
tragic to hear that New York is to follow
London in destroying its finest railroad
structure (FORUM, April '62 et seq.) .
The destruction of a fine building can
be truly justified only if it is to be replaced

Forum: I am an unknown, unarrived sculptor
who has been invited to share the International Institute of Arts and Letters' roster
of illustrious men of accomplishment in the
arts (April '62 et seq .).
As much as I would like to receive a
commission, not to mention an authentic
honor, who are they trying to kid?
South Bend, Ind.

THEODORE GOLUBIC
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AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK, D ENVER, COLORADO . ARCHITECT A ND INTERIOR D ES IGNER: JAMES S UD LER

a.

ASSOC I ATES

On the se circular elevator hou s ings, Armstrong Wa ll Carlon in Frostone W hite adds elegance and practicality to this strik ing lob by area. Soil a nd scuffs c l ea n away eas il y with detergent and water.

The decorative and functional properties
of Armstrong Wall Corlon
The origin of Wall Carlon was unusual. Some
200 architects and designers worked with
Armstrong to make sure this new vinyl wall
covering would provide the blend of traits
most needed for commercial and institutional
interiors . The properties that resulted are:
Subtle embossed textures. They create elegant wall surfaces without compromising the
maintenance advantages of vinyl.
Handsome fade- and stain-resistant colorings
styled to today's trends in interior design. The
20 colors are shown on the preceding page ,
identified on the second page following. Wall
Carlon and scores of Armstrong floors are
color coord inated . Throughout the wearing
surface, color is homogeneous .
Durable surface layer composed of polyvinyl
chloride which is essentially unfilled. Fillers
are used only in minimal amounts to achieve
desired opacity and shade . This vinyl content
gives Wall Carlon superior stain resistance,
abrasion resistance, and resistance to surface
marring. Wall Carlon comes in two gauges:
.030" and .040" in rolls 54" wide and up to
80' long.
Hydrocord backing, a product of Armstrong
research , composed of inorganic fibers en-

tirely unaffected by moisture, mildew, and
rot. Its resilient formulation cushions the
vinyl surface from impact damage.
Ease of installation. Wall Carlon is easy to
cut ... forms hai rline seams . .. and is so
flexible it conforms to almost any curve or
angle . It can be installed directly over plaster,
plasterboard, wood, metal , and many other
subsurfaces.
Dimensional stability. Seams won't open;
seams won't peak. Yet, as the adhesive dries
after installation , the Hydrocord Back draws
up to smooth out minor bubbles and wrinkles
. . . a real saving in installation time .
Low flame spread . Wall Corlon 's rat ing is 20
on gypsum board in 25-ft. tunnel test (ASTME84); less than 10 in Radiant Panel Test
(ASTM·El62).
Strength and safety. Test measurements of
breaking strength , tear strength, abrasion
resistance, volatility, toxicity, etc., are highly
favorable-and available on request .
Armstrong distributors in 135 cities throughout the country will provide quick, efficient
service through wall covering contractors. All
co lo rings are available in the three embossings in either gauge.

PROJECTS

Taliesin design for an insurance company in Louisville (below)
Two Raymond & Rado schools (page 57)
Octagonal bank tower in Los Angeles (page 59)
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1. OAK RIDGE STEAM PLANT. The
biggest turbogenerator in the
world, outside Oak Ridge, Tenn. ,
is part of TVA's $125 million
Bull Run Steam Plant. Mountains
of coal, carried up the incline at
the left, wi ll disappear into giant
boilers. The 900,000-kilowatt turbogenerator will be housed in the
stru cture in the foreground. Vincent G. K ling is consulting architect to TV A's design staff.
2. T.ALIESIN IN KENTUCKY. Louisville will never be the same: wags
are already at work coining names
for the Lincoln Income Life In-
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sur ance Co. home offices, designed
by Taliesin Associated Architects,
to be built OJI. a quadrant of
the interstate highway exchange.
The 15 stories are to be enclosed
by a grille of gold anodized aluminum, set in front of plastic
panels. The lower floors will hang
from deep cantilever trusses holding steel members in tension;
these, in turn, support the floors.
A bubble car will ride the transparent exterior elevator shaft to
the top.
3. MICHIGAN LIBRARY. In Grand
Rapids, M ich. , a brand-n ew $3

million public library will adjoin
the old library ( right ) in the city's
new Civic Center development.
The new design, by Detroit Architects . Ralph R . Calder & Associates, will be a four-story concrete-and-steel building. An entrance separate from the library's
will lead into a 300-seat auditorium. Associated architects:
Robinson, Campau & Crowe, Inc.
4. LOS ANGELES OFFICES_ "The
largest privately financed office
structure in the western U.S." is
the proud boast of Occidental
Center, the $16 million head-

quarters of the Occidental Life
Insurance Co., under construction
in Los Angeles. The 32-story center is intended to be impressive
from the air as well as the
ground-the site lies beneath an
approach lane into the Los
Angeles International Airport.
With this traffic in mind, William
Pereira & Associates plan a garden around the observation roof
and a paved patio on the 11-story
service building (right ). Aluminum sunshades on the exterior
will contrast with granite sheathing, gray tile, and gray glass.
continued on page 57
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ex_.iting new concept in elevatoring for an exciting new building
Buildings are for people. • And people who use the elevators in Trenton's new
Department of Labor and Industry Building will enjoy speed, comfort and
convenience that can .be provided only by Haughton Elevators under fullyautomated electronic control.• Not even peak demands at "coffee breaks" or
rush hours can cause service to deteriorate. •An automatic electronic computer constantly receives and analyzes data pertaining to amount and character
of traffic, and makes adjustments. to match traffic needs exactly. • Such is
the magic of Haughton Elevonics*, key to superior elevator performance in
new buildings and old. • For complete information on our
design, modernization and maintenance capabilities, contact
your Haughton sales office (listed in the Yellow Pages), or write:
Haughton Elevator Company, Division of Toledo Scale Corporation, Toledo 9, Ohio. • Passenger and Freight Elevators,
Escalators, Dumbwaiters.

*

Haughton's advanced program {n sysfewu research and engineering with
specific emphasis on the creative application of electronic devices and instrumentation
for betterment of systems design and performance. Registered in U.S. Patent Office.

PROJECTS
continued from page 55
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The
largest aca d emic hi gh schoo l eve r
cl sign ed for New York C it y's
Boa rd of E du ca ti on is the Centra l
Broo kl yn Hi gh Schoo l. To m a ke
th e sc hoo l see m a litt le less ove rpowe rin g ( th ere w ill be 3,800
st ud ents !), Architec ts Ra ym ond
& R ado spl it up the necessa ry
fac il ities into fo ur buildings connec ted by g lass passageways a nd
sur ro und ed by landscaping.
5 . BROOKLYN HIGH SCHOOL.

6 . LONG ISLAND GRADE SCHOOL .

Another sc hoo l d es igned by R aym ond & R a do is th e Hi ll el Sc hoo l
1n Law rence, N .Y., a pri vate
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sc hoo l fo r 400 boys and girls
whi c h w il l take the m fro m kind erga rten throug h the eigh th
grad e. Th e sha pe is a squ a re
d oug hnut w ith a c ha pel a nd a
co urt ya rd in th e ce nter. A se ri es
of cantil eve red co ncre te eyeb ro\1·s
extendin g from th e second story
wi 11 support ceda rb oa rd fin s.
7. MANHATTAN HOUSING . Gett in g
away fro m th e dreary im age th a t
"publi c housin g" oft en brin gs to
mind , Arc hitect Ri ch a rd G . Ste in
has d es igned for the New Yo rk
C ity H ous in g A uth ority a vest pocke t p roj ec t on I 19 th Street

whi ch is a fa r cry from the u. ual.
T he va ri ega ted pl a n crea tes i.ntcres ting sha pes for eve ry a pa rtm ent
in th e building. T he tru c ture \\' ill
be 13 stori es hi gh , w ith fi ve ap a rtm ents to a Aoo r.
8. ADOBE CHAPEL . Fo ur concave
wa lls of whi te ad obe, pa r tl y reinforced by stee l, w ill enclose thi s
sm a l I pri va te cha pel a t C ircle
Di a m ond R a nch, Ho nd o Va lley,
N .M . Co rn e rs wil l be glazed fro m
Aoo r to ceilin g, a nd th e wa r ped
ro of will be pun c tured by a skyli ght above th e a lta r. D es igned by
H e rbert Baye r, the chapel will

sta nd bes ide a seventeen th- ce ntury
stone po rta l <Lnd bell towe r
bro ug ht fro m G uana ju a to, 'M ex ico.
9.
UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY . Two
lib ra ri es in one is th e pl an fo r
Te mpl e Un ive rsity's new lib ra ry
-secti oned off so th a t fres hm en
a nd so ph om ores have th e gro und
Aoo r to th em se lves, a nd upp erclassm en, g rad ua te stud ents, and
facu lty h ave the upper fo ur levels.
T h e upp er leve l w ill also ho ld
the major lib ra ry co llection. T his
i5 the sixtee n th design by No len,
S\1· inb11rn e & Assoc iates for the
P hil adelp hi a cam pus.
continued on page 5.9
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Air conditioning is provided by this battery of B &G Package Liquid Coolers

A complete "Package" of Heating, Cooling and Service
Water Supply provided by
Lutheran General Hospital,
Park Ridge, Illinois

B&G steam-ta-water heat exchange r

i

I

BELL &

Booster Pumps

58

In the Lutheran General Hospital, Park Ridge, Illinois, the space
heating, service water heating and fuel oil preheating are all effected
by. water ·heated in B&G Heat Exchangers and circulated by B&G
Pumps. For the air conditioning systems, B&G Package Liquid
Coolers provide the necessary chilled water.
This installation is an excellent example of the versatility and
economy of circulated water for creating controlled comfort conditions within a structure. It exhibits the fundamental reasons for the
phenomenal growth of B&G Hydro-Flo mechanically circulated water
systems for heating and cooling. Today there is virtually no limit to
the heighf or area of buildings which can be equipped with a B&G
Hydro-Flo circulated water system.
The Hydr~-Flo System offers unique advantages because of its
adaptability to zone control. It can deliver water at any temperature,
in any amount, to any zone, at any time and for any size building.
You are invited to send for a copy of "Zone Control with PrimarySecondary Pumping" -a power and fuel saving design method conceived and developed by B&G engineers.

GOSSETT

COMPANY

Dept. HH-62, Morton Grove, Illinois

.

PUMPS ••• HEAT

B&G Ht-"ill'-B'!_£1d equipment

Canadian Licensee: S. A. Armstrong, Ltd., 1400 O'Connor Drive, Toronto 16, Ontario
EXCHANGERS ••• AIR CONDITIONING

Package Liquid Coolers

Refrigeration Compressors

AND

Centrifugal Pumps

PROCESS

COOLING

Heat Exchangers

EQUIPMENT

Oil-less
Air Compressors

PROJECTS
continiied from page 57
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Alcoa's big new technical center in
Merwin, Pa., 28 miles northeast
of Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle,
will be built in stages over the
next decade, at a cost of $30 million. By that time, Alcoa expects
to have an army of at least 1,000
at work in its "science city. " Design ed by Harrison & Abramovitz,
the main buildings surround a
large pool and exhibit island.
11. CALIFORNIA BANK. The faceted tower of the California Federal Savings & Loan Association
headquarters wi ll stretch up 24
10. ALCOA'S SCIENCE CITY.
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stori es from a broad base, occupying a full block along Wi lshire
Boulevard in Los Angeles. A separate garage ( left ) , plus two levels
und erground, will supply 1,100
parking spaces. At the special requ est of th e company president,
there will be an auditorium and
art gall ery on the third fl oor for
communi ty and employee use.
Topping off the base and the
towe ; : a roof garden and a large
heliport.
Architects:
C harles
Luckman Associates.
12. HOLLYWOOD OFFICES. Precast
concrete ~nits one story hi gh and

one window wide will form a
3hadowed wall around seven
stories of an offi ce bui lding in
West Hollywood, designed by
Daniel L. Dworsky for th e AppelSlaten Development Co. U nd erneath, and accessible fro m one
side of the stee p site, will be three
levels of parking fo r office tenants.
13 . PAVILION FOR SAVINGS. The
15,000-square-foot pavilion that
Ladd & Kelsey designed for the
Prudential Savings & Loan's n ew
offices in Alhambra, Calif., shou ld
m ake thrift a pleasure. Tapered
columns, a flat roo f, and shall ow

vaults at the roof line add up to
a dignified loo k for the building.
14.

PENNSYLVANIA

RESEARCH.

The Spring House Research Center, whi ch Rohm & Haas is building in suburban Philadelphia, consists of three bu ildings now under
way-a n appli cations laboratory
(above ) , a ynthesis laboratory,
and a uti lity building, to be finished next su mmer. Reinforced
concrete, natural stone, and Plexiglas, a co mpany product, are the
chief m aterials. The design is by
Rohm & Haas' engineering department and Wigton-Abbott Corp.
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AMELCO WINDOWS
specified for

~0

H NS H 0 PK INS

University

School of Advanced International Studies
1 74 0

MASSACHUSET T S

AVENUE.

N. W..

WASH IN GTON.

D. C .

Architect: Justement, Elam, Callmer and Kidd • Contractor : John Mc Shain, Inc. • Amelco Distributor: James A. Cassidy Co., Inc. ·wash., 0. C.

CONTROLS
HEAT, LIGHT,
SIGHT & SOUND
0 Dual Glazing
O Venetian Blind
between panes of glass
0 True Thermal break in
vent and frame
0 Pivots 180°
Horizontally

The Ame lco Window offers many adva ntages . . . dual glazing with venetian
blin d between t h e pa n es of glass red uces solar h eat gai n by 65% . Just think of the
sa vings in air condition ing equipment costs .. . and operating costs .

fi]

Two inch air space and true thermal break in vent an d frame offer 55% less heat loss in winter.
Air space and efficient sea ls red uce noise t ransm issio n m ore than 50% .
Horizonta l pivoting offers vent il ation if you n eed it an d
clea]l ing of all glass su rfaces from inside . . . m ore savin gs.
Many lead ing arc hi tects are spec ifyi n g Ame lco . . . the m ost
. - - - - -versatile, most eco nomical window in America . Write for f ull story.

AMERICAN ELUMIN CO • 1676 COMMERCE DRIVE, STOW, OHIO

.,: mwin1
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PRODUCTS

Cheaper glass: a new process from England (be lo w)
Portable, multipurpose school laboratories (page 63 )
Extruded structural shapes of glass fiber (page 65)

SQUARE COLUMNS

A new product wit h the sedu ctivel y fem inine
na me, Slee k/Forms, is actually a very practica l device for mold ing co ncrete col umns.
Slee k/F orms, so the manufact urer cla ims, are
the first fib er form s that wi ll mold square or
rectangu lar columns.
Made of 15-pl y paperboa rd and p lastic
coated to repel moi ture a nd insure a
smoothl y fini shed surfa ce on the column (see
close-up ), S leek/Fo rms are ava il a ble in two
sta nd a rd lengths and widths, 4 an d 5 fee t
long, 12 and 16 in ches squ a re, with a wa ll
thi ckn ess of ;/2 -inch as a minimum . Forms of
other dim ensions can be m ade on a custom
basis. T he cost is about $4 per linear foot,
which, accordin g to the manufactu re r, is
co mpetitive wit h plywoo d forms that have
to be assembled on the site.
Manufacturer: Alton Box Board C o. ,
Alton, Ill.

FLOAT GLASS

U nd er th e te rms of a licensing agree ment
with Pilkington Brothers Ltd. of Great Brita in, Pittsb urgh Plate G lass beco mes the
fi rst U.S. manufacturer to use th e flo a t process fo r ma kin g glass. T hi s process proved so
success ful in Bri tain that Pilkington has shut
clown a ll its plate-gla ss opera ti ons exce pt
fo r one remaining pl a nt . G lass made by the
flo at proce. s ap proac hes th e qu a lity of pl ate
glass but is a great deal ch eaper, since it
elimin a tes a ll grindin g and polishin g. While
Pi lkingto n has found it a perfec tly acceptable
rep lacement for pl ate glass, PPG prefers to
ca ll it a " middl e" quality product, ranking
in price and qual ity somewhere betw een
sheet and pla te. At the tim e FoRUM went to
press, PPG expected to sta rt produ ction in
Ar chit ect ural Forum
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abo ut a yea r but wa s und ecided whether to
build a new pla nt fo r the float process or
co nvert an ex i tin g one to it.
Wh il e new to this co untry, the fl oat process
has bee n deve loped in Brita in since 1952,
when Alastair Pilkingto n conceive d the idea
of floatin g a ribbon of glass on a surfa ce of
molten tin , the glass ta king on th e meta l's
fl at surfa ce . Contro ll ed heating melts irregula ri ties in th e glass, and it comes from th e
furn ace coo l and ready for cu tting. Pilkington began produ ction in 1959 an d opened
a new Lancashire pl ant this yea r, the la rgest
eve r bu il t by the company. Limited at fi rst to
/Ii-inch glass, the fl oa t process has been cle\'e loped to th e poin t where other thi cknesses
can a lso be produced.
Manufacturer : P ittsburgh Plate G lass Co .,
632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., P ittsbu rgh 22.

BIG, LIGHT PLANTERS

T he " executive greenery" fo und nowadays
in and out of corporate offices of ten grows
in ceram ic or concrete tubs, the bigger th e
more prestigious. Now Archi tectural Pottery, a firm known for cerami c tubs, is
transp lanting greenery into glass-fiber conta in ers for certain uses, such a roof-top terraces, temporary exhibits, and fairs, a ll of
11·hi ch need a li ghter or more portable conta iner than the cl ay tub. T hen, too, in glass
contim1 ed on page 62
61

PRODUCTS
aontiniied from page 61

Functiona l, durable and economical, IRVICO architectural
grilles as guard rail components provide an element of classic
simplicity, balance and harmony. They give an appearance of
lightness and airiness; yet
inherent "third dimension"
affords complete privacy when
vi ewed from below.
Minimal installation costs
make IRVICO architectural
grilles, with t heir aesthetic and
functional advantages, most
economical. Framing is not
required and panels are simply
and rapidly secured to tubing by
specially designed clips.
For complete information write

fiber the containers can be made in larger
sizes than are possible with clay or concrete,
and they stand up to a good deal of abuse
in public places-shopping-center malls, city
parks and plazas, for example.
Besides the cylindrical planters shown in
the foreground, Architectural Fiberglass
Planters come in hexagons, squares, and
rectangles, as shown in the stacked planters,
and triangles and semicircles, which are not
shown. T here are six colors-gray-green,
warm gray, sand brown, blue-gray, off-white,
and white-all in a matte finish that resembles a fine stoneware glaze. Sample cylinder prices: 2 feet wide, 1 foot 4 inches
tall, $150; 4 feet wide, 3 feet 3 inches tall,
$550.
Manufacturer: Architectural Fiberglass
Planters Division, Architectural Pottery,
2020 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 34.

• 85% open mesh.
• Available in finished steel and
color anodized aluminum.
• Flexible panels for
contoured installations.

WIDE-BEAM FLOODLIGHT

IRVING SUBWAY
GRATING CO., Inc.
ORIGINATORS OF THE GRATING INDUSTRY

Offices and Plants at
50·61 27th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
1861 10th ST., OAKLAND 20, CALIFORNIA
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This new mercury floodlight, the Cat's-Eye,
casts a beam 164 degrees wide for maximum
effect and minimum number of fixtures in
lighting building fac;ades, parking lots, and
sports areas. According to the Revere Electric engineers who developed it, the reAector's
combination of elliptical and parabolic
curves ca ts the widest usable beam of any
floodlight (see photo diagram of horizontal
cross section).
The reflector itself is a deep oval with

I

a narrow lens in a gasketed, weatherproof
frame . For pole-top mounting, a Cat's-Eye
with a built-in ballast costs $153.90; the
same model, but with a remote ballast, costs
$89.83.
Manufacturer: Revere Electric Manufacturi ng Co., 7420 Lehigh Ave., Chicago 48, Ill.
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SMALL SWITCHBOARD

ITT Kellogg has developed a pint-size
switchboard, fully transistorized, which fits
100 telephone lines into a cabinet the size
of an office file (see photo ) : it is half as big
as the smallest conventional electromechanical system and weighs about 400 pounds.
The Kelex 2000 is designed for private telephone systems in factories, schools, hospitals,
and offices-wherever internal systems are
needed. It is the first of a series of electronic
switchboards, extending later to automatic
branch exchanges and community dial offices,
all compatible with existing equipment.
Manufacturer: ITT Kellogg, International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp., 320 Park
Ave., New York 22.

SCHOOL LABORATORIES

Mobile labs for grade schools and junior
highs may be set up for displays, teacher
demonstrations, or simple group experiments. One unit has lodgings for a couple
of animals and a tank for fish, with a small
herbarium on top. Other units like the one
on the following page have sinks, electrical
outlets, tote trays, and storage cupboards.
The most elaborate in the series (second
photo) has a folding table which provides

And the Finest

POWER OPERATOR
ever devised •••
••• Built specifically for operating rolling doors, here's
an efficient integrated unit that will withstand years of
hard gruelling service. It's offered in a size fo r every door
need for either wall or bracket mounting - vertically or
horizontally . And it's packed with suc h features as
built-in thermal protection, shock-proof centrifugal
clutch, disc type brake and highly rated worm gear ~nd
bearing system . To insure maximum door operating
efficiency and years of lowest possible maintenance cost
insist on the Kinnear Power Operated Rolling Door by the people who originated the interlocking slat door
construction.

The KINNEAR Manufacturing Co.

1640-..,Q Fields Avenue, Columbus 16, Ohio
1742 Yosemite Avenue, San Francisco 24, Calif.
Offices & Representatives in All Principal Cities

continiied on page 64
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STATE OFFICE BUILDING, Madison, Wisc.
Ellison Ornamental Bronze entrance enc losures including 6 Ellison Balanced Doors"!'

ARCHITECT: Karel Yasko, State Architect

----··-·-

Ii

work space for eight stud en ts, upri ght rods
for ex perim ents, storage, water, and gas
co nn ec ti ons.
All units a re fac ed with birch veneer and
mounted on squ a re steel tubi ng; tab le tops
are four-pl y resin wi th an ac id-resistan t
enam el fini sh. Most expensive is th e anim al
unit, which cos ts $495; the ot hers range
down fr om th a t, to a low of $230.
Manufacturer : Ham ilton Manufacturing
Co., Two Rivers, \l\li s.

TEDLAR LAMINATE

Ellison Engineers are at
your service to help solve
any entrance problems -

call Jamestown, N. Y., 61-SU

rnpresentatives in 72 principal cities in U. S., Canada and Puerto Rico

ELLISON BRONZE CO., INC.
64

•

Jamestown, N. Y.

Pu re acrylic a dh esive bonds DuPont's po lyvinyl fluoride fi lm, Tedlar (FORUM , June
'6 1), to ga lvanized stee l, a process developed
jointly by th e National Stee l Co rp. and
DuPont for the roof and wa ll pane ls in
Nat iona l's Stran-Ste el line of pre-enginee red
stee l buildings .
Fo r this process, Nationa l uses a minimumspangle ga lvanizing that abso rbs th e ad hesive
evenly and gives it good formabi lity a ft er
coa ting. T ecllar is bond ed in a thickn ess of
2 mils to the base steel, on wh ich the ga lvanizing is 1 mil thi ck. T he acry li c ad hesive
is applied in a depth that wil l ha rden to
3/ 10 mil. Tedlar 's high te nsil e strengt h12,000 to 15,000 psi-extends the life of
the base m eta l, m aking it impervious to
light, moisture, and many chemica ls, so l-

ve nts, and stammg agents. Cost wi ll be "in
the sa me range as other organ ic film -coated
mater ials."
Manufacturer: Nat ional Stee l Corp., Grant
Buildin g, P ittsburgh 19.
RIGID VINYL PANELS

Mo nsanto and Butler Manufacturing Co. are
marketing ri gid vi n yl bu il ding panels made
by Monsanto that are se lf-extingui shin g and
translucent. A transparent version of the
s~ 1 111e panel wi ll be marketed later.
T he trans lucent pane ls are cu rrent ly ava ilabl e in co rru gated, ribbed, and flat surfaces
and in two light transm ission ranges, from
50 to 80, and 30 to 40 per cent. Standard
dimensions are : width, 50Y2 inches; length,
8, 12, and 16 feet ; weight, 8 ounces per
sciuare foot. I n co lor, th e choi ces are two
greens, neutral, and yellow, al l wi th different
li ght trans mittin g properties. Cost: 35-60
cents per sq uare foot, dep ending on thi ckness and qu an tity.
Distributors: Building Produc ts Dept.,
l\1onsanto C hemi ca l Co., St. Louis 66;
Bu tl er Manufa ct urin g Co., 7400 E . 13th St.,
Kansas C ity 26, Mo.
STRUCTURAL SHAPES IN PLASTIC
EXtren (accent on the first syll able) is
the name of a glass-fi ber rei nfo rced plast ic
produced by a new con tinuous a utomati c
process. From a series of giant mach ines

ELEGANCE IN
HARDWARE

developed by Un iversa l Moulded Fiber
G lass come stru ctural shapes, pipi ng, corrugated panels, rods, and other sha pes whi ch
can be though t of as extrusions (see samples
above). These m achin es are ab le to produce
sheets up to 52 in ches wide and other shapes
whose cross sections do not exceed 14 in ches,
with sti 11 bigger ones to come .
Along with the basic materia l, ot hers m ay
be adde d during prod uction, so that structural shapes, for in stance, em erge with reinfo rc ing steel in place.
Any of th ese shapes has strength , li gh t
wf'ight, low th er ma l and sound cond uctivity,
a slow to self-ex tingui shing burning rate, and
d imens iona l stabi li ty-with some shap es
li ghter than a luminum and stron ger than
steel, the company says .
Manufacturer : Un iversa l Mou lded F iber
G lass Cor p. , Bristol, Va .
END
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Graceful lines, beautiful finish with unsurpassed quality are evident in every piece of
McKinney Forged Iron Hardware. Creative
design in traditional architecture demands
this unequalled elegance. Next time con-·
sider . . . then specify for the whole job
fine McKinney Forged Iron Hardware ...
choice of quality-conscious consultants.

PITTSBURGH 33, PENNSYLVANIA / I N CANADA:
McKINNEY· SKILLCRAFT LT D., TORONTO 3, ONT.
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a

DESIGNED FOR DISTINCTION
Viewed from any direction , the Art Metal
500 Group desk has a particular distinction . Designed by the Knoll Planning Unit,
its well-defined lines (a) perfectly suit
tqday's office interiors. Rabbeted edges
on each drawer (b) allow the desk front (c)
to be simple and uncluttered . Vertical
and horizontal spacer bars delineate the
separate components of the desk (d).
The clean line of the leg is maintained
by square glides (e) which adjust only
in quarter turns . All of these details,
and many others, make the 500 Group
desk ideal for your specifications.
For information on the 500 Group, write :

ART METAL, INC.
Dept. Fl , Jamestown, New York

e

b

FURNISHINGS

Adaptable shell seating, coupled bench

l

2

5

3

6

7

4

l. EXECUTIVE SWIVEL CHAIR. A
new shape in Harvey Probber's
"Inner Office" line is this executive chair of seamless construction.
The chair swivels on a polished
aluminum base, or may be fixed
in one position. Cost: $270, plus
the cost of 4 yards of fabric;
$310.50 in leather or Naugahyde,
plus the covering.
2. FLOATING SEAT. A wooden
frame inside the upholstery of
this lobby chair is attached to the
frame =ly at the back-the seat
floats free. Fabry Associates, Inc.,
for whom Ed Secon designed it,
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calls it the Lateral Chair. A wider
version makes a love seat. Cost of
the chair: $395, plus fabric.
3. MULTIPLE SEATING. The Ion
Chair by Gideon Kramer adapts
to multiple seating like this or
works well as a single chair with
a polished stem. The dots in the
chair backs are mechanical joints
hooked into rubber spacers on the
other side, which are joined to
the back supports. The shell
material is polyester resin-reinforced glass fiber. Brickel/Eppinger, Inc. markets the chair.
Cost of single chair: $38.90.

WINGED DESK. The upswept
ends of this new desk from Harvey Probber are supposed to keep
papers from sliding onto the floor.
The walnut top rests on a double
pedestal base of ebony-finished
walnut; the legs are mirror-finished stainless steel. Cost: $1,290.
s. TEAK CREDENZA. A file drawer
on one side and a tambour compartment on the other divide the
space in this teak credenza from
Edgewood Furniture Co., Inc. The
base is polished stainless steel.
Cost: $666.
6. DESK ON SLOTTED LEGS. Slot-

4.

ted aluminum extrusions form the
legs of a new series of desks from
Art Woodwork Ltd. of Canada.
This model, a secretarial L shape,
has three drawers and a steel
compartment for stationery. It is
available in the U.S. from Cranbrook, Inc. in a plastic laminate
or walnut for $336 to $352.
7. BALANCED BENCH. Poised delicately on slender chrome-plated
steel legs, the Link Bench by John
Behringer for Fabry Associates is
intended for airports, lobbies, and
reception rooms. Cost: $192 per
link, plus fabric for the cushion.
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We designed this aluminum window to be

STURDIER ••
Cupples new "Series 300"
double-hung aluminum window
was designed especially for
architects and owners who
want a better-operating,
stronger, sturdier window for
use in Apartments, Hotels,
Motels and College Dormitories.

3" WIDE
SLOP I NG
SILL

FRAME SHOWN HERE
DESIGNED TO TAKE
METAL INTERIOR CASINGS
CONVENTIONAL FRAMES
AVAIL~BLE

QUALIFIES UNDER DH-A2 SPECIFICATION
Approved for Mitchell-Lama Housing under New York
State Division of Housing and Community Renewal,
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OTHER CUPPLES BUILDING PRODUCTS
CUPPLES SERIES 1100
SLIDING GLASS DOORS
For rooms leading to balcony or terrace.
Beautiful Alumilite finish. Extra strong ,
sturdy construction with tubular vertical
rails . Adjustable ball bearing rollers .
Interlocking meeting rails plus double
wool pile and vinyl weatherstripping, In
2, 3 and 4 door units from 6 ft . to 20 ft.
width . Sliding sc reens available.

••••• NOT

CHEAPER!

INSTEAD OF TAKING METAL OUT, and designing the
Cupples "300" window downward to a price, or to fool bargain
hunters, we beefed up the sections to make it stronger and
sturdier. We used double width wool pile weatherstrip all
around the window and at the meeting rail to keep out dust
and dirt as well as rain and cold drafts. We made the "300"
a foolproof, easy-operating window that will give satisfactory,
maintenance-free performance for many years to come. It's a
window you should specify for any apartment house or for
the hard, rough usage of hotels and college dormitories.
Sure the Cupples "Series 300" costs a few dolla.rs more (approximately $3 to $4) than lightweight minimum standard
residential windows, but its heavier sections, better weathertightness and foolproof operating qualities make it a worthwhile investment that will pay handsome dividends in lower
maintenance and tenant satisfaction.

,.rU1·
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Before you specify or order aluminum windows for your next
job be sure you investigate the Cupples "300." Remember,
too, that when you deal with Cupples you get DEPENDABILITY
of product, quality, service, delivery and a well-established
Company behind the product (Cupples is a division of
ALCOA) . Our representative in your area will be glad to consult with you at your convenience. Write for full size details
and complete information. Address Dept. AF-210.

-r-n-1•-·-
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A meri ca na Ho tel, New Yo r k, N. Y.

Arc hilecls: Morr i s Lap idu s, Ha rl e & Lie bm a n

Co ntra ctor: Di ese l Cons tru ct io n Co.

CUPPLES PRODUCTS CORPORATION
A D ivision of Aluminum Company of A m erica
2660 SO. HANLEY ROAD, ST. LOUIS, MO.
815 W . SIXTH STREET, CORONA, CALIF.

i

ALCOA
C U P PLES PR O DU C T S D I VIS ION
S T . L O UIS, MO.

Bro nx Por k East A partmenls, Bro nx, N . Y.

Architects: Brown & Gue nth er

Con tra cto r: G ot ha m Co nstruct io n Co rp.

FOR USE IN APARTMENTS, HOTELS, MOTELS AND DORMITORIES
CUPPLES SERIES 600
PROJECTED WINDOWS
These st ro ng, sturdy projected windows
wi ll take usage fo r many years . A ll hori·
zontal rails in frame and saJh are tubular
for extra rigid ity and strength. Adj ust.
able, patented 4-bar operator mechanism.
White bronze hardware. 5/a" gloss rabbit.
Interio r or exterior metal snap-in bead
glazing optiona l.
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CUPPLES ALUMl-COUSTIC
CEILING GRID
for lumino us or acoustical ceilings in the lobby, in
kitchens and bathroo ms . Inexpensive . Easy to hang
aluminum grid. Holds 2' x 2' or 2' x 4' panels.

CUPPLES ENTRANCE DOORS
New "40 LINE" of stock units combine beauty w ith
f lexib ility of des ign and si mplified insta ll at ion.
Choice of hardwa re locks and door closers .
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After Styrotac™ bonding cement is applied ta either the wall or to Styrofoam, the insulation is pressed in place (center). After overnight setting, gypsum
wallboard is either spot-coated or notch-trowelled with Styrotac and pressed in place over the Sty rofoam insulation (right).

STYROFOAM®
Here's a new step-saving, cost-saving method using Styrofoam insulation for insulating masonry structures which
produces permanently high insulating values, provides a
solid base for wallboard, and eliminates the problem of
nail-popping . .. all in a single operation.
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not bow in or warp. This new insulating method, developed
by Dow, offers architects a means of building-in the quality
of double-laminate walls, using only a single thickness of
wallboard.

This new method makes use of Styrotac to bond Styrofoam
brand insulation board directly to the inside face of the
masonry wall, as illustrated. After the bonding cement has
set overnight, gypsum wallboard is then adhered to the
Styrofoam insulation using the same material.

Styrotac can be applied to dry absorbent masonry surfaces
without first wetting the surface, or it can be applied to the
Styrofoam. Either spot application or full coverage using a
notched trowel is recommended. Only firm hand pressure
against the boards of Styrofoam is required to bond them
solidly to the wall.

Using this method, furring and lathing are eliminated,
producing a solid insulated wall with no hollows. There is
no wood present for insects to feed on, no nail holes to fill
and "pop," and the completely-supported wallboard will

For wet plaster installations, Styrofoam insulation is first
bonded to the masonry wall with Styrocrete® or portland
cement mortar. Wet plaster is then applied directly to the
face of the Styrofoam. The cellular structure of Styrofoam

New insulating method saves money,
saves steps in masonry construction
insulation provides positive keying action to the plaster,
producing maximum bond strength.
insulation board provides permanent insulating
values for masonry buildings because of its high resistance
to moisture, and its low "K" factor. Styrofoam rigid foam
insulation contains millions of tiny non-interconnecting air
cells which don't soak up water or moisture, don't rot or
mildew. No separate vapor barrier is needed! And because
Styrofoam insulation has no food value, it doesn't attract
insects or vermin. In addition, the high insulating efficiency
of this insulation keeps heating and cooling costs to a
STYROFOAM

minimum, year in, year out.
For more information on the time-saving, cost-saving advantages of using Styrofoam insulation and t his new insulating method for masonry construction, write THE DOW
CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, P lastics Sales
Dept. 1301LH10.
Styrofoam is a registered trademark of The Dow Chemical Company.
It is applied only to the homogeneous expanded polystyrene made
according to an exclusive Dow process. Styrofoam brand insulation
board is available only from Dow and its authorized representatives.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
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M i dland, Michigan
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Hertzka & Kno w les and Skidmore 1 O wi ngs and Me rrill 1 ass oc iated arch itect s.

250,000 sq. ft. of super-tough Goodyear vinyl flooring
cuts maintenance cost for Crown Zellerbach
To cover more than a quarter million sq. ft. in San Francisco's new Crown Zellerbach building, the architect
chose Goodyear Vinyl Floor. Today, after three years of
heavy foot traffic, the choice looks better than ever .
Goodyea r Vinyl can actually pay fo r itself in maintenance
savings! Because it is so tough and wear-resistant, it
doesn't r equire wax. Machine cleaning a nd regular polishing with a commercial buffer a r e all it takes to maint a in high-luster beauty.

You'll find all these qualities in new economy-priced
DeLuxe True Vinyl Flooring by Goodyear. It's homogeneous. The solid vinyl quality-and the pattern-go all
the way through .
Available in new multiple marbleized colors. In l/s" gauge
for commercial and heavy traffic use and in 111G" for light
traffic areas. For specifications, see your nearest Goodyear
Floors Distributor, or write : Goodyear, Flooring Dept.
V-8110, Akron 16, Ohio.

GOOD/iEAR
FLOORING
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PRODUCTS

Hardware Flexibility
A few of th e many hardware
combinations availabl e when
you use AMWELD fi re doo rs.

MORTI SE LOCKS
Gov't. 86 series
and ASA stri ke

CYLINDRICAL LOCKS

Gov't. 161 series
and ASA strike

FLUSH
EXTENS ION
BOLTS

SURFACE
BOLTS

HEAVY DUTY
SURFACE CLOSERS

... =

~~

1WSLIMLINE
SURFACE CLOSERS

CONCEALED CLOSERS

Plan on Amweld fire doors for quality with economyand hardware flexibility Amweld has the most complete line of Underwriters'
labeled fire doors and frames available anywhere. Whether you need the maximum protection of 3hour "A" label doors with modern single point locks or rugged, high-frequency use "B" and "C"
label doors, Amweld 's integrated fire door design provides flexibility for every kind of applicationfor your choice of hardware preparation. The wide selection of sizes and designs gives you many of
the advantages of custom doors and frames. Yet, because Amweld doors are mass-produced, they
cost less. Specify quality- buy economy. For the name of your local distributor, and your copy of the
new Amweld Fire Door Brochure, write Amweld or see the Yellow Pages of your telephone directory.

a MwElo®

355 Plant Street, Niles, Ohio

DOORS AND FRAMES

*Also available in non-rated incombustible panels.

ANOTHER ACOUSTl-CELOTEX FIRST!
NEW PROTECTONE® ACOUSTIFORM panels in handsome, easy-to-wash matte finish, combine
high sound absorption, superior light reflectance, and time rated fire protection. Made of lightweight mineral fiber. Resistant to moisture, shrinkage or expansion and dust accumulation. No sag
or dip. Conveniently removable for plenum access. Acoustiform panels are the newest member of
the Acousti-Celotex family of PROTECTONE ceiling products for UL fire-rated ceiling assemblies.
No spray or membrane fire protection required; dry installation speeds construction; building owners
save money, benefit from earlier occupancy, reduced insurance premiums.

,.,
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PROTECTONE® MINERAL FIBER TILE & LAY-IN PANELS
FOR UL FIRE-RATED ASSEMBLIES
EDGE .DETAILS

SIZES

TIME
RATINGS

FLOOR t. CEILING
ASSEMBLIES

Square edge,
kerfed for concealed
suspension system

12" x 12" x :Y4"

1 Hour

Wood deck over
wood joists

*1211 x 12" x ¥4"
to
24'1 x 24" x :j/411

2Hour

Concrete deck
over steel bar
Joists

*12" x 12" x o/41/

4Hour'

Concrete slab
over cellular
steel deck,
steel beams

1211 x1211 XW1

1 Hour

Wood deck over
wood joists

*12" x 1211 x %"
to
2411 x 24'' x W'

2Hour

Concrete deck
over steel bar
joists

Tongue & grooved
and kerfed for
concealed suspension
system

*12" x 1211 x W'

4 Hour

Concrete slab over
cellular steel
deck, steel beams

Embassy Panels
(formerly Tiffany)

Trimmed edge for
exposed suspension
system

*24" x 24" x %"
and
*24" x 48" x %"

2 Hour

Concrete deck
over steel bar
Joists

Acoustlform
Panels

Trimmed edge fo't
el(Jlosed suspension
system

*2411 x 2411 x l"

2 Hour

Concrete deck
over steel bar
joists

PRODUCTS
Natural Fissured
('

Plaidt
Striated

Natural Fissured

Tongue & grooved
and kerfed for
concealed suspension
system

jI (formerly
Embassyl
Tif any)

Beveled, kerfed for
concealed suspension
system

l

j
f

Random
Perforated

j
i

I fashion-Fissured
Panels

and
*24'1 l48" x l"

I:

J;""
!I

i:

"f'

l'l

I\

• Includes penetrations (recessed light fixtures and air diffusers)
:j;U. S. Pat. No. 0 191,203
tU. S. Pat No. 0 191,744

MOST COMPLETE RANGE
OF FIRE-RATED CEILINGS!
For samples and detailed information, call your Acousti-Celotex Distributor
listed in the Yellow Pages.
THE CELOTEX CORPORATION, 120 S. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
IN CANADA: DOMINION SOUND EQUIPMENTS, LIMITED, MONTREAL., QUEBEC

the fi.ne hands of
architects, engineers
and specifiers
"powerize" laboratories
with flt 11_® SCIENCE
~SERVICE

FIXTURES
Like a power-rated engi ne gives p redicted perform·
ance, LAB-FLO science service fixtures provide new
vitality and greater service ef fectiveness for all types
of laboratories. Leading school and industrial archi·
tects and specifiers recognize LAB-FLO as the ultimate
in quality and reliability. That is why LAB-FLO has
become the standard for m ost specifications and
comparisons_ . . and "or equal" finds practically nothing to challenge it. Complete, integrated LAB-FLO
science service f ixture lines and natio nwide coverage
offer distinct advantages to the laboratory planner.
Write or call for Catalog No. 26BL.

I

LAB-FLO SPEC MANUAL
This dynamic LAB-FLO planning guide provides
all of the newest drawings and data for roughing-in or specifying a complete laborator~ ser·
vice fixture system, or any part of 1t. Wrote or
call today for your personal, registered copy.

THOSE IN THE KNOW

SPEClf~

Refer to 1962 Sweet's Catalog, Code:

-fi:

2

T & S BRASS AND BRONZE WORKS, INC.
128 Magnolia Avenue, Westbury, L.I., N.Y.
Area Code: 516 / EDgewood 4-5104

NATIONWIDE LAB-FLO SALES AND STOCK COVERAGE
SERVICE FIXTURES • HOSE COCKS • REMOTE
CONTROLS • COMBINATION FIXTURES • RECEPTACLES

Be exact wilh an x ·act o dransman·s knife

X-Acto's new clip-on penknife incorporates the finest features of the
famous line of surgicall y-s harp knives and blades. • X-Acto gives you
maximum versatility with three different styles of bla.des. A quick twist
in serts new blade. •Adaptable for hundreds of uses, the X-Acto penknife
handles as easily as a ball-point pen. Low cost X-Acto refill blades are
precision-sharp.• A transpa rent cap shows the blade for complete safety_
Ask for the No. 3-ST Penknife at leadi ng art sup pl y, stationery
and hobby stores. ONLY $1 WITH BLADE. We wi ll be glad to
·
send you an illustrated catalog of our complete line of tools.
X-ACTO PRECISION TOOLS, INC., 48-41 Van Dam St., Dept. p.3 L.l.C. 1, N.Y.

®

Ask For X·ACTO's New XMas Catalogue of Distinctive Holiday Gifts
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OR THIS ...

is what Flintkote Monof orm roofing system can do!
U. L. APPROVED FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
• Class 8 for 20 Yea r Bo n dab le Ap pli cation
THE SEALZIT GUN !S MANUFACTURED UNDER THE FOLLOWING U.S. PAT ENTS: 2,787,314; 2,93 3,125 AND

2 1 813,751. OTHER U. S. PATENTS PENDING. PATENTED IN CA NADA, WORLD -W IDE PATENTS PENDING.

FllNTKOTE

monofurni

SYSTEMt

THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY
AF -1 0
30 Ro ckefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
or Box 2218, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles 54, Calif.
Pl ease se nd inf ormat ion cin Monoform System.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FIRM--------------ADD RESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY

-*A TRADEMARK O F THE FLINTKOTE CO MPAN Y

tu. s. PATE NT AP PLIED
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FOR

ZONE _

_

STATE _ _ __

I am an D Arch itect
D Roofe r
D Co ntractor·
D Builde r, Othe r _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
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New ideas in
lighting systems
from Westinghouse

(ll

New Westinghouse
Colamar Mark 50
controls air,
acoustics and
lighting
Now you can provide for efficient lighting, adequate ventilation and controlled
acoustics-all in one space-saving ceiling
system. Westinghouse Colamar Mark 50
gives you complete freedom of design, too.
You select the module, specify the ventilation, the desired sound attenuation, the
color and the foot-candle requirements.
Westinghouse will deliver the complete
Colamar ceiling package, tailored to your
design in every detail. A unique feature
of the Colamar system is an infrared
shield that reduces heat radiation into
occupied areas. Lamp efficiency is I0 to
15 per cent greater than ordinary lighting systems. For complete facts, write
Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Lighting Di vision, Edgewater Park.
Cleveland, Ohio. You can be sure ... if
it's Westinghouse.
J-04487

Westinghouse

SILENT GUSS ... the drapery track selected for the elegantly
modern Los Angeles International Airport Restaurant.

New choice of the discriminating
professional for prestige installations
Whatever the job . .. if it calls for drapery track, you owe it to yourself to
get the facts on SILENT GLISS. This revolutionary new pro duct development sets
entir ely new standards of track performanc e, construction and styling. All
anodized aluminum with nylon fittings throughout, with the first tensionless
cording system, it is virtually maintenance-free .. . and the smoothest, qui etest
tra ck yet kno wn. A complete rang e of track styles is available for every application,
including both recess ed and surface mounted mod els, cord trave rsing or
hand dra w n. Find out for you rs elf w hy SILENT GLISS is causing so much
excitem ent; write for full info rm ation today.

A.r .1ptriftnl hy Arthur Swan.son, A.IA, for tht
Mottlrama Idea Room, 1962

Here you see Barrington Plaz a, Los Angeles,
developed and owned by Louis Lesser Enterprises, Inc., and consisting of 712 luxury
apartments in which almost 5 miles of
Silent Gliss track is used.

A NEW CONCEPT
OF CONSTRUCTION AND
PERFORMANCE
The most .dramatic new drapery
track development since
the advent of traverse
systems

Get the complete story now . ..
This catalog gives you the facts on Silent Gliss models ,
construction, installation. A request on y our letterhead will
bring it promptly. Write today: attention Dept. AF-10

SILENT GLISS, INC., FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
Distributing Companies :
Angevine Co., Crysta l Lake, Illinois
Drapery Hard wa re Mfg . Co ., Monro via, California
THREE OF THE

I.ii

COMPANIES

Manufacturers of Quality Drapery Hardware Since 1903

AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION,
730 Fifth Avenue , New York 19, N. Y.
Please send cat alog of AETNAPAK architectural st eel
door- and-frame packag es held in stock for immediate delivery.

City_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ ___ St ate _ _ _ __ _

bloc

ecomes

Architect: Frank N. McNett

YOUR WONDERFUL SCHOOL FOR THOUGHT

These students study
in sanctums of silence. Block's high sound absorption sees to that. You'll find that block
requires very little maintenance over the years. With this wear comes flair, for, with
concrete masonry, you select from a countless array of block shapes, sizes, textures and
colors. Cost? Your taxp ayers get more school space per dollar than with any other
building material on the market. And the priceless security of fire-safety is yours because
block simply cannot burn. Aren't these soµnd reasons to add block to your schools of
thought? Then contact your local NCMA member for a wealth of construction details.
NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION • 1015 WISCONSIN AVENUE, N.W. • WASHINGTON 7, D. C.

AIR CELL

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Q-AIR FLOOR SUPPLY DUCT

.~

-

SUPPLY DUCT
STRUCTURAL STEEL

BRANCH
DUCT

•
•

SIJSPENDED CEILING

_____________________

__,,__,_

SUSPENDED CEILING

THIS SPACE SAVED
ON EACH FLOOR

-- -- -- - ---- - --- - - -

*

Compaction is the word that describes the space saved in a modern air condit ioned building when
Robertson Q-Air Floor is used. Because the cellular steel structural floor distributes hot and cold air as well
as power and communications wiring, the distance between floor and ceiling below can be reduced as much
as a foot. Compaction is assured because the secondary ducts go over the beams. This feature alone can
save as much as 5 % of the material cost of a building. Use the coupon below to obtain the latest Q-Air
Floor Catalog.

ROBERTSON

--=======~--;
~::::::::=:::==::::::::::::::::::::::==:::::::.~~~~
____
::::;
~

Q-AIR FLOOR
H. H. ROBERTSON COMPANY
FARMERS BANK BUILDING

•

PITTSBURGH, PA.

r-------------------------- - -------

1
I

I

H. H. Robertson Company
2400 Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
I would like to have more information on Q-Air Floor.
Please send me your Q-Air Floor Catalog.

Jn EnglandRobertson Thain Limited, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire

In CanadaRobertson-1 rwi n Limited, Hamilton, Ontario

Name
T itle
Firm
Address

Sales Offices In Principal Cities Throughout The World
Plants In: Ambridge, Pa.
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• Connersville, Ind.

•

Stockton, Cal.

City

Zone

State
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This is Dur-o-wal
the masonry wall reinforcement
with the trussed design
Don't be misled by the common habit of calling all metal-rod reinforcement " durowal". Look for this trussed design. It distinguishes the real
Dur-o-wal, insures maximum :flexural strength, with all steel members
effectively in tension and working together.
Impartial tests have proved that truss-designed Dur-o-wal exceeds
accepted standards-increases the :flexural strength of a masonry wall
71 to 261 per cent, depending on weight Dur-o-wal used, type of
mortar, number of courses.
An independent new research study shows that Dur-o-wal tied walls
outfunction brick-header tied walls. Write to any Dur-o-wal address
below for 44-page test report.

DUR-0-WAI.:
The Original Masonry Wall Reinforcement with the Truss Design
DUR-0-WAL MANUFACTURING PLANTS

• Cedar Rap ids, Iowa, P.O. Box 150 • Baltimore, Md. , 4500 E. Lombard St. • Birmingham, Ala. , P.O. Box 5446
• Syracuse, N.Y., P.O. Box 628
•Toledo, Oh io, 1678 Norwood Ave. •Pueblo, Colo., 29th and Court St.
• Phoenix, Ariz., P.O. Box 49
•Aurora, Ill. , 260 S. Highland Ave. • Seattle, Wash. , 3310 Wallingford Ave.
• Minneapolis, Minn., 2653 37th Ave. So.
• Hamilton , Ont., Canada, 789 Woodward Ave.

STRENGTH WITH FLE X IBILITY-thi s
basic masonry wall requirement is met for sure
(and economically!) when Dur-o-wal, above, is
used with the ready-made, self-flexing Rapid Con trol Joint, below .

EDITORIAL

EDITOll-IN ·CRIEF: lienry R. Luce
CHAIRMAN, EXEC. COMM . : Roy

Editorials without words (well, very few words, anyway). Last
month, the nation's cartoonists said most of what needs to be said
about the American scene-about cities, about planning, about traffic,
about tradition. Here are two samples:

E. Larsen

CRAffiMAN OF THE BOARD'. Andrew Heiskell
PllES1DENT: James A. Linen
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR: Hediey Donovan
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: Albert L. Furth

About efforts to preserve New York's Penn Station:

EDITOR
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A critical look at Saarinen's fantastic essay in science-fact, not fiction

BY WALTER MC QUADE

THE TELEPHONE COMPANY DIALS THE MOON

~ehind the biggest mirror ever made by man (for part of it,
see facing page) the new Bell Laboratories face inward; to
·see the view, the-scientist must step out into the hallway.
This is not the only' startling aspect of the building, though
it may be the one that strikes a visitor most forcibly. More
surprising, perhaps, is the immense change in corporate policy
implied by this piece of architecture. In the past the telephone
industry has seemed determined to hide its technology behind
fac,;ades of studied mediocrity. Until recently most components
of the gigantic American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Qa.ve been wrapped in buildings made very well of brick but
immersed in colonial design as conservative as the creosote
bath given telephone poles.
Yet it is for a division of AT&T that Eero Saarinen and
Associates designed this gleaming scientific instrument and
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set it behind a carefully composed lake on 456 rural New
Jersey acres at Holmdel, an hour's drive from Manhattan.
The new Bell Lab is not only symbolic of modem science, but
symbolic also of the yielding of architecture to science. It is
clear at last that the good old telephone company has stepped
out of its village-uncle role and accepted a frank new characterization, that of the futurist scientist.
There are other evidences of this change outside architecture, of course. One such indication was the appearance
recently of Frederick R. Kappel, AT&T president, on the
inaugural of intercontinental TV transmission via Telstar.
Kappel thus identified his company not as it traditionally had
been linked with home and hearth, but with the transistor,
with microwave transmission, with radio astronomy, and with
the other leaps forward taken in its labs.

Perhaps it was also with this new
image in mind that the telephone
company* in 1957 decided to
come out from behind its middleclass mask and to pick the
Saarinen firm to do the new lab.

The laboratory build·
ing, like the best of
technology itself, is
beautifully made, precisely controlled, and
of great authority.
It is called by the client an
economical triumph in both first
cost and upkeep. Functionally it
is a superb diagram of the task
assigned to its designers. In some
aspects it also expresses the highstrung poetry of technology, the
occasional glint of man's ambition, and his grace.
But, like much of modem science, this building, inside and out,
is also a very strange phenomenon, and a terribly formidab le
one. Its graces are not intrinsic to
its central design, but, like its
concrete canopies, attached. Its
mass sits in the center of a Versailles-like landscaping plan (below, right) yet remains remote
from it. All in all, in its fantastic
approach to scientific symbolism,
this weird beauty may be one of
the most paradoxical designs ever.
The most immediately amazing
part of the building is its special
glass wall: Saarinen intended this
to be an actual mirror, covering
all sides of a building which ultimately will be 700 feet long, 350
*AT&T is the parent company;
Bell Laboratories Inc. is the child,
a very mature one, engaged in research and development. The
other parent is Western Electric
Co., which manufactures telephones and other equipment and
builds and owns many of Bell's
buildings, including this one.
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feet wide, and six stories high. In
itself this idea of a totally reflective wall is not new. It merely
pushes a familiar modem architectural axiom-glass seen from
the outside is seldom transparent
but almost always reflective-to
the ultimate, attempting to create
a building which in a way denies
its gigantic existence, a building
which isn't there, but is a caged
reflection of the surrounding sky,
landscape, and parking fields.
The architect was ahead of his
time in this ambition; his glass
suppliers could not make enough
of the one-way reflective glass up
to standard to enclose even the
first half of this structure, so only
the south wall wears a mirror.
(The other walls and even part
of the south were clad in glarereducing tinted glass instead, until
the suppliers can catch up.) However, clear or mirrored, a glass
wall-2Y2 acres of it-framed in
elegant black aluminum - today
does surround all the functions of
the building except for two independent stacks of elevators.
Yet inside, not one laboratory
or office has an exterior window.
Only the endless corridors have

Exterior corridor, seen below from the center of building, rings labs

FACTS AND FIGURES

~0 '

Bell Telephone Laboratories De velopment Center, Holmdel , N.J.;
Owner, and overall director of con struction and engineering, Western Electric Co.
Architect:
Eero
Saarinen
and
Assoc. General contractor : Frank
Briscoe Const. Co. Structural engi neer: Severud - Elstad-Krueger As soc.
Electrical and
mechanical
engineer: Jaros, Baum & Bolles.
Landscape architect: Sasaki, Walk er & Assoc. Traffic consultants:

Barton-Aschman Assoc. Acoustical
engineer: Bolt, Beranek & Newman Inc.
Foundation: concrete piles; structural frame of office-laboratory
units: reinforced concrete; exterior
wall: aluminum framed glass, in 3
by 6-foot lengths. Exposed concrete wall surfaces are bush ham mered.
Total cost: approximately $20 mil ·
lion. Total floor space enclosed:
711, 172 s.q uare feet .
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Interior access hallways cross the blocks of offices and labs; at left is a laboratory; handily across the hall from lab (right) is its office
1'rim storage walls, plastic faced and movable, back all the offices

Ceiling is the so11rce of light, heating and cooling-on a si.r-foot module

them. There is not even a corner
office for the corporate boss. Instead, within the climate maintained by the secretive glass wall
are built two reinforced concrete
buildings like the one shown in
the diagram below. They are
arranged on interior hallways.
Separating these from the glass
walls are the corridors. H. G.
Wells would have loved it.
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The derivation of the design
reveals penetrating logic - right
up to the brink of the concept.
The client's requirement was for
a structure housing about 4,500
scientists and staff. Bell has had
experience with other large laboratories and had decided that the
sprawling "campus" type stretches
communication and walking distance beyond humanity. One immense building was not wanted
either-the feeling of separateness
and of nei'ghborhood was to be
preserved. Bell has come to believe
the best research is done in "university-sized" units, of somewhat
more than a thousand people each.
Another requirement was that the
labs should be close to office space.
Architectural Forum / October 1962

It was with a double domino of space-one lab,
one office-that Saari·
nen and his co-de·
signers-chiefly Kevin

Roche-began.
Soon they came up with an
office-lab layout similar to their
IBM scheme (FoRUM, June '61).
The basic block, housing about
1,000, was to be six stories high,
built on a structural bay 45 feet
9 inches by 18 feet. On either
side of alternate rows of transverse columns were placed lines
of 24-foot-deep laboratories, with
six-story-deep utility spine cavities
between them absorbing the columns. Then rows of 12-foot-deep
offices were also placed back-toback, so that their standard storage wall partitions absorb the
other transverse rows of columns.
An interior corridor separates labs
from offices. Four of these sixstory blocks would have filled the
client's prescription for space.
Two were enough for present
needs. The blocks of offices and
labs were rendered with the exquisite taste and precision which
the design world has come to
expect of the Saarinen office (the
office-ending storage wall shown
opposite is a good example).
But then the problem was: how
should the blocks be related?
Saarinen decided to put them all
under one roof and it was with
this decision that the building
began to develop its immensity.
For, despite his efforts to define
the separate blocks within the
building, it remains a single building in its impression, both inside
and out: a vast building, of many
tidy office-lab spaces, and a few
rooms so big they arc grandiose.
The first of these enormous
rooms is the immense space between the two completed six-story
interior office-lab blocks (see page

Interior halls, left, are traffic tributaries to the peripheral corridors
Portable partitions wear blackboards, become glass above eye level
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Technical library is in the buried side of the first floor. The site's natural slope is used to open up the cafeteria (below, left) on this same level.
Executives lwnch in part of the big glass-walled cafeteria room

Movable partitions can simply be omitted, thus producing a big drafting room

90.) This void is ringed with
galleries; below, it has the world's
biggest conversation pit sunk into
the floor-the building's reception
area. When the next two blocks
of offices and labs are added
alongside the first two, they will
produce not only another room
just as big as the reception area,
but there will also be a long interior court, five stories high, topped by a skylight. Present plans
label this space as a landscaped
interior court, and the second
lobby as an employees' lounge,
including a staircase down to
the cafeteria-restaurant. The renowned Pennsylvania Station train
room in New York City is only
26 feet taller than any of these
rooms.
There are thoughtful reasons
for everything in the Bell Lab design. For example, the reflective

glass was justified visually, from
outside, by the desire to break up
the massive building, playing
cloud movement down its length.
From inside, the justification was
environmental: specifications for
the glass called for it to reflect
back roughly 70 per cent of the
sun's energy (i.e. heat) while admitting 15 to 25 per cent of its
light. (In diagram, above, a constant temperature is assured inside and outside the wall of reflective glass to demonstrate how
Architectural Forum / October 1962

much radiant energy is admitted.
Lower figures are for convected
heat from glass.)

most interesting
technical aspect of the

The

building is the inside·
out air conditioning.
Most buildings, particularly
glass-walled ones, accept the peripheral air-conditioning zone as
the big challenge, and, having
licked that, can condition the
central spaces with relatively
simple zone systems. The Bell
Lab turns this idea inside out :
it is the labs and offices in the
core of the building which are
most carefully conditioned, with
individual controls. The corridors
along the exteriors are cooled
largely by air on the return cycle.
The periphery is, for once, of
secondary importance, because it
is not inhabited full time.
Grand as the lab appears, company officials say flatly that it is
nearer the low end of the spread
of costs compared with other labs
they have built, and that the upkeep is 25 per cent less than in
another comparable laboratory
they operate nearby in New Jersey. Moreover, the mock-up built
before the design was frozen
turned into an immense money
saver: R. H. McCarthy, director
of plant design and construction
for Western Electric, says that the
mock-up, which cost about Yi of
one per cent of the building
budget-or "about $150,000"eventually saved more than a million in actual building costs.
About total building cost, Western
Electric will only say that it is in
the vicinity of $20 million for the
first stage. McCarthy adds that
Saarinen's design "represents a
simple, scientific approach . . .
which, as a public utility, we like."
Saarinen said, before his death:
"For Bell Laboratories . . . the

Concrete canopies shelter the formal approach to main t1isitors' entrance
Employees enter under covered walks from parking lots ... beside building
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right character seemed to be a
rather formal building, dignified
and restrained . .. not just any
ordinary office building. It should
express itself as a building where
important and serious developments for our time and for the
future are taking place."

Formal, dignified, and
restrained-the building is all these things,
to the degree that it
seems almost unreal.
It is true that there are human
touches-the elegant canopies before the entrances and over the
walks to the employees' parking.
There also is a very good-looking
sculptural water tower standing a
mile from the building, made of
steel-although it looks like concrete. There is a handsome cafeteria-restaurant downstairs with
hundreds of elegant metal chairs

in it (and the only incandescent
lighting obvious in the building;
all the res t is fluorescent) . The
small paradoxes at Bell, the stuff
of which credible architecture is
made, are very delicately handled,
sometimes too delicately: for
example, the concrete-clad elevator towers miss their chance for
contrast in shape or finish; they
are halfhearted.
But it is not small failures that
make the mood of this building
so strange, so withdrawn. It seems
beyond people, as an overall environment. They appear overawed by it as an architectural
totality. When you see a person
in the endlessly long corridors, or
in the vast lobby, you do not seem
to see him completely. Usually he
is silhouetted, moving quietly
against that immense glass wall.
In this spectral design dignity was
created only in the details.

Dark glare-resistant glass gives a moody portrait of the New Jersey
hills surrounding the site ; right, the wall of bright reflecting glass.
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The U.S. will spend $3.6 billion to modernize and
replace obsolete hospitals and health facilities
in the 1960s. Whether they are replaced handsomely, with more useful structures on better
sites and in more functional groups, depends on
some pioneering just beginning. On the following
pages is a.n ap,praisal of progress in hospitals,
community planning, and medical centers-plus
a report on the influential consultants, and an exceptional new hospital.
BY RICHARD A. Mll..l..ER

HOSPITALS
One G>f the first questions the casual observer of a new hospital is likely to ask is: "Why is it so ugly?" The question
is usually apt. For the most part, the new hospitals are hulking
buildings, grimly clad, with odd protrusions containing things
that apparently wouldn't fit into the main envelope.
But the answer to the question is at least implied by those
bulges-and even more in the slice of a hospital floor plan
shown at right. No other building contains such a range of
functions, each with special space and equipment requirements, interrelated and connected by intricate webs of traffic
and networks of mechanical and communication systems.
To make the task of the hospital architect even tougher,
these functions and their relationships vary widely from hospital to hospital, and each function is likely to grow and
change at rates independent and unpredictable, quite beyond
the ability of most structures to absorb them.
In efforts to cope with these problems, the hospital has
become the most researched building in architecture, and such
innovations as the square or circular nursing unit (which
reduces the distance from nursing station to patient's bed)
have been among the well-publicized results. However, it is
not the form but the principle that <>aunts : traffic patterns
and operations throughout the hospital must be scientifically
observed and evaluated.
But even the most sophisticated tracings of this research
do not make architecture. In fact, largely missed is the point
that detailed knowledge of the hospital as an organism is
important for two reasons: first, to solve the details of a
hospital plan, and second, to obtain data which can be generalized into terms that make architecture.
Indeed, a good hospital can be judged, first of all, in terms
of several attributes, which in their broadest sense can be
applied to almost any building:
~ ~ Does it have clear networks of traffic for service, staff,
patient, and visitor which do not intersect or merge until
they get close to the patient's bedroom, the operating room,
or the examination and treatment room?
~ Does it have separate systems for mechanical equipment
which allow any space to be plumbed, wired, and air conditioned to exacting and special demands, and does it provide
for such diverse distributions as medical records and drugs?
~ Does it have a module or planning unit that allows for
changes ranging from the slight modification asked for by the
most difficult staff member to major shifts in space allocation
and use--each accomplished without major disruption of
hospital operations?
~ Does it have a plan with interior voids or other "breathing
space" and an open perimeter to allow expansion of various
functions of the hospital independent of each other?
A hospital with these features, if it could be achieved,
•., would probably end up handsome in the proper hands, just
as the finest functional architecture is almost always handsome.
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Much of the change in hospital
design is caused by changes in
medical science and health care. A
good case in point is the development of surgical techniques which
call for more personnel and equipment in the operating room. These
techniques not only require larger
operating rooms, but more complex operating suites containing
more space for sterilization, galleries for new monitoring equipment, and separate facilities for
anesthesiology. A special example
is the surgical wing added to the
National Institutes of Health
Clinical Center by Architects
Kiff, Colean, Voss, and Souder
(section, right ).

~MIRROR
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The tendency to sim·
plily operating suites
by allowing all things
to go on in the operating room itself or in
multi-purpose corridors
is now reversed.
The new surgical techniques are
accompanied by the persistently
increasing threat of staphylococcus infection. A hazard throughout the hospital, "staph" is most
prevalent and most serious in connection with surgery. Careful zoning of suites into outer, intermediate, and interior zones and the
organization of procedures to control the movement of patient,
personnel, and equipment from
one zone to another is common in
the best new hospitals. More radical solutions are also being proposed, the most noteworthy being
the proposal of Architect Robert
Hyde Jacobs to bring patients to
surgery without encountering the
dangerous hospital breed of staphylococcus by admitting them
to a special preoperative nursing
unit for preparation (right).
After surgery, the trend toward
early ambulation is having broad
affects on the design of nursing
units. Day-room use by patients
is on the increase, and separate
visitors' rooms are likely to become more prevalent. Toilet facilities in each room are now almost mandatory and the increased
use of showers and baths by patients is resulting in their more
common installation in individual
rooms. Moreover, patients are
ranging more freely throughout
the hospital, which not only complicates traffic but increases the
importance of safety precautions
such as the installation of non-slip
floor surfaces and protective railings, and the elimination of steps.
A significant change in nursing
units is caused by the increase in
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prepaid hospital insurance. Most
insurance programs provide semiprivate patient accommodations.
This fact is so significant that
wards are often going empty, and
many new hospitals are designed
with mostly two-bed rooms. The
proposed new nursing units for
Point Pleasant Hospital in New
Jersey by Architect Gordon Powers (right) are exceptionally
well-considered examples.
Strangely enough, many administrators agree that the two-bed
room is psychologically the worst
of accommodations. Under the
circumstances, one might expect
a trend to single rooms. But increased costs aside, many administrators claim that the single
room is preferred only by upperand upper-middle-class patients;
and, often it is the family and not
the patient who really wants it.
(A vigorous dissenter is the administrator of the hospital shown
on page 108.)
Other examples of change are
equally apparent. In the diagnostic and treatment section of the
hospital, new techniques of diagnosis calling for more laboratory
samples has resulted in a large
increase in flexible and betterequipped lab space. At the same
time, increased dependence on
(and a new need for control of)
X-ray facilities has resulted in
new demands on radiology facilities. In large hospitals and medical centers the use of massive
radiation in the control of cancer
growths has caused construction of
new treatment facilities surrounded by thick concrete walls.
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with several additional
health facilities.

Going along with t hese
changes is a far-reaching change in the hospital as an institution.
The most common example of
this change is the sharing of expensive diagnostic and treatment
facilities by outpatients and inpatients. In most conservative
form, this implies a "medical
arts" building on the hospital
grounds, while, in more radical
form, it implies a full-time hospital staff of specialists working
in a new kind of outpatient clinic
within the hospital. This clinic is
nothing like .the old-fashioned
welfare clinics which still represent a substantial (and depressing) aspect of medical care in the
largest cities. Rather, combinations of examining and consultation rooms are ideally ranged
along a service space on one side
and a public waiting space on the
other (right). These facilities, op-

OUT -PA TI ENTS

More - or - less typical
community institutions
fend to be surrounded
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erated on appointment schedu les,
are used for group practice of
medicine, with its manifest advantages to doctor and patient.
Thus, the hospital becomes a
center for medical care, with outpatient and nursing departments
served by surgery, diagnostic, and
treatment facilities (right ). This
nexus-accompanied by special
subtypes of nursing units (such as
pediatric, maternity, and psychiatric inpatient units), and special
subtypes of clinical facilities (such
as pediatric, obstetric, and psychiatric outpatient facil ities)shares diagnostic and trea tm ent
facilities including laboratories,
radiology, physical and occupational therapy, pharmacy, and
emergency, and is served and surrounded by ancillary supply, dietary, and administrative faci lities.
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These usually include long-term
patient - care facilities
(better
known as nursing homes) and
public health facilities which relate to the hospital by providing
health maintenance and education
services to the community (right ).
This larger institution tends to affiliate (either at long-range or in
medical-center complexes) with
other hospitals and medical
schools.
Of course, this pattern is an
ideal one, and will never be universal. In fact, communities often
build hospitals too small to be
properly staffed and equipped or
economically operated, but they
build them nevertheless for reasons of prestige and independence. But with the increased influence of the Hill-Burton program
(out of $766 million expended in
non-federal hospital construction,
$317 million was spent under HillBurton in 1960) the trend is toward fully developed institutions
of 200 to 400 beds planned on a
community-wide basis (see page
103).
One of the most important
forces for this consolidation and
affiliation is the medical profession itself. The best doctors are
interested in teaching and research opportunities, and the
medical school and its affiliated
teaching hospitals afford the best
opportumties. Then, too, the
larger hospital and especially the
affiliated hospital have some
chance of obtaining residents and
interns (diagram, right).
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The shortage of tramed personnel is working even more specific
changes on the design of hospitals, however. Not the least of
these is the replacement of barracks-like nurses' homes and resident quarters with apartment facilities adjacent to the hospital.
Within the hospital, special research laboratories and offices for
medical staff are being built close
to special research nursing units
or to clinical facilities. Auditoriu ms and conference rooms are
being provided, which double for
continuing professional education
and public health activities.

The shortage of nurses
is working some profound changes in the
design of nursing units.
Prime among these is the trend
toward splitting off the intensivecare patients and the self-care patients from the regular nursing
unit. In the intensive-care unit,
patients are located in a wardlike
room under the eye of a nurse at
a special nursing station (as in
Abreu & Robeson's Tri-County
Hospital in Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.,
shown at right).
There is considerable controversy over the soundness of the
intensive-care unit. Consultant
Gordon Friesen, for example, entirely opposes it, largely on psychological grounds (see page
105). And certainly the intensivecare unit can be a hygienic hazard.
Isolation rooms within the unit
alleviate the hazard, but whether
the benefits, even then, outweigh
the disadvantage can still be debated.
At the other end of the scale is
the introduction of self-care quarters where ambulant patients are
housed in motel-like units and
receive minimal nursing attention.
These patients generally take care
of themselves.
Within the nursing unit itself,
the shortage of nursing personnel
is causing the development of
team nursing systems where larger
nursing units (up to, say, 48
beds) are controlled from Oille
nursing station, with substations
installed for every eight beds
(diagram, right). At any rate, the
trend to larger nursing units is
apparent everywhere, although
the newly released study of nursing units by the Public Health
Service sets a maximum of 35
beds. Many new hospitals, in fact,
pair nursing units back-to-back
with interconnecting nurses' stations so that they can be operated
by a single head nurse at night,
Architectural Forum / October 1962
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which makes the night-time nursing unit as large as 70 beds.
Without being committed to
any particular numbers, larger
nursing units allow some significant changes in what nurses doand in what other, less highly
trained personnel do. Ward clerks,
for example, can be economically
employed to maintain records and
manage supplies. Receptionists,
often volunteers, tan control traffic at the entrance to the nursing
unit. And orderlies and aides, with
the help of advanced conveyor
systems and such innovations as
"Nurservers" (see page 106) can
put supplies into convenient reach
of the nurse at bedside.
Of course, two large nursing
units per floor, totaling, say, 70
beds means a floor area in excess
of 12,000 square feet-a block
about 60 by 200 feet. Thus, a
good-sized hospital would have
three to five floors of these units,
and perhaps two or three floors
of other facilities. All this would
seem most logically to arrange
around vertical circulation, at the
base of which a monumental public entrance can be arranged at
the front and a service entrance
can be set at the back. In several
instances, this block would need
to be enlarged slightly. For example, since obstetrics and maternity nursing should be on the
same floor, and since nurseries
add additional space, the maternity floor usually is marked by a
protrusion of some kind. Or again,
since lower floors containing clinical, diagnostic and treatment, and
service facilities want to be even
larger than the nursing floor, these
floors sometimes stick out beyond
the upper nursing floors.

Thus it is that the hospital is ugly, because
that's the way it works
••• or does it?
An obvious answer is to look
at a hospital a few years after it
is built. As often as not, the day
rooms have been turned into
wards; "flower rooms"-seldom
used in any hospital-have been
turned into storerooms; downstairs
lounges have been fitted with
temporary partitions to house a
burgeoning administrative function; and laboratories have replaced conference rooms. A pattern of constant construction is
evident by the roll of blueprints
on the administrator's desk and
the mounds of plaster being
emptied from the building. Still
to come is the major addition
which will double the size of the

hospital or add special functions
not originally contemplated.
Many hospitals-which take
from three to five years to complete from drawing board to occupancy-are out of date before
they are occupied. As Mo Katz,
administrator of New York City's
famed Montefiore Hospital, puts
it: "What we need are hospitals
that could be built so cheaply that
we could tear them down and
build new ones every ten years."
But no such easy answer is presently availab le, and a constant
process of addition and modernization goes Dill, usually without
master planning because there is
not time to develop one or the
one the hospital has is out of date.
Katz's ten-year hospitals may
not be such remote possibilities at
that, however, for despite increased construction costs (now
in the neighborhood of $30 per
square foot in the New York
area), operating costs are causing
a great pinch. It is these costs,
even more than construction costs,
which most profoundly affect the
design and planning of hospitals.
The hospital building after
Florence Nightingale was a loose
and airy stretch of ward paviliOill
buildings connected and linked to
surgery, kitchen, and administrative pavilions by long, open arcades or glazed passages. With
labor plentif.ul and medical personnel more leisured, such extended connections were no great
liability. But increasingly in the
postwar U.S. the hospital has
been squeezed into tall, bigfloored structures.
Two inventions have made this
possible: the elevator and air conditioning. Thus hospital architects
tend to tum hospital design into
time and motion study. Whether
or not some other concerns---such
as the physical comfort and psychological well-being of patients
and visitors-have been neglected
is a real question. But the significance of the tendency should not
be underestimated. Indeed, in no
other field of architecture has
such an impressive body of research into the function and traffic of buildings been developed.
Whether this research will now
be used to produce architecture is
one of the most penetrating questions in architecture today.
Architect Richard A. Miller, a former
Senior Editor and now a consultant to
FoauM, is the head of Columbia Uni·
versity's graduate program in design
and planning of hospital and health
facilities, a joint undertaking of the
Schools Of Architecture and Public
Health and Administrative Medicine.
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Instead of competing, this city's institutions are working together toward better health for all

COLUMBUS: SUCCESS STORY IN HOSPITAL PLANNING
In many communities across the U.S., there exist crazywork
patterns of overlapping and fragmented hospital services.
Through poor planning, overloaded hospitals are turning
patients away or putting them on waiting lists only a few
miles away from half-empty facilities. Many of these same
communities are paying off heavy bond obligations for hospitals. Mistakenly equating high cost with the best in health
care facilities, local governments are unaware that lack of
coordination and duplication of equipment and services is
giving them neither proper care nor even an adequate return
on their investment.
The widespread competitive race for patients among hospitals is inefficient, dangerous, and expensive. In Allegheny
County, Pa., where there is a progressive hospital planning
body, one hospital recently was able to revise its expansion
budget downwards from $11 million to $2 million, simply
through learning the plans of other hospitals in the vicinity
and fitting its expansion into overall community needs!
Since Hill-Burton funds are involved in nearly half of all
current general hospital construction in the U.S., a modicum
of required planning has been introduced to most communities. But few have come anywhere near the thoroughgoing
approach long practiced by Columbus, Ohio. With years of
careful planning, study, and statistical research, the city's $73
million program of renovation and expansion has come within
two per cent of meeting current bed and facility requirements.
Actually, Hill-Burton funds used to date have totaled only
$628,000. Explains Delbert Pugh, executive director of the
Columbus Hospital Federation: "By the time Hill-Burton
started, we were on our way."
The Columbus Hospital Federation was founded 17 years
ago, at a time when hospitals were dangerously overloaded
and inadequate as a result of a wartime industrial boom and
a mushrooming population. From 1940 on, the population
began to increase at an average rate of over 13,000 a year.
By 1945, whole hospital wings were being condemned as
below fire department and building inspection requirements,
and five hospitals failed to qualify for maternity licenses.
The problem of inadequate hospital facilities was left
largely in the hands of the Columbus Hospital Council, a
COLUMBUS' HOSPITALS: 1) New $14 million Riverside Methodist;
2) remodeled Doctors with 63-bed addition; 3) Mount Carmel: school of
nursing and other additions; 4) new $7.6 million Grant; 5) Mercy:
remodeled, 38-bed addition; 6) Children's: new wing, nursing school
addition; 7) St. Ann's: expansion; 8) St. Anthony's: expansion, new
nursing school. County, state hospitals are also incliided in planning.
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dedicated volunteer group working in spare time with no permanent leadership. CHC realized that the scope of the problem was too great for study on a part-time basis, and obtained
funds from the Community Chest for an independent survey,
conducted by the late Fred Carter, M.D., a consultant.
When Dr. Carter's report was made public in 1944, it was
a shocker: the city needed more than twice the number of
existing beds. Adequate facilities would cost at least $14 million. Carter recommended a federation of all seven of the community's voluntary, nonprofit hospitals, regardless of denomination or ownership, into a cooperative organization with a
permanent staff which would combine long-range planning
for expanded facilities with information on day-to-day operations such as personnel policies and daily census.
The beginning: $10,000, a small staff, and a few volunteers

Thus the new Columbus Hospital Federation was born, as a
nonprofit organization under the
General Corporation Act of Ohio.
At his first meeting with Columbus civic leaders, Director Pugh
asked about his office and budget.
A local businessman handed him
a pencil and said, "Here's your
first piece of furniture. You use it
to figure out what your budget
should be."
Pugh began with $10,000, a
small staff, and a few volunteers.
The Federation was organized
around him as one group representing the whole communityhospital trustees, administrators,
businessmen, and civic leadersand incorporating the three major
concerns of planning, capital financing, and hospital services.
The Federation is in on planning from the very beginning,
providing specific advice on new
additions, architecture, and engineering, and even acting as the
central office for all contract bidding and payments. The Board of
Trustees chooses one-third of its
42 members among hospital administrators, one-third among
hospital trustees, and one-third

among citizens at large. The Expansion Committee, composed of
40 business and civic leaders, is
on tap for advice, and for approval of plans as they develop.
"If businessmen are in on the
planning from the beginning,"
says Pugh, "it's much better all
around when the money has to
be raised."
Slow start, pay as you go

In spite of its sound organization, the Federation at first
moved slowly. Voluntary contributions and foundation grants
helped clear the initial financial
hurdles. The next problem was to
gain the participation of all seven
hospitals, with the understanding
that each hospital would plan for
its own expansion but would be
guided by the Federation's recommendations as to the best relation between facilities and community needs. One by one, all the
hospitals joined and by 1947 the
Federation was finally able to begin some long-range planning. Dr.
Carter agreed to join the staff as
a permanent consultant while updating his earlier study and adding projections into the future as
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far ahead as 1960.
By late 1947, a united campaign
was launched fo r funds to start
the first stage of badly needed
renovation. Studies showed that
a maximum of $6. 7 million could
be raised from public canvassing
-less than one-half of the $14
million estimated as necessary for
renovation of all the member hospitals. Nevertheless, the groundwork had been laid and for the
first time the city's hospitals began cooperating with each other
in deciding how the money could
best be distributed.
There were also some disagreements and ruffled feathers among
the more impatient hospitals as
the money came in slowly. Only
by patiently proceeding step by
step and distributing funds so
evenly that every hospital was
able to finish some phase of its
reconstruction were Pugh and his
staff able to keep the Federation
working together. A strictly payas-you-go policy was followed.
Even before the money was in
hand, architects and engineers
were at work on plans, dividing
them into three construction
stages for each hospital. Only
when enough money for each
complete phase was available was
work allowed to go ahead-so
that whatever was begun was insured of completion.
B i ggest supporter: business

By 1954, Columbus had 400
new beds provided from $5.2 million raised in the campaign (out
of a total subscription of $5.9 million ) . With that amount, the city
had one entirely renovated hospital, a new wing on another, and
five hospitals improved or expanded. Bringing businessmen
directly into the Federation for
counsel and a share in planning
has proven to be a tremendous
asset. Business groups in Columbus have consistently contributed
the largest share of each public
fund campaign.
With 400 new beds, the Federation had proven its effectiveness as
a coordinating and fund-raising
group - but it was still only a
beginning. An updated Carter survey showed that Columbus would
need 1,000 more beds by 1960 and
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a staggering increase of facilities
(e.g., 50 per cent more diagnostic
services, 35 per cent more surgical
faci lities, and 40 per cent more
obstetrical facilities). The estimated cost was equally staggering: $30 million, far more than
could possibly be raised by contributions in a city of 500,000.
Just when future planning
seemed snagged, a prominent
Columbus businessman on the
Federation board-the late Edgar
T. Wolfe, owner of the Columbus
Dispatch and WBNS radio and
TV stations - came up with a
solution used many times in business transactions: the leaseback.
Why not issue general obligation
bonds to pay for new hospital
construction and then, since the
municipality would in effect own
the buildings, lease them back to
the individual hospitals?
The Wolfe plan was an audacious one, since the Ohio State
constitution had no provisions for
using public monies for private
property. But, flying in his private
plane, Wolfe covered the state
rounding up support for his project. With only six dissenting votes,
the Ohio Legislature passed a bill
in 1955 authorizing a county comm ission to accept property deeds
from each hospital, to issue bonds
for the construction and equipping of new buildings, and on
approval by the voters, to lease
back the land and hospital (including the new facilities built by
the county) for $1 a year under
a 50-year lease, renewable for a
like period. Each hospital was thus
left free to manage itself and had
the right to buy back the property
and buildings at depreciated value
at any time.
The bond issues since passed in
Columbus have covered only new
construction, not rebuilding costs,
so that the public fund drives
have continued. Many Federation
members feel that this has created
an excellent situation in which
members of the community have
retained an interest and sense of
responsibility and not lapsed into a
" let-the-government-do-it" mood.
With these diversified sources of
funds, the Federation has helped
to raise and spend a total of
$73 million for hospital expansion.

To date, a total of 1,199 new beds
have been added to Columbus'
rolls. Two new hospitals (Grant,
designed by Karlsberger, McClellan & Gallogly, and Riverside
Methodist, by Schmidt, Garden &
Erikson) were completed last
year. Six older hospitals have
completed alterations and additions at a total cost of $24 million.
Other architects who have c0ntributed to the Federation's program of expansion and renovation
are: Dan A. Carmichael; Inscho,
Brand & Inscho.
Close liaison pays off
The CHF has worked closely
with the Columbus City Planning
Commission, the Regional Planning Commission, and local housing authorities.
The 500-bed Riverside Methodist Hospital, which replaced an
older facility, is an example of how
this close liaison has paid off. At
the time the new site was purchased some six years ago, Pugh
and his staff were criticized for
approving a location which seemed
too far from the center of town.
The Federation knew, however,
that a new superhighway would
soon be built with rapid access to
the city. Since then, Riverside has
been surrounded by rapidly burgeoning suburbs. Both new hospitals have been placed within a
planning pattern which will enable
every citizen of Franklin County
to reach an emergency room within 15 minutes' driving time.
Columbus has already begun a
third stage of planning, looking
ahead to 1970, in an effort to
keep up with the community's
constantly changing needs. The
degree of success already achieved
by the Federation was recently
recognized by the U .S. Public
Health Service, with a three-year
demonstration project grant. On
the basis of the planning program
which has worked so well in Columbus, the CHF will extend its
scope to include 36 counties in
central and southeastern Ohio.
The immediate aims are to establish the first prototype hospital
council embracing a region of this
size, and to provide a long-range,
coordinated plan to give the
whole area the best in patient
care.
-ANNE PEYTON

Specialist Gordon Friesen is jogging traditionalists with industrial techniques

BY ANNE PEYTON

THE CONSULTANT: CAN HOSPITALS BE MECHANIZED?
"When I started designing buildings for doctors," a Midwestern architect said recently, "I discovered how little they knew
of what they should have. Now I tell them they're the patient
and we're the doctor. All we want from the doctor is his
name, rank, and serial number."
Behind this obvious frustration is the fact that most doctors
and hospital administrators are involved in only one or two
building programs, if any, during their careers, and have little
opportunity for architectural or planning education. On the
other hand, not many responsible architects feel qualified to
go it alone in planning a hospital, one of the most complicated
structures in modem society. Fortunately for doctors and
architects, a new professional, the hospital consultant, is now
joining the planning team with experience in all levels of hospital planning, organization, and operation.
The gap in coordination between medicine and architecture became glaringly apparent around 1946, when the end
of World War II and the Hospital Survey and Construction
Act (Hill-Burton Program) brought a headlong rush by most
communities into hospital construction. Very few hospitals had
been built in the depression and war years, and a great deal
of the new construction was without adequate planning or
coordinated design. Consultation services were available but
often on a hit-or-miss basis. Consequently, a handful of doctors and hospital administrators experienced in planning studies and building programs got together in 1948 and formed
the American Association of Hospital Consultants, with the
recognition and encouragement of the AJA and American
Hospital Association.
Among the purposes of the new organization was to insure
sources of expert and ethical consultation with definite standards of experience and ability.* The Association has also
provided valuable channels of communication with architects
and other professionals involved in hospital administration
and planning.
Today, many hospital boards believe that a good hospital
consultant is as important as a good site. Consultants can
take a considerable load off the shoulders of architects and
administrators in the analysis and layout stages, without overreaching their professional bounds (they do not provide plans
or draw up specifications). Architects and consultants usually
*Members of the Association must have at least ten years experience in the
general field of hospital administration and must have been doing hospital
consultation work full or part time during the past three years. The 40 members
and eight associates, who are scattered across the U.S. and Canada, must a lso
abide by a stringent code of ethics: no fee splitting or rebates; no advertis ing
for jobs; no commissions or other reward from contractors or suppliers.
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agree that the best results occur when they join the planning
team simultaneously-and early; for example, early enough
to conduct a local or regional survey of existing facilities so
that a new hospital can avoid overlapping services and can
make long-range plans with population, transportation, and
industrial growth trends in mind. As planning becomes more
specific, the consultant goes to work on such problems as use
of automation, staffing, work flow patterns, layouts and coordination of various departments, and size and location of
patient care units. After the project is completed, the consultant often stays on for continuous audits on the quality of
medical care and the efficiency of management. More and
more, consultants are being called upon to anticipate the
future expansion needs as well as changes in medical proGORDON A. FRIESEN
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With everything on an assembly line except the patient, Friesen promises better care, lower costs

distribute them mechanically to
patient floors; to handle delivery
of records by pneumatic tube; to
install patient-nurse call systems;
and to replace requisitioning with
a complete system of supplies
covering department and nursing
floor needs for 24 hours.
Friesen is a peripatetic evangelizer on the subject of functional
planning. Much of his time is
spent traveling around the country speaking (usually with armwaving intensity) at universities
or at small seminars for clients.
A colleague recently described
Friesen's ability to cover the whole
map in planning a hospital, comand assembly-line techniques ing up with new ideas for every
possible corner or closet: "Gorcerned with cutting labor costs
don is a 'brain stormer.' He will
and tightening up hospital effiproduce 100 ideas to get a single
ciency by planning supplies and
sound one. But he is never gimservices on a production line
micky for the sake of being so.
around the patient, and by giving
You may criticize some of his
the nurse the supplies she needs
ideas, perhaps his whole philosoright at the bedside and saving
phy; but it is hard to question
her from endless walking and
his sincerity and dedication to the
unskilled messenger duties. By
improvement of hospitals."
putting everything on an assembly
Friesen manages to combine
line except the patient, Friesen
his brain storming with thorbelieves that much better use can
ough evaluation and testing, using
be made of the nurse's specialized
mock-ups and custom-made equiptraining, leaving her more time
ment to perfect methods, many
(without constant interruptions)
original, others adapted, that date
for treatment and consideration of
back to his earliest projects.
the patient as a human being,
Among them are:
with mental anxieties as well as
The "Nurserver," a doublephysical handicaps.
The first U.S. showcase for door supply cabinet between each
Friesen's ideas was the chain of patient's room and the corridor,
ten hospitals built in the West now in use in two recently comVirginia-Kentucky mountain min- pleted hospitals (sketch above) .
ing region for the United Mine The cabinet is divided vertically
Workers' welfare fund (FORUM into clean and soiled compartAug., Sept., Nov. '53 ) . Friesen ments. A supply technician, standwas appointed senior hospital ad- ing in the corridor, can remove
ministrator and took a leading soiled linen and supplies from one
part in advance planning for all compartment and replenish clean
ten hospitals. Working with an supplies in the other, without ever
exceptional team of architects, entering the patient's room or disclients, and centractors, he was turbing him. "The less traffic
able to centralize all supplies and going in and out of patients'

cedure, nursing, social legislation, and the relationships of
medical practice-all with an eye to heading off the early
obsolescence that is the plague of hospital building today.
In the forefront of this new breed of consultants is Gordon
A. Friesen of Washington, D .C. In fact, Friesen has been so
far ahead in the current trend to hospital mechanization that
until fairly recently, many of his ideas were dismissed as radical and farfetched. In 33 years in the hospital profession
Friesen has kept on jogging the traditionalists with an infectious enthusiasm and sense of urgency. "Ninety-five per cent
of all new hospitals are twenty years old by the time they
open their doors," he says. "Hospital planning has not kept
pace with the remarkable advances in medical science. Many
refuse to recognize that mechanization could be, and is, applicable in running a hospital. If American industry operated
the way some hospitals do, it would go bankrupt overnight."
Cutting costs by automation
At 53, Friesen has outgrown
the revolutionist label and is now
one of the most influential and
frequ ently quoted experts in the
field. Conversations among hospital men in the U.S. and abroad
almost invariably return to his
concepts of automation and industrial assembly-line techniques.
Whether or not they agree with
his specific ideas, there is no
doubt that many hospitals are not
being run at maximum efficiency.
It cost U .S. hospitals nearly $1
billion more to operate in 1961
than in 1960, according to a recent American Hospital Association report. Nearly two-thirds of
the costs in both years went for
payroll: $5.6 billion in 1960; $6.2
billion in 1961. And these cost
increases do not necessarily mean
that patients are getting better
treatment. A recent study at a
hospital in Akron, Ohio, showed
that nurses spent up to 60 per
cent of their time in work unrelated to direct patient care-and
this is not unusual.
Since Friesen's first hospital
project in his native Canada in
1946 (he was also the hospital's
administrator), he has been con-
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rooms, the safer the hospital,"'
says Friesen. The nurse is relieved of supply-carrying duties
and can use the pass-through cabinets without leaving the patient's
bedside. The clean supply cabinet
is kept stocked with the basic
supplies needed for all patients.
Additional supplies, according to
the patient's needs, are requisitioned in advance and placed in
the Nurserver ready for use.
Because deliveries and pickups
can be made at night or off-hours,
this method also lessens corridor
traffic. Emergency supplies can be

ordered by the nurse without
leaving the room, through a
unique two-way conversation system. From the "service area" in
the patient's room, she is able to
call the floor-nurse's station, the
floor-supply technician, or the
dispatcher at the central supply
room. Using this system, for example, Carroll County General
Hospital in Westminster, Md., has
been able to staff 1.38 employees
per patient (against the national
average of 2.4), and achieved an
unusual operating surplus of
$8,500 in the seventh month of
operation, with surpluses consistently thereafter. With smaller
staffs, hospitals should be able to
pay higher salaries-and hire better-trained personnel.

Successful use of automation depends on highly developed organization and qualified personnel

The service area (Nurserver,
wash basin, shower, and toilet ) in
each patient's room is a must in
Friesen's opinion. " Even a thirdrate motel has a shower in every
room. With early ambulation in
our hospitals today, it is a necessity," he says. Friesen also believes that each room should be
self-sufficient so that it can be
used for intensive care or isolation if necessary, instead of moving the patient to a special area.
Many of his colleagues disagree
with him vehemently on this
point, but Friesen says : "Intensivecare units are a throwback to t:1e
o ld bullpen or ward principle:
they say that patients don't care
if they're in a room with ten
other criticall y ill people when
they're that sick thernseh-es. But
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the patients are not necessarily
unconscious, and there are psychological implications in knowing
you're in serious enough condition
to be in an intensive treatment
area. We feel better care can be
given to the patient in his own
room, where his family can be
with him, by the use of mobile
monitoring units [to record temperature, pulse, respiration, etc.]
and taking full advantage of
automation." Friesen is in favor
of having as many single rooms
as possible, each large enough for
a convertible chair-bed for next
of kin.
The central dispatch area

(first used by Friesen in Canada
and considerably developed sin:ce
then) is a production-line system
of processing and dispatching supplies from a master control point
(as distinct from many hospitals
where utensils and instruments are
still washed or rinsed by hand in
each department and nursing floor
and sterilized in many separate
machines). Maintenance, equipment, and labor costs can be
lowered by building large and
fast ultrasonic cleaners and autoclaves which process instruments
and equipment for the whole hospital under uniform conditions.
"We feel soiled goods should not
be sorted for decontamination according to what seems most likely

to be contagious; doctors now feel
that the most dangerous case is
the latent one that is still undiagnosed," says Friesen. In his
hospitals, soiled supplies are bagged in plastic on each floor and
sent unsorted to the decontamination center (usually on the firs t
level) by special vertical conveyors which carry eight trays a
minute. The supplies are then
cleaned mechanically, sterilized,
and dried in a double-door autoclave, passed through a processing center where they are wrapped, and finally placed in storage
ready to be returned by clean supply conveyors to the patient floors
when needed.
Supply carts with shelves or
drawers (sketch above), developed from Friesen's own
design, are used to store processed
and prepackaged equipment (e.g.,
surgical, linen packs) both in the
central storage area, where they
are ready for quick transportation
on wheels, or in the clean supply
room on each patient floor. Just
as in a battle line, the object is
to move supplies as far forward
and as close to the area where
they are being used as possible.
Once the clean equipment is back
on the nursing floors, it can be
wheeled from Nurserver to Nurserver to replace diminished supplies. The same basic carts .._
assembled wiili different modular
components for dual reasons of
function and avoiding cross contamination-are used to pick up
soiled equipment from Nurservers,
and are kept separately in a soilage holding room on each floor.
Central food preparation,
·with the goal of good food, easily
and economically prepared and
quickly served, has long been a
preoccupation of Friesen's. With a
limited number of people in the
kitchen ("less handling means better control and less cost"), patient

trays can be put togeilier on a
moving belt assembly line with a
vertical conveyor at the end for
quick transportation to the patient
floors (sketch, below) . At the
Westminster Hospital, 60 patients
can be served in 12 minutes (from
assembly line to bedside). Used
trays are returned to the central
dishwashing room by a separate
conveyor to guard against cross
contamination.
Friesen does not put all his
trust in automation : "Mechanical
devices cannot compensate for inefficiency. The success of automation lies in highly developed organization, qualified personnel,
and correct application of new
techniques." To insure these, the
services of Friesen's staff are
available to each hospital for at
least a year after completion for

guidance and training.
With the proper groundwork
taken care of, automation is proving to be not only the most efficient but also the most economical method in the long run, according to Gordon Friesen. "So
far, the capital cost of building a
hospital this way is no greater
than that of a traditional hospital," he says. "Moreover, we are
sure that a properly mechanized
hospital will be able to pay off
its capital costs-wiili real savings in operations-in twenty-five
years at ilie very most."
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Edward Stone's Monterey hospital is shining, serene, and human in scal e

BY DONALD CANTY

PHOTOS: RON PARTRIDGE

AN ELEGANT EXCEPTION
IN HOSPITAL DESIGN
Monterey Peninsula Community Hospital sits serenely at the
top of a small knoll, gleaming greenish-white against the dark,
wind-shaped Del Monte Forest. Entry is through a chaste
and formal court enclosed by a wide arcade whose soffit is the
only unpatterned surface in view. The windowless walls, the
wide columns, even the large concrete planters are stamped
with the mark of Edward Durrell Stone: a delicate tracery
of squares and rectangles.
Remarkably, the elegance and almost temple-like repose
of the entrance court is maintained throughout the building.
The vernacular is that used by Stone in his sprawling, unsatisfying Stanford Medical Center-the patterned walls, the symmetrical plan arranged around open courts. But here it works.
The Monterey hospital fulfills the early promise of the Stanford project, and in doing so achieves an architectural distinction not often found in hospital design.
Undoubtedly its success is due in part to the site, 22 acres
at the entrance to the magnificent 17-Mile Drive past Pebble
Beach (donated by the Monterey Peninsula's civic-minded
social lion, Samuel F. B. Morse III ) . The building literally
shines against the dense pines and cypresses, and each of the
100 private bedrooms looks out on the trees, the bay, or both.
It is also a matter of scale. Monterey Peninsula is very
nearly as small as a new hospital can be built and still make
medical and economic sense, and this compactness helps to
keep the ubiquitous pattern from becoming tiresome. From
the entrance, in fact, the hospital seems a one-story building;
the two-story elevations at the downhill slope of the knoll are
screened from the driveway and parking lots.
The open spaces are also of a manageable size. The
entrance court is the first of three placed corner to corner
on an east-west axis. Just beyond it is a water court which
is the central element of the plan, and beyond the water
court a good-size plot that will be landscaped as the hospital's
"great garden." Porches notch the north and south comers
(eventually, when expansion is required, two-story hollow
squares of 50 beds will sprout from both). Stairways in the
bedroom wings are in generous wells brightened by big bubble
skylights. And finally, each main-story bedroom opens to a
semiprivate, skylit balcony and each lower-story bedroom to
a patio; the balcony floors are of glass block to allow the
sun to shine through to the patios below. The foggy coastal
climate limits their use, but it also makes the natural light
which they and the courts admit all the more welcome.
Architectural Forum / October 1962
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All bedrooms are pr1vare-many ar ward rares

Most hospitals today, as is shown
elsewhere in this issue, are designed from the inside out. Esthetic considerations come well after
their complicated functional requirements. Monterey Peninsula
obviously was designed with at
least as much attention to form
as to function. This approach
produced a handsome building,
but it also created a few peculiarities of plan.
Some are relatively minor, such
as the odd locations of the laboratory and the physical-therapy unit.
More serious is the bisection of
the hospital into equal but surprisingly separate wings. The only
main-floor link between. them is
the water court, flanked on two
sides by public facilities-admissions, business, offices, a lounge,
the coffee shop, the pharmacyand on the other two by what
must be a freeway among hospital
corridors. The kitchen is in one
wing and the central supply room
in the other, creating a steady
cross traffic. (The nurses need not
trot back and forth for basic supplies, however; carts restock
shelves at their stations daily.)
The busy corridor also seems
somewhat public for bringing
patients from, say, the maternity
side to surgery.
Nursing units are L-shaped,
with bedrooms in clusters of
four around the balcony-patios.
Thomas E. Tonkin, administrator
of the hospital who acted as consultant in its design, traces the dec1s1on to make them all single
rooms back to the April 1956 isFACTS &

FIGURES

Community Hospita l of the Monterey Pen insula, Carmel, Ca liforn ia.
Architect: Edward Durrell Stone
(John C. Hill, resident architect).
Eng ineers: Pregnoff &. Matheu
(structural),
G.
M.
Simonson
(mechanical and electrical) , Land·
scape architect: Georg Hoy, Gen·
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sue of FoRUM . An article in that
issue by Gordon Friesen (see page
105) contained a scheme for a
nursing unit without wards. Tonkin gave the idea an 18-month
trial in a mock-up at Monterey's
old hospital, and liked it. "We
know from detailed cost studies
that it is no more expensive to
care for the patients in a private
room than in a ward,'' he says.
"Why go on with the antique idea
of compulsory togetherness primarily as a means of justifying
higher rates for privacy ?"
Half the hospital's patients pay
no more for a single room than
they would for a ward bed elsewhere. The rates at Monterey
Peninsula, in fact, are 10 per cent
below the across-the-board average in San Francisco and Los
Angeles hospitals, according to
Tonkin. Even so, Monterey Peninsula earned a 1 per cent operating surplus in the first month
after it opened. The building
itself came in at $28 per square
foot (some 13 per cent below
nine other California hospitals bid
the same year, Tonkin says) or an
unextravagant $27,000 per bed.
The moderate initial and operating costs can be explained in
part by the small outpatient load
and the absence of auxiliary facil1t1es such as an auditorium .
N evertheless, Monterey Peninsula
seems to have been a genuine bargain. Tonkin has one final statistic : The call lights go on 25 per
cent less in the new hospital than
in the old, a good sign of contentment among the patients.

eral contractors: Daniels &. House
Construction Co. and Stolte, Inc .
Building area: 77,500 square feet.
Construction cost: $2, 175,992; $28.08
per squa re foot: $21,759 per bed.
Financing: $1,750,000 in donations,
a $600,000 mortgage, the balance
from the sale of two old hospitals.

.lf uin-floor imrsing units Ii ave bal,.onies (left ai1rl a/JoV'J) for every
four bedroorns; those on lower fioor
have recessed patios. The round
skylights, patterned surfaces, and
wide overhangs with slotted soffits
are cliaracteristic Stone touches.

JJedrooms (aboi;e) are tight but
adequate in size and crisp I y a11pointed. The concept of havinq
only private rooms is a subject of
debate among hospital authorities,
but 111ost a.qree tliat it works best
in l1i_qh-i11r·o111e areo.,.

Corr·idors (a/Jove right) are fairly
lonq for a small hospital-nmses
walk about 60 feet to the most remote room in ear h mii l . T/1 P liuilding abounds in fine details: note
the handsome nurses' desk and con·
tinuo11., corridor lighting.

Stair wells (below) are pools 0 f
natural light, nial;ing balconies of
the corridors around U1om. The
hospital's moderate cost is especially notable in view of the amount
of space which Slone l1as devoted
to sucli amenities as these.

The civic potential of hospitals is dramatized in three big new campus plans BY DAVID SHOESMITH

MEDICAL CENTERS: NEW NUCLEI FOR URBAN DESIGN
The trend toward concentration of health care into large and
highly specialized medical centers is posing a serious challenge
to many urban hospitals, whose jumbled growth on constricted sites may soon be compounded by explosive advances
in medicine itself. In meeting the challenge, however, a handful are pointing the way toward a new kind of city subcenter
through which hospitals and other institutions can have profound good effects on urban design.
Most of today's finest medical centers stand in older central
areas, surrounded by swirling traffic, with as much as 40 per
cent of their land given over to an outdated pattern of small
blocks and narrow streets. Expansion is difficult; proper planning is all but impossible.
As more and more hospitals are discovering, however, one
answer to their plight lies in the federal urban renewal program, which contributes funds in the ratio of $2 to every
$1 spent by the city for redevelopment. The city's contributions may be in cash, or in non-cash "credits"-and these
credits, under Section 112 of the amendments to the 1961
Housing Act, can include the expenditures of hospitals and
universities for their own land acquisition and demolition
costs. The Tufts-New England Medical Center, for example,
recently spent $4 million toward its projected expansion and
redevelopment of Boston's South Cove; this has resulted in a
federal credit of $8 million for the city's overall renewal program, without any effort or expenditure by the city itself.
Obviously it is to the interest of the city to work closely with
its hospitals toward their common redevelopment goals.
Under such programs, hospitals and their teaching and
research arms are taking over increasing amounts of surrounding blight and insuring themselves more orderly growth. With
the help of the city, streets are being closed to allow more
comprehensive design and development on larger blocks of
land. Consultant architects and site planners are helping to
project space requirements two and three decades ahead,
allowing rational evaluation of the relative merits of future
buildings as they come up for design at later stages.
Because of their size and imaginative design projections,
the three medical centers shown on these pages promise major
architectural contributions to the profiles of their cities. Aside
from providing better medical service in more efficient and
pleasant surroundings, each will encourage peripheral investDavid Shoesmith, MA (Arch) ARIBA, is a graduate of Cambridge University and
London's Architectural Association School, and completed an advanced studv
program on hospitals and medical buildings at Harvard's Graduate School o.f
Design. His most recent practice in the U. S. has involved hospital work.
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ment in new staff housing, doctors' offices, shops, schools,
parking-all of which, properly integrated into an overall
scheme, will more than compensate the city for taxes lost as
the tax-exempt medical buildings themselves spread out over
more land. But perhaps most significantly, these three centers
and others of their kind give hope of new texture, new personality, new cohesion within the urban fabric; they can become important models of neighborhood planning, as well as
sources of pride to the cities of which they are a part.
MANY COURTS FORM A NEW HARVARD YARD
Edward Gruson, the planning
officer of the Harvard Medical
Center, was the first in the Boston
area to investigate to the full the
implications of Section 112. Under his direction the Harvard
Medical Center (right) is evolv·
ing from the existing Harvard
Medical School and six hospitals
already in close proximity. The
six hospitals are strongly individualistic (each is privately endowed
by certain Boston families) and
each of them wishes to retain its
own identity.
The objective has been to
make one institution of these
seven hitherto unrelated parts, to
create a single "medical university" for medical care, teaching,
and research. At the same time it
will be woven into the larger
program of the city's urban renewal program to make a positive contribution to the architectural character of the new Boston.
No definite time schedule has
been set, although ten years is
spoken of; the cost estimate is $50
million, but eventually this may
rise to $100 million.
The grouping also reflects a
new conception of medical teaching. In recent years Harvard has
been developing new approaches
to treating the "whole man." This
is greatly strengthened by having such specialized hospitals as

the Hospital for Women, the Children's Hospital, and the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary as
integral parts of the new medical
center. The number of patients
will not increase, but it is estimated that the number of students will increase two to twoand-a-half times.
The solution arrived at by Gruson and Sasaki, Walker and Associates, the consultants for site
planning, is strongly reminiscent
of Cambridge University and its
constituent colleges, each of which
has a strong personal identity yet
remains an integral part of the
whole. The symbol of the coming
together of these institutions will
be a new library building, the
focal point of the whole project.
This is the Florence A. Countway
Medical Library, which will con;olidate the existing Harvard Medical Library with the Boston Medical Library and form the second
largest medical information center
in the U.S. Hugh Stubbins, the
architect of the new library, has
captured the spirit of the new
medical center in an arresting design which is a worthy foil to the
strong Beaux Arts detailing of ad·
jacent buildings.
The grouping together of the
medical care facilities and the
medical school will permit a
"common market" approach to

BOSTON:

A new medical university

is being created by Han;ard's med-

ical school and six nearby hospitals,
which will share costly facilities
and equipment. The city has closed
streets to allow development on a
large scale. Using the school's porticoed administration building and
mall as a hub, Planners Edward
Gruson and Sasaki, Walker Associates have made a tight pattern
of new buildings and courts to be
built in several stages. The buildings (new ones are shown in white
in model photo above and site plan,
right): 1) patient care, 2) new
auditorium, 3) new library, 4)
administration, 5) classrooms and
laboratories, 6) public health
school, 7) parking garage.
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uerron's memca1 cenrer w111 un·K rour nos,p1ta1s anti a school to form the core of a new community

A MEDICAL NEIGHBORHOOD IN DETROIT

Old and new classroom buildings at Harvard join to form pleasant coiirts

the sharing of laboratories, supply
units, and costly treatment facilities. This pooling of ancillary
units will eliminate duplication of
facilities and unnecessary capital
expenditures on new buildings, increasing efficiency.
The easy solution for a city
medical center is a group of tall
slab blocks, as at Columbia and
other medical schools of the
1930s. But at Harvard the planners have resisted this tern ptation
and adopted a precinctual type of
development in which the new
buildings are placed so as to form
small courtyards and intimate
spaces, which, although sometimes
small, will be made interesting
and varied by careful landscaping.
The buildings themselves will present a variety of architectural
mass and expression, and a diversity of spatial ex perience as one
progresses through courtyards reminiscent of older universities like
Cambridge, Oxford, and the Sorbonne in Paris.
Architecturally, the new campus has been delineated by creating a major ring road at the
perimeter of the site. Parking will
be in one multistory garage and
one parking lot (by compari-
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son with other medical center
schemes, this seems hardly adequate). The inner roads will be
reserved for service and emergency traffic and pedestrian use.
The treatment of this inner area
will therefore be similar to Harvard Yard. To achieve this, sections of public highway have been
closed by the city and the land
purchased by Harvard . An old
high school has been bought and
demolished and on the site construction has started on the Environmental Hygiene and Nutrition Building, part of the Harvard
School of Public Health. A later
stage contemplates demolishing
the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,
a low, uneconomical, pavilion-like
structure which has become obsolescent.
On the land freed by the hospital and a section of closed public highway the new auditorium
of the medical school will be built
together with more teaching and
laboratory buildings. These buildings have been skillfully placed so
that the reverse face of the heavily classical administrative building, the focal point of the original
Beaux Arts axis, will also be the
focus of the new complex.

A somewhat different case is
that of Detroit's Medical Center,
which has no existing medical
school. Four large hospitals stand
close together in an area of poor
housing interspersed with dilapidated commercial and industrial
building.
The site is near the center of
Detroit, compnsmg some 250
acres broken up into a large number of small, heavily traveled
blocks (sketch right) . The four
hospitals-Grace, Woman's, Harper, and Children's-are some of
the oldest and finest medical institutions in Detroit. (The origina l
buildings of Harper, the oldest,
were constructed by the U.S. Government in 1864; the "new" main
building is shown in photo below). Collectively they have a
capacity of 1700 to 1800 patients,
deal with 60,000 inpatient admissions per year, and provide annually about '.250,000 outpatient
and emergency services.
In 1955 the hospitals joined
with the College of Medicine of
Wayne State University to evaluate the possibility of establishing
a center for medical care, research, and teaching to serve the
whole of the city of Detroit.
By good fortune, this decision
coincided with the formulation of
an urban renewal project for the
city's entire center core: the new

civic center; the new central business district, the rebuilding of
which is under way; the site projected for the campus of Wayne
State University; and the cultural
center, which is being developed
around the main public library,
the historical museum, and the
Art Institute. The medical center
is, therefore, an integral part of
the renewal plan for the future
city of Detroit.
In the first phase of the project
some 60 acres are being demolished and construction should
start shortly. The cost of land
clearance and site improvements
amounts to $30 million ; total cost
of reconstruction is estimated at
$250 mill ion.
The project's architect-planner,
Gerald E. Crane, has seized the
opportun ity to des ign a scheme
which will emphasize the medical
center visually as part of the panorama of the city, as well as
creating a unique qua lity in the
spaces within the center itself.
Working within the framework of
the Detroit Master Plan, Crane
has based his land use on four
principles : 1) the elimination of
superfluous streets and the creation of a planned road pattern;
2) the assembly of existing city
blocks into large superblocks, rebuilt with single or compatible
uses; 3) the separation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic; 4)
maximum utilization and enhancement of existing institutions. The
comparison of existing and future
land use (sketches right) shows
that a significant breakthrough has
been made against the tyranny
of an outdated gridiron street pattern. The number of city blocks
has been reduced from 65 to
about ten, thus increasing considerably the real estate available.
Internal feeder roads have been

A green pedestrian rnall,
with coi1rts and wall~ways branching off, will form the spine of the
new Detroit Medical Center, bringing f our existing hospitals and a
new Wayn e University medical
school into easy walking relationship. The project, fitted into the
city's ambitious renewal program
(map, left), will replace 65 small,
blighted blocks (sketch below)
with a handful of large ones
served by concentric loop roads
(sketch, right). The hospitals are:
Woman's (1), Grnce (2}, Harper
( 3 ), the Rehabilitation Institute
(4), and a new Children's Hospital ( 5), all of which are given
room to expand. The tower of the
new Wayne Medical school (6) will
be the center's landmark. Fringing the center will be planned com11iercial development (A), medical
agencies (BJ, churches (C), housing (D), and a neighborhood shopping center (E}, and school (F).
Architect planner for the project
is Gerald E. Crane.
DETROIT:
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The University of Michigan medical center at Ann Arbor will have a sophisticated circulation plan

reduced to two, and these enclose
about roo acres in which is situated the center core of hospitals
and medical facilities . Between
this core and the bounding expressways, a peripheral belt is
planned to include a number of
uses related to the Medical Center. These will be mainly residential, for staff, but the aim is to
produce a balanced community
which will include commercial
development, a junior high school,
playing fields, and new churches,
in addition to doctors' offices and
social agencies connected with the
Center. This land will be made
available to private developers
within the framewo rk of the master plan.
Within the roo-acre central
core, Crane has skillfully laid out
two superimposed circulation systems, one for motor vehicles and
the other for pedestrians. Cars

keep to the feeder ring road and
are parked in one of eight multistory garages placed at intervals
to one side of the road. All buildings are serviced from the rear,
leaving a central mall of green
quietness which forms the spine of
the whole project. This pedestrian
space becomes an architectural
statement of major significance,
linking the m ajor elements together so that each building is
within a few minutes walking distance of the others. The tall tower
block of the new medical school
will be to the new Detroit what
the cathedral spire was to the
medieval city - it will become
part of the cityscape, stating that
"here" is the Detroit Medical
Center. And, within the center
itself, Crane has created an arrondissement of Detroit which will
have a character and personality
of its own.

MICHIGAN'S MULTILEVELED URBAN PLAN
In his design for the new medical center of the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor, site planner William Johnson has made
another significant contribution in
integrating the many medical center functions while keeping the
feeling of an intense urban area.
The site is on the southwest
side of the steeply sloping Huron
River Valley at a point where the
river makes a U bend among
wooded slopes. To the northeast
there are long and impressive
views to the horizon and to the
North Campus. To the east is the
University Arboretum which will
insure permanent landscape diversity and charm.
At present there are three recognizable groupings of buildings
on the site-medical care, medical science (teaching) , and medical research. The teaching role
will remain dominant and will
116

receive high building priority.
The patient care function is expanding rapidly with emphasis on
the outpatient service. Research
is probably the most explosive in
future needs.
Each of these functions requires
that close interdepartmental relationships be maintained and this
unified operation becomes a special characteristic of the center
and the key to its architectural
expression.
The new buildings will be close
to the old so that all are within
easy walking distance of each
other. By keeping all but emergency traffic to a perimeter road
the internal spaces have been arranged as truly urban courts and
squares designed to create "identifying spaces" for each of the
major elements of the projects :
teaching, care, and research. By
reason of their volume and land-

--

-

Michigan's undergroiind parking permits a landscaped pedestrian campus

scape treatment these spaces will
give a personality to each of the
elements and at the same time
fuse together and create a character for the center as a whole.
Johnson's brilliant solution utilizes the steep slopes of the Huron
River Valley to produce a multilevel system of circulation. The
steepness of the slopes will be
decreased by careful cutting and
filling and four- to five-story garages are to be inserted. These
are partly underground, at the
center side, and partly open, on
the valley side (sketch below ) .
Siting these garages into the slope
in a staggered way means that
there are no buildings at the
edge to become a "fortress wall"
ignoring the valley, but rather
that the long views across the
Huron Valley are exploited and
the North Campus is brought into
relationship.
Drivers will approach from the
lower level, and having parked,
will ascend to points which will
be within a few minutes walk of

all parts of the center. This
achieves a compactness of vehicle
and pedestrian circulation which
hitherto was not possible. The
roof decks of these garages become in fact "reclaimed land"
at no extra cost, used either as
landscaped terraces linking adjacent buildings or as the basemen t
stories of new structures.
The relationship with the community has been considered in
detail. The medical center is very
much in the midst of a thriving
and expanding city.
In the last decade both town
and gown at Ann Arbor have
leaped over the Huron River so
that the river valley now becomes the natural land form giving access to the center of the enlarging community. The entry up
the Huron Valley will therefore
have a symbolic quality, and this
will be enhanced by the new
Medical Center to one side and
the enlarged North Campus to
the other (map right) .
Possibly the "dreaming spires"
of traditional university cities are
outdated, but the new architecture of the medical center and
the new campus will make a
positive contribution to the profile
of the new Ann Arbor, setting it
apart from other cities of its size.

The proposed University of Michigan medical center
is the most advanced in its urban
circulation scheme: Site Planner
William Johnson has made use of
slopes toward the river (foreground) to place multilevel garages
under buildings and courts; cars
will use access road (center) and
move out of sight close to their
destinations. Key: 1) existing
.7r1ain hospital, 2) new library, 3)
main courts (A-patient care, Bresearch, C-teaching); 4) outpatient clinics, 5) entry to underground garages, 6) garage areas
with research labs above, 7) reaearch, 8) five-story garages. The
center will rise at the head of the
valley (map, below).
ANN ARBOR:
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SCULPTOR'S RETREAT
Alexander Calder summers in Sache, France. The light-dappled
Loire countryside nods in the heat; the river lndre maunders a
stone's throw from the house. And inside the workshop, this great
bear of a man stalks placidly amidst the bits of wire, sheet metal,
vanes, bolts, and flanges which will eventually become part of his
special world of designed movement. A third-generation sculptor
who combines a personal view of nature with an engineer's education,
Calder creates around himself an entirely human atmosphere. The
old provincial house in Sache shows this; it is large, simply furnished,
and rough-reflecting the spontaneity and warmth of "Sandy" and
his wife, Louisa. Nearby, one converted barn serves as a studio,
another as a storage area. Within each building drift the mobiles,
stand the stabiles, hang the paintings. And here-as at Idlewild or
Pittsburgh airports, the UNESCO building in Paris, Stockholm's
National Museum, or Calder's home base in Roxbury, Conn.-his
work defines the space it occupies with ingenuity and humor, with
changing shapes full of color, balanced motion, and dancing light.
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Calder stores some of his work in
the narrow, skylit barn shown
above. Its starkness contrasts with
the welcoming simplicity of the
living room (right), the unkempt
studio (previous page), and the
charming fagade and courtyard of
his old stone house (opposite).

PHOTOGRAPHS BY HANS NAMUTH
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WILL COMPUTERS DESIGN
OUR BUILDINGS?
A memory made of tiny beads like those at right, each 1/50
of an inch across, can store a hundred times the amount of
information that a dedicated reader could scan in a lifetime.
Electronic circuits can manipulate this information a million
times as fast as the minds of men.
Scientists in other disciplines know this; yet the building
industry is only just beginning to realize that such fantastic
talents make the computer something far more than just a
highly refined adding machine. For example:
Computers today are helping engineers predict the behavior
of structures with more realistic precision.
They are providing invaluable guidelines in choosing basic
materials and structural design directions.
They are capable of doing the actual design of structural
frames-and turning out the working drawings as well.
They are showing contractors how to schedule the work
of construction on complex projects for maximum efficiency.
And they are spotlighting potential trouble spots, and showing how the best use can be made of available time, manpower, and materials.
All this is only the beginning. Every new step opens up a
vision of others. It is now safe to predict a major role for
the computer deep within the design decisions in architecture
and in city planning .
.·Structural analysis made easier

The building industry's earliest and still most common use of
computers has been for stress analysis of structural elements.
For the solution of recurring problems, computers can cut
costs substantially-and relieve engineers of hours of drudgery.
Where little repetition is involved, of course, it still takes
longer to find or prepare special programs for the computers
than to make conventional calculations. But the balance is
tipping in favor of the machine as the stock of readily available programs increases.
In stress analysis, the computer is a good deal more than
a high-speed substitute for a desk calculator. It opens even
, wider horizons in the study of structural behavior. Until now,
analysis of the behavior of complex structures has been based
·~ on assumptions that are merely safe approximations. In the
past few years theorists have worked out mathematical models
which are obviously more precise, but these are staggeringly
difficult to apply. For the computer, such analyses are easy.
Take the case of the floor slab for Eero Saarinen's CBS

Millions of doughnut-shaped mag·
netic cores, above, malce up one
type of computer memory. Each can
hold a single "bit" of information.

Precise pattern of bending moments
for slab of CBS tower, below, estab lished by computer calculation, re·
vealed economy of the design.
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skyscraper now under construction in New York. Analyzed
through the conventional method of approximation used
by engineers, the slab appeared overly costly because
of its unusual configuration. Engineer Paul Weidlinger remained unconvinced, and worked out a complicated mathematical analysis requiring simultaneous solution of some 50
equations-weeks of work for his staff. Fed into a giant IBM
7090, they were solved in a few minutes of rented time. The
original design, which might have been discarded on assumptive evidence, proved cheaper than a conventional alternative.
Not only can the computer come up with fast and accurate
solutions: it can also help the engineer be sure he is posing
the right problems. The difficult first choices of the basic
structural design approach and materials have, again, been
traditionally made on the basis of assumptions. A computer
can be programmed to run through scores of alternatives until
the engineer is satisfied that he has found the best path.
Meissner Engineers in Chicago have taken an even more
venturesome step towards the ultimate in the structural use
of computers. They have set up a roomful of computers that
can translate calculations for structural frames that are up
to 40 stories high and 20 bays wide into detailed working
drawings. The computer automatically guides an electronic
plotting device as it makes its calculations. Dr. Frank R.
Berman, a structural engineer engaged in computer research
for Univac, believes that, eventually, programs will be set
up interrelating all of the structural parts of large buildings
in a single computer calculation. The cost and availability
of every conceivable structural material could be deposited
in the computer's memory, and it could be instructed to
continue redesigning until the best solution emerged.
Contracting made more efficient

Any wide-awake general contractor planning to bid on government contracts would be wise to find out all he can about
a new computer-aided scheduling technique called the Critical Path Method (CPM). For the Department of Defense
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration already require that CPM or the closely related PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) be used on all
contracts. So successful have these programs been so far
that they will almost certainly be required for all government
building projects before long.
The key step in CPM, which was developed by Remington
Rand scientists and DuPont engineers, is the construction of
arrow diagrams, some of which run to 40 feet in length.
Each arrow represents a single definable unit of work, and
is located in the diagram to show how it relates to any other
Architectural Forum / October 1962

Design possibilities are suggested
by computer-actuated light patterns. Experiments were made by
students of MIT's Robert Preusser.

Room full of equipment at Meissner Engineers office can do structural calculations, then translate
them into working drawings.

Simplified arrow diagram, below,
shows basic step in computer-aided
scheduling techniqite. Heavy line
represents the critical path. No

compitter is needed to calculate
schedule for simple job shown.
Only a computer can cope with all
the steps in construction process.
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activity that must be finished before it starts-or that cannot
start until the unit of work in question is completed. Each
activity is then assigned a realistic time span, and the data
is translated into the computer's peculiar language.
The computer calculation tells the contractor not only
how long the total project will take but, more importantly,
which activities are on the "critical path"-which ones, if
themselves delayed, will delay the whole job. Amazingly, only
2 to 10 per cent of the units of work tum out to be critical.
So instead of the usual shotgun effort to speed every part of
the job, the contractor focuses on expediting the few critical
tasks. For those less critical, the computer points out the
amount of extra time they may take before they too enter
the critical list.
A recent refinement of CPM allows a more realistic choice
of an overall timetable for the project. The normal cost of
each activity is fed into the computer along with the highest
possible cost that would result from an all-out crash program.
Sometimes, on projects with high fixed overhead or financing costs, the computer shows that it pays to put some of
the work on a crash basis. It also tells just which activities
to rush to achieve the lowest total cost.
Moreover, if cost records are kept on the basis of arrow
diagrams for several projects, a program can be written that
makes the computer the contractor's chief estimator.
Architecture made more rational

IBM, as might be expected, now requires all contractors bidding on its buildings to include a skeletal arrow diagram
proving ability to organize the work for completion on
schedule. The successful bidder must then submit a full-scale,
computer-cakulated diagram. But IBM goes one significant
step further than the government: another diagram is made
to keep tabs on the progress of the job through the programming, design, and bidding stages. Thus IBM and its architects and engineers have a well-defined schedule for all the
key decisions that must be made before the contract documents go out.
Hospital Consultant Gordon Friesen .(see page 105) is
also having a critical path analysis made for the planning and
design phases of a large hospital in Akron, Ohio. And the
American Hospital Association late this year will publish the
final report of a four-year AHA-AIA sponsored study of computer programs for hospital planning, conducted with funds
from the U.S. Public H ealth Service.
The study technique is to first feed the computer a detailed analysis of movements of people and supplies within
a group of typical existing hospitals. The machine is pro124

Above, a small segment of the 35foot-long arrow diagram used to
plan construction of the new IBM
Corporate Headquarters building.

Hospital plan (below) was set itp
on scope of computer to analyze
circulation efficiency. Print-out
(top) shows travel distances.

grammed so that trial plans can be sketched with a light pen
on a scope, showing location of major departments on all
floors. The computer tracks the sketch and puts the plan in
its memory along with the movement analysis. The two are
compared, and the computer types out a list of the relative
time and cost of all the movements under each trial plan.
With this kind of data, architects could continue to revise
their plans until the most efficient circulation scheme possible
(within other design limitations such as site, structure, etc.)
is achieved. The technique could be easily extended to other
building types and other design parameters than circulation,
bringing a whole range of basic architectural decisions out
of the realm of guesswork.
Computer help in design of environmental control systems
is also beginning to be explored. Computers are now used for
complex systems of piping, power distribution, and air handling for industrial processes; such programs could be adapted
to large buildings wit~ relative ease.
Planning made more comprehensive

Finally, there is a natural correlation between computers
and city planners : both thrive on complexity. An enormous
amount of data is involved in any city or regional planning
problem. Organizing this data and plotting it graphically
on maps is difficult and time consuming. Again, such a task
is swift and simple for a computer. In the Chicago Area
Transportation Study, for example, seven characteristics of
each of 20,000 field-monitored trips were recorded in a
computer's memory. Light maps, like the one shown at right,
were made on a display tube connected to the computer output. In seven minutes, the planners could get a reading on
the intensity and direction of any traffic pattern.
An even more sophisticated planning use of computers is
in sight. In several demonstration projects now under way,
current and constantly updated data about every phase of
a city's life are being fed into computers, giving instantaneous
access to the kinds of information needed by planners; and
the next step is the creation of programs which will simulate
future growth patterns. The effect of any number of planning approaches could then be measured against this simulation. The community would thus have an accurate picture
of the consequences of basic policy decisions.
The electronic handwriting is on the wall for people who
plan, design, and build. Most have to be re-educated to learn
how to read it, and this is the only limiting factor on the
computer's use. The machines and programs are available,
but the handwriting comes out at 300 words per second.
Man must move quickly to keep up.
BERNARD P . SPRING.
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Computer-actuated speakers in Bell
Laboratories anechoic chamber
(above) simulate reverberation and
echoes of rooms in design stage.

Truck traffic pattern (below) was
one of many graphic analyses produced by computer for the Chicago
Area Transportation Study.
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The Persian adventures of two U.S. architects range from a Coca-Cola plant to a princess's palace

AMERICANS ABROAD: BROWN AND DALTAS IN IRAN
Few architects have among their first commissions a palace
for a real-life princess. For Benjamin I. Brown of Albany,
Ga., and Spero Daltas of St. Paul, Minn., it has been the
high light of a five-year adventure in expatriate architecture.
Their firm of Brown & Daltas, Teheran, Iran, has specialized
in a modern adaptation of native materials and technique~.
Their architecture, in the words of an admirer in the Iranian
royal family, is "more Persian than the Persians'."
If this is the case, it is partly because Iranian architects
want to be anything but Persian in these days of rapid
Vv esternization. But it also reflects the two young Americans'
sensitivity to the ancient arts of the Middle East. Brown &
Daltas have used the marvelous geometric patterns of the
Persians in tilework, masonry walls, coffered ceilings, light
grilles, and even a heavy steel structural frame. They have
exploited the Iranians' traditional skill at building brick
vaults, and revived the dormant art of glazing. Finally, they
have gratified the Persians' reverence of water by making it
an integral element of both buildings and gardens.
Brown, 37, and Daltas, 42, met in Iran when both were
architectural consultants to the engineering firm of Amman
& Whitney-Husted on $60 million worth of military bases
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Brown had been a
partner in the Memphis firm of A. L. Aydelott & Associates,
and had come overseas in 1953 as chief architect for several
Amman & Whitney projects in France and Greece. Daltas
came directly to Iran in 1956 after five years with Eeru
Saarinen (he had been job captain for the successful Saarinen
entry in the London embassy competition). Brown & Daltas
soon found that they shared the feeling of having worked
for other people long enough, and their office opened in
January 195 7. Their first major project was a Coca-Cola
bottling plant, their second the palace of Her Imperial Highness Fatemeh, sister to the Shah, LTJ. the royal gardens of Saadabad above Teheran. The firm was off to an auspicious start.
At the outset, however, Brown & Daltas found the difficulties of practicing in Iran formidable. Drafting-room talent
was hard to find (eventually they developed a hard core of
a dozen men, mostly Armenians, and farmed out most production work on large projects). Brick and gypsum were
literally as cheap as dirt, but anything that had to be shipped
in was exorbitant. The Iranian bricklayers (many in their
early teens) were masterful, and refinery projects had developed a pool of skilled steelworkers. Even they had to be
closely supervised, however, and the Iranians had to be
taught other building crafts almost from scratch.
Architectural Forum / October 1962

But the most persistent problem was financial. Building
costs are amazingly low-hence, so are fees. Moreover, the
French-trained Persian architects charge from 3 to 5 per
cent, making it hard to convince hard-bargaining Iranian
clients that they should pay at a state-side level. Even 8 per
cent is unrealistic considering the amount of supervision
required to do a conscientious job. After two struggling years,
however, Brown & Daltas began to get some of the Army
bases on which, mercifully, the Corps of Engineers does its
own supervision. "It was the military work that kept our
heads above water," Brown frankly admits.
The firm is now beginning to branch out. The partners
are completing negotiations for a series of U . S.-aided college
projects in tropical Africa, and starting a new 6,000-student
campus for Rangoon University financed by the Agency for
International Development; it will be designed in conjunction
with the Burmese national building bureau, and used as a
training ground for the university's architectural students.
Full use will be made of local skills and materials: Daltas is
experimenting with glazed, prestressed sections of Burmese
terra cotta as both structure and finish.
Brown & Daltas recently established an office in Harrisburg, Pa., and plan to open another in Europe. There is
still work to be completed in Teheran, but continuance of
their Iranian practice will depend on the future course of
the nation's presently sluggish economy. The Harrisburg office
is more for production of the overseas work than for U.S.
projects: Brown & Daltas are en joying their role as ambassadors of American architecture abroad.
Mr. Daltas (left), Mr. Brown, the princess, and her new palace (opposite)
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The palace of Princess
Fatemeh is rooted by
a composite canopy of
concrete, steel, and
glazed-brick vaulting

The roof of Princess Fatemeh's
palace is composed of 24 octagonal umbrellas whose undersides
are graceful brick vaulting. The
umbrella frames are 2-inch pipes
which cluster as central supports,
then flare outward. The vaults
were built from their outer edges
in, without formwork-Iran's dry
climate allows use of a gypsum
mortar that bonds almost instantly.
The bricks doubled as finished
ceiling and forms for a layer of
concrete. The concrete, in turn,
was tied to the ribs with shear
bars to create a composite structure.
Exposed sides cif the handmade
bricks, shaped to provide acoustical recesses, were glazed by an
Iranian craftsman trained under
an Italian technical-assistance program. They were given eight
muted and closely related colors.
During the day the greens predominate, and at night the brick
vaults take on a golden glow.
The central portion of the palace
is one great space, divided into an
alabaster entrance terrace, a central reception room, and the large
living room. On either side of the
reception room, ramps bridge
across a series of staggered pools
to two-story wings on either side
of the main volume. The water,
brought from a mountain stream,
cascades through glazed tile
courses which ring around the
driveway and meet at the entry.
It continues through the palace's
interior, feeds the air-conditioning
system, and is thus warmed for
the large swimming pool. Finally,
it winds up in a complex network
of fountains and reflecting pools
in the rear gardens.
Construction cost was $14 per
square foot. Engineers : Frank
Newby and G. Megeroumian
(structural), F. & R . FarmanFarmaian (mechanical). General
contractor: Hoch-Tief Irranieane.
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Swimming pool reflects the play of light on the glazed-brick vaults of the glass-walled palace. The garden site is in the foothills of Teheran
Ramps to the palace's two-story sections bridge over multilevel pools

The voluminous living room: skylights join clusters of four umbrellas

The ceiling of the CocaCola plan·t at Meshed,
a glass-walled pavilion
on the arid plains, is
almost equally ,p alatial

East m ee ts West on the road to j)[eshed. B elow, tli e composition of building's vaulted, stee l-ribbed roof.

The owner of this Persian CocaCola bottling plant wanted something different-and certainly got
it. The usual way to put up a
small industrial building in Iran is
to have a prefabricated steel structure shipped in. Brown & Daltas'
client, however, wanted to make
his plant a pavilion, the focal
point of a new development on
the outskirts of Meshed (400 miles
from Teheran toward the Russian
border) including subdivisions and
housing for his 385 employees.
But he preferred to do so without
paying a premium price.
The voluptuous ceiling which
raises the building considerably
~
above the architectural level of
~i.-ca..t ,..._ ~ -r!..~.
most bottling plants is similar in
concept to that of the palace-·a
tightly knit composite structure of
steel, concrete, and brick vaulting.
.,
Here the bricks are common bricks,
left unglazed, but they were built
with the same native skill in shallow arches with a lightweight con ·
crete topping. They are supported
by a wiry frame of steel bars
which doubles as a tension ring,
resulting in a continuously framed
building of surprising strength and
economy. The roof tested to six
times its design load. The cost
figures are other-worldly : 15 cents 1'he plant sits pavilion-Wee in a siibdivided octagon of land . Project also included employee housing.
per square foot for the bricks in
place, 20t cents per pound for
fabrication of the steel members,
and $3.90 per square foot for the
completed building.
Except in the warehouse, the
walls are glass, and a steady
stream of travelers and pilgrims
stops to watch the bottling process in operation. At the main
entry is a wide reflecting pool.
The surrounding land is laid out
in an octagonal pattern, and sal~
of the subdivided parcels more
than paid for the building.
Engineers : G. Megerdoumian
(structural), M. P. M. Engineers
(mechanical and electrical) .
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The ceiling rises in an undulating series of briclc arches. Thinness of the frame was a lcey cost-saving element-steel is expensive to ship in.
A wide reflecting pool ftanlcs the wallcway to the plant's front entry

The bottling equipment was put o?i public display behind glass walls

A lofty and exotic ba·
zaar opens from a Teheran office tower that
is wrapped in a rigid
structural steel grille

A 16-scory office tower and shopping center are, of course, far
more difficult to relate to Persia's
exotic heritage than is a palace,
but Brown & Daltas have tried.
The tower is on a narrow frontage along Teheran's teeming main
commercial street, and the shops
are in a five-story arcade on a
thin finger of land behind.
Around the tower's exterior is
The spectacular arcade (opposite) leads directly from the tall, glazed lobby of the square office tower
a stiff frame of steel columns and
X-braces-last month's tragedy in
Iran was fresh evidence of the
need to respect earthquake forces .
And around the Xs Brown and
Daltas have developed a geometric Persian pattern in steel which
provides additional seismic bracing and a degree of sun control.
Main trusses run through the
square tower at third points, supporting secondary trusses on 4foot 5-inch centers. A coffered
concrete slab is cast around the
top chord of the secondary truss
to create a composite floor structure; the angles of the bottom
chord are used to support a castLO"OITUO I NAL SECTtON
in-place gypsum ceiling, with
utilities in the space between. At
Geometric pattern in steel makes a Persian grille of the tower's frame. Spandrels are sky-blue mosaic tile.
right angles to the secondary
truss, on the same 4-foot 5-inch
module, is a suspension cable
anchored to ends of the floor slab.
In the arcade, a similar structure produces a spectacular space.
Its roof is a continuous, steelframed, opaque glass skylight; its
floor is a series of alabaster-rimmed pools. The first two stories
are a fl avorful bazaar, the upper
three are offices. Railings of the
balconies and bridges repeat the
pattern of the tower's grille.
Construction costs were $7.50
per square foot for the tower and
$5.50 for the arcade. Engineers:
Newby, Megerdoumian, and Walter Mahkan (structural), R. Costain (mechanical and electrical).
General contractor : Rah-Bana Co.
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A UNIVERSITY LIBRARY OF
MANY FINE PARTS
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The building shown at left has both the virtues and the faults
of some fresh approaches by architects who have not done
many large structures before: it has the virtues of imagination,
liveliness, very careful attention to detail and to costs; and
it has the faults of having perhaps too many different shapes
and forms for what is, essentially, a simple structure.
The structure in question houses a library for the Central
Washington State College at Ellensburg, Wash. It was designed by Seattle Architects Bassetti and Morse-a firm well
known in the pa~t for its fine houses in the Northwest. Bassetti is intrigued by the delicate concrete work being done in
Italy, and the details of this building reflect his interest.
Taken separately, these details are elegant, carefully studied,
and quite rational: the sun screens, roof overhangs, hoods,
and saw-tooth patterns on the very different fac;ades of this
library were determined by problems of orientation (the long
axis of the building runs north-south), and such problems become doubly important in a building devoted to reading.
So the architects designed two-story-high screens of hexagonal clay tile and suspended these screens in front of the
east and west fac;ades. The south wall, meanwhile, was left
virtually blank to keep out the maximum sun (behind this
wall are the visual-arts rooms, which require no daylight ).
The north wall, on the other hand, has a saw-tooth pattern
of precast concrete panels, each of which shields an individual
study carrel. The windows on one side of each concrete panel
face northeast, so that no sun enters the carrels after 8 A.M.
Above these four dissimilar fac;ades there floats an elegant
zigzag roof (right ), made up of prestressed, precast concrete
elements that span 65 feet and thus eliminate many interior
columns. There are 98 of these wishbone-shaped concrete
sections; they are joined at the top where the risk of water
penetration is least, and they are thickened at top and bottom
to take reinforcing against compression and tension, respectively. At their thinnest p@ints, these roof planks measure
only 2 inches. The system cost $3.20 per square foot of
floor area covered, and required only half the concrete and
two-thirds the steel normally needed in such a span. However,
because contractors were unaccustomed to the curved formwork, few cost reductions were achieved on this "test run."
Opposite : Main faf!ade of library faces west, is shielded by an 8-inch·
deep sun screen. Entrance is marked by a canopy of four concrete umbrellas. Top, right: Entrance canopy with sculpture by Harold Balazs.
Right: Details of precast, prestressed roof and suspended sun screen.
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COLLEGE LIBR·ARY

Dividing the library's roof line
down its long axis is a massive
concrete hood (below and opposite ) which contains ventilating
ducts and stiffens the building
longitudinally against seismic
forces. The bottom edges of the
hood are turned up to form two
continuous gutters. These gutters
pick up rain water from the zigzag deck and carry it off through
projecting scuppers over the north
and south fa«ades.
The ventilating system dramatized by this concrete hood is
operated from a fan room on the
second floor. A complex system
of mixing boxes, thermostatically
controlled, provides each of the
39 zones in the building with the
exact temperature desired.
The plan of the library (right)
is a two-story arrangement, each
floor measuring about 165 by 225
feet. All the problems of library
planning seem well and generously
solved : good control, good and
dispersed storage (capacity : 225,000 books), good staff facilities,
many well-equipped departments.
The architects are especially
proud of having successfully collaborated with five artists in creating this building. Since only
$12,000 was made available for
art, the architects chose relatively
little-known, local men and
women, asked them to work on
the campus. The results, according to Bassetti, have been highly
gratifying: they range from the
oxidized copper sculpture by Harold Balazs (see previous page ) to
various items of graphic designa total of 8 major and 60 minor
works of art.
FACTS AND FIGURES

Library, Central Washington State
College, Ellensburg, Wash .
Architects:
Bassetti
&
Morse .
Landscape architect: Richard Haag
& Associates . Interior designer:
George M. S ch warz Jr. Artists :
Ha r old Balazs , Mignonne Keller
( sculptors) ; Noel Carawan Osher off, Robert James (p otters ); Emily
Morse (painter). Engineers: Worthington, Skilling, Helle & Jackson
(stru ctu ral), Beverly Travis (electrical) . General contractors: Newland Construction Co.
Total cost: $1.46 mill ion . Gross floor
area: 74,628 square feet. Cost per
square foot (inc luding fees and
taxes) : $19.58. Financing: state
bond issue.
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Above : Second-floo r reading areas, wit h carrels at left. Ceiling system is hung f rom corrugated roo f deck.

Below: North end of library has bold patterns of precast concrete units, each concealing a reading carrel.

Out of the longest experience in modern urban renewal, St. Louis has gained scars but also insights
into needed changes in grand ,p lanning, phasing, marketing, and finance.

FORUM ROUND TABLE: BATTLE REPORT ON ST. LOUIS
This report on St. Louis is a sort of combined battle report
and credo. For urban renewal has characteristics of war, and
has little to do indeed with the benign belief that millions of
little individual decisions built up on a gridiron of streets add
up to a prosperous city. What urban renewal does is quite
generally misunderstood: It does not seek to replace the many
private decisions upon which a city is built, but it battles to
put them within a modern instead of an obsolete framework.
The fight for renewal requires generalship, setting up objectives to be secured, and the means of reaching them. St.
Louis was in the fight early, and her leaders have battle experience. That is why FORUM turned to them. It joined forces
with Downtown St. Louis, Inc., which in turn is linked with
the famous Civic Progress, Inc. , and also with the St. Louis
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects. Together
they invited as many top leaders of business, municipal government, architecture, and education as could be got around a
big table. The object was to induce these men to pause, tell
what they have been doing, and divulge some of the strongest
beliefs that all share, growing out of what they are doing. This
should be of value in turn to battlers for renewal in other
sister cities.
The list of those who participated is on page 138c. For
those who know St. Louis no comment is necessarv as to the
group's authority. The list also includes a few people from
out of town who have been active in reference to the city,
among them Urban Renewal Administrator William L. Slayton. Before giving this group the floor , a brief comment is in
order on St. Louis.
No question about it, she is battle scarred. Worse than that ,
she is plagued by persistent false reports which ascribe the
scars not to the frictions of progress but to deterioration.
There is no question , either, that the situation invites this;
for St. Louis, most astonishingly, started her urban renew<il
course in fully modern terms some 14 years before other great
American cities did . And she has suffered from delays and
dust while the country as a whole caught up with her thinking, and worked out the devices. It was 1935 when some 85
acres of decaying water front were cleared of slums for the
Jefferson National Expansion Memorial-cleared by joint
federal and city action. Anyone who doubts that, even prior
to the famous competition which begat the famous Gateway
Arch by Architect Eero Saarinen, the aims of St. Louis could
be modern and comprehensive need only read his April 1944
FORUM. (Architect Harris Armstrong, a Round Table participant, was an author.) St. Louis anticipated every major
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instrument and concept of today's urban renewal method.
(Zoning, thei: key planning instrument of the past 35 years,
originated in St. Louis in 1916.) St. Louis was precedent, not
outcome. Here now is the Round Table itself reporting:
1. Forward-looking renewal involves city and region.

Knowledge of the economic potential and the historic mission of
the region as a whole is indispensable. Never should this total interest be obscured by minor frictions between the surroundings
and the central city.
No city has suffered from more
misunderstanding than St. Louis.
If industrial growth was slowed
within the city itself, this was a
problem shared with all large cities. It does not reflect on the region. The St. Louis metropolitan
area is still the gateway to the
West and a prime transportation
center. There is no truth in the
frequ ent a\·erment that all is past
with the " romance" of the great
Mississippi River; for not only is
the St. Loui s of today the nation's greatest inland port, but
river traffic is setting new records,
both in volume and in value, way
ahead of th e l\fark Twain days.
St. Louis is also the nation's second largest railroad center, exceeded only bv C hicago, and despite a remedi ab le lack of adequate highways is the nation's

MAYOR TUCKER

second largest trucking center
also. She thus attracts industry as
transfer points always do, and not
only have major automotive and
appliance industries been brought
to the outlying areas, but there
has been an increase of some 200
industrial establishments within
the last seven years within St.
Louis itself.
Inside the city the urban renewal campaign narrows down to
new adjustments within a thriving area. (See the section on industrial strategy below.)
Leadership within the region as a
whole is the second necessity of
forward -looking renewal. The sorry fact in the case of St. Louis is
that the external areas have committed themselves thus far to no
form of interrelated planning in
any way. Until efforts succeed to
get the metropolitan area covered
by a single instrument of government-and there are virtually no
such instruments in the U.S.-the
city must exercise great care not
to impose its thoughts about land
planning or land use on areas
which are not a portion of the
central core, and must seek every
avenue of discussion and negotiation. Of course the mere fact that
a central city is organized while
surrounding units are slow about
it gives added force to the central
city's viewpoint. Yet the city cannot give up its organized effort
simply to match the delay in the
surrounding effort.
A de finite transpo rtation pattern
for the region is an inescapable
urban renewal framework. Rigid

master plans are out of fashion
today; but there is no such thing
as a successful half-hearted transportation commitment. We estimate that the development of St.
Louis has been retarded by at
least ten years because of earlier
failure to develop modem access
to the center and through it.
Today the city of St. Louis
possesses a comprehensive, exhaustive transportation study supported by St. Louis County also.
It is the so-called "Gilman Re-

CLARENCE M . TUliLl!:Y

port," by W. C. Gilman Co. of
New York. It poses both highway
and mass transit solutions.
Expressways already completed
include the $13 million Third
Street J-Iighway along the river,
the $75 million Mark Twain expressway out past Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport. There
is being completed the $49.5 million Daniel Boone expressway
coming into downtown from the
west and being extended across
the river as one of three projected
east-west, and one north-south,
distributor ex pressways. Completion of the first comprehensive
expressway program will also put
a ring around the city.
Of course mistakes in transportation patterns can occur, and for
two chief reasons: 1) wrong
guesses about future land use; 2)
shifts (all too seldom discussed )

in future transportation technology bringing forth different kinds
of vehicles demanding different
kinds of trafficways. Who, asked a

i

patterns are best which serve the
foreseeab le need, but are convertible also to a maximum variety
of far-out possibilities. As a homely example, an expressway so designed that it can be given a
middle strip for bus-carried mass
transit, like the bus strip on Chicago's Congress Street expressway,
is preferable to the kind of standard expressway whose grass dividing strip may be too narrow for
this purpose. The Round Table

CHARLES FARRIS

Round Table member, would
have believed ten or 15 years ago
that we would have men in orbit?
Already th ere is talk of "overbuilding expressways." Yet no error in transportation pa ttern is as
disastrous as having no pattern .
To minimize the effect of possible wrong guesses, those traffic

ARTHUR E. WRIGHT, JR .

also noted but did not commit
itself on new downtown devices
to correlate traffic movement and
vehicuhr storage. One idea is a
radical separation of levels, as
proposed recently in Dallas ( FoRUM, May '62). Briefly, this concept drops certain kinds of
through movement or service
movement to substreet levels, putting them so to speak into the
city's downtown basement, while
reserving the open air above to
people, especially pedestrians.
Meanwhile, the leaders of St.
Louis anxiously await release of
the federal government's new
transportation study, for the city's
future guidance.
Architectural Forum / October 1962
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2. Forward-looking renewal
requires new industries.
Specialization and selection, not
simple growth, will produce successful in-city industries. The older type of multistory warehouse is
going forever, because it is no
longer needed for changed techniques of commercial distribution; and the J. C. Penney Building, one of the white elephants of
the city, was finally donated to
the University of M issouri for entirely different, educational purposes. At the opposite end of the
scale, a new industrial park just
outside the city boundaries, which
the Metropolitan Chamber of
Commerce is doing on $7,000-anacre land below th e confluence of
the two rivers at Columbia Bottoms, is solid and conventional.
In the metropolitan area as a
whole, some 100 times as much
industry has been installed since

CHLOETHJEL SM ITII

1946 as there would be room for
on the 116 industrial acres of the
M iII Creek or the 105 acres of
the Kosciusko project in the city.
What can be expected nearer
the center is in part the expansion of industries which are already rooted in the city. Beyond
that, there is provision for bringing in such special act ivities as
the graphic-arts industry, smaller,
highly concentrated types such as
electronic plants, and the smaller
kind of warehouse used by the
"manufacturer's representative."
And, never to be overlooked is
1388

the kind of smaller research facility which grows up naturally in
the vicinity of universities such as
Washington University and St.
Louis University. Since the land
acquisition cost was approximately $115,000 to $120,000 per acre
(before "write-down"), it can be
seen that the ultimate use must
be denser, for higher dollar va lue
per uni t of output, than in the
outlying areas. Moreover in industries of this high-value type,
close-by attractions are important.
Not only cultural facilities are
appreciated, but also the fact that
good housing is being built nearby
to create a new quality of living;
important too is a new kind of
education, which prepares for the
new world of automation: e.g.,
new technical high schools and
junior coll eges.
I t can be put this way: the
whi re-collar worker is replacing
the blue-shirt worker. A higher
proportion of employees work
with minds and paper than with
their bodies and heavy machinery.
This, incidentally, includes the
employees of such users of multistory buildings as insurance com panies. There has not yet been
explored the full possibility of
co nverting other kinds of industries to multistory arrangements.
Bulldozer techniques creating outside loading docks at more than
one level are an example of new
possible patterns, to offset high
land cost by multiple coverage in
an economic manner.
In any event we have faith that
the wonderful diversification of
industry in the St. Louis area375 types have been countedwill operate to send a share of
the plants into the central area,
and in fact the Kosciusko and
Mill Creek redevelopment areas
are 90 per cent under land purchase contracts.

JOSEPH PASSONNEAU

3. Forward-looking

renewal

means new types of homes.

Outstanding problems of residential n:newal strategy are three:
1) there has to be a rounded overall community approach; 2) there
have to be entirely new techniques for estimating and financing the residential market-techniques advancing well beyond
accepted FHA techniques; and 3 )
democracy h as to provide freedom
and fairness for all its people.
Forward-looking urban renewal
req uires a "community approach"
with several aspects.
The city must furnish many kinds
of housing beyond those which
are built new at a pro fit in the
o/Jen market. St. Louis has built
housing under a wide variety of
arrangements. She has built massive public housing projects, costing close to $100 million, for the
lower-income groups. Often the
occupancy has been Negro, because Negro income averages so
much lo wer. Then there is middleincome housing in areas like the
Plaza Square apartments at an
average rental of $37 .32 per
room, or Mill Creek Valley, at
$32 to $40. Then there are somewhat higher rates in the new fash ionable Mansion House project
behind the Gateway Arch, at
something like $4·5 to $50, and
finally, at the top, fash ionab le
new apartments on Lindell Boulevard, where the monthly rental
per room is approximately $100

In the future yet another approach is in prospect, in the socalled Murphy and Tandy area,
where existing structures will be
rehabilitated at low prices.
The
"community
a/JjJroach"
means that new housing must be
/Jart of a scheme for a total
neighborhood. Producing neighborhoods for attractive living requires the most thoughtful analysis and interlacing techniques. For
example, it means supplying
"project" housing with local
stores, uot only of the " mommaand-poppa" types, but also some
of the new kinds of "fractional"
supermarkets, which overcome the
objection that "new projects cannot support full -blown supermarkets." It means available schools
of all kinds, even private dancing
schools, and entertainment. It
means imaginative projection.
Thus the new Mansion House
high-class apartment development
now being built is placed behind
the new river-front park and its
arch. Never before in history had

I. E. MILLSTONE

residential building been done on
the river front. Such building is
justified by the presence in the
St. Louis area of enough people
of means, who will go for the
excitement of the view, for the
proximity of all cultural faci lities
and night life, and for the closeness of the new stadium, which
will attract as many as 50,000
people to single spectacles.
Forward-looking urban renewal

not expe rienced before" (e.g., beinvo lves co mpletely new ways of
analyzing the residential market.
ing ab le to walk to work downThe fact is that the urban re- town from such a community).
newal j>ro du ct is something quite Accordingly there has been the
new. It differs markedly from conparadox that despite the prospect
ventional spot building as a prod- of an a lmost certain growth of
uct. This forces marked differthe St. Louis area by 1980 to 3
ences in three operations: ma rket
million, attrac tive redevelopment
prediction, financing, and the
proj ects such as Plaza Park have
been slow at first in fi lling. There
phasing of production.
Much greater " lea d time" is
required to bring around a newer,
more co mplica ted, but more
potent, basicall y improved, and
sounder product. Like other cities,
St. Louis has been plagued by socall ed ''overbuilding" which is
definit ely not that. Actually the
financial difficulties have arisen
LEWIS KITCHEN
from trying something which resembles creating space m an
can be not the slightest doubt
ocean liner on financi a l terms dethat shortly the curve of occusigned to build family motorboats
pancy will run sharpl y upward.
"In the meantim e," the Round
and sailboa ts. Most especiall y the
trouble has been trying to create Table ·would sugges t that HHFA
and fina nce the ocean liner in and FHA be approached to suplittle fractions. In other words,
ply th e basically new approach of
urban renewal with one more
even Nature requires more time
to produce an elephant than a
adaptation. Already they have
made many other ada pta tion ,
mosquito, and she doesn't try to
with th e result of improving venproduce the elephant out of an
aggregation of mosquitos. As Wil - dibi lity a nd solvency. (Thus, for
liam L. Slayton remarked, "Effec- exa mple, FHA has long since extive renewal may mea n building te nd ed its financing insurance to
more than the apparent market cover the building of local stores,
which are not "housing" but a re
wi ll absorb, because you need to
create something that was not
indispensable to a viable housing
there before (a fully equipped
pro ject.) Our proposal is in the
and more attractive co mmunity), direc tion of giving re developers
and some thing tha t peo pl e have
more " lead tim e." In brief it

would mean allowing the individual redeveloper a considerably
longer period than the customary
two or three months after completion, within whi ch to get the
project occupied and to start paying interest and amo rtization out
of income. This delay does not
mean that over the early period,
befo re there was adequate occupation, such charges wou ld be
" forgiven." On the contrary, to
discourage th e redeveloper from
dawdling, the delayed debt payments wou ld be treated as interest-bearing first charges against
future income.
In a sense this delay is mere
fairness to the redeveloper who
today " holds the bag" during the
first stages wh en the project stands
without its important ad juncts.
Speaking again of the workings
of this new kind of market, the
Round Table has concluded that
there is need, in every city, for far
stricter phasing of the planning
and building operation. T his is
es pecially true when a large redevelopment tract is cut up into
many different parcels, each to be
handled by a different redeveloper.
Obvio usly th e success of each
depends on his neighbor finishing
on time too, since it is a tough
assignment to try renting a grouping which is set up apparently in
a dust bowl. Once again, th e tota l
renewal job has to be treated as
the building of an ocean liner is,

Hugh A. Logan, Vice Preside nt, St.
Louis Union Trust Co.
0. 0. McCracken, Executive Vice President, Civic Center Redevelopm ent
Corp .
Sam Michelson, Michelson Realty Co.
I. E. Millstone, Millstone Construction,
Inc.
James Scheuer, President, Renewal &
Redevelopment Corp., New York City
Alvin Siteman , The Sitema n Organization
Clarence M. Turley. Realtor

A rthur E. Wright, Jr., Executive
Director, Downtown St. L ouis, Inc.
Roy Wittco1f, President, Downtown St.
Louis, Inc.

ROUND TABLE PA·RTICIPANTS

OFFICIALS
Mayor Raymond Tucker , St. Louis
Wi lli am Slayton , Urban Renewal Comm issioner, Washington, D.C.

Charles Farris, Cha i1m an, St. L ouis
Housing Authority, Land Cleara nce
for Redevelopment Authority
BUSINESS LEADERS
Aloys P. Kaufm ann, D irector of Commerce of Metropolitan St. Louis
Lewis Kitchen. Lew is Kitch en Reelty
Co., Kansas City
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ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS
Harris Armstrong, A rchitect
John Dinkeloo, Partner, Eero Saarinen
& Associates, A rchitects
Arthur Schwarz, Schwarz & Van Hoefen, Architects
Chloethiel Smith, Satterlee & Sm ith,
Architects, Wa shington . D.C.

even despite the fact that this
ocean J.iner can be divided up and
bu ilt independentl y, by sections.
As for the third point, about
residenti al strategy, it relates to
fair treatm ent of minorities.
C uriously enough the best reason to treat Negroes like people
is that they act like people. One
of the dividing lines that are
found among them is the same

SAM MICHELSON

as affiicts other races. Those
gro ups who have hopes and a decent inco me and a secure place
to live have a lso a fine record; the
others do not. T he worst areas in
th e city, thus far, are those where
sudden crowding took place, by
those who had to leave areas like
Mill C reek, which was bad itself.
In many places where Negroes are
seeking out homes in nice a reas,
these homes are nicely kept.
The Round Table accord ingly
goes a iong with the proposi tion
that a ll urban renewal areas must
be opened for occu pancy without
regard to race, creed, or color,
and we have to eliminate the
continued on page 198

EDUCATORS
Eugene John son, Director, Civic Education Center, Washi ngton Un iver sity
Joseph Passon neau , Dean of Arch itecture, Wash in gton Un iversity
PRESS
George McCue, critic, St. Louis PostDispatch
MODERATOR
Douglas Haskell , Editor, Arch itectura l
FORUM
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REBUILDING

OLD BARN BECOMES A
HANDSOME CHAPEL
The gloomy, rafter-riddled interior of a 150-year-old dairy barn
might seem an unlikely space
from which to fashion a contemporary chapel. But the handsome
room shown at left resu lted from
just such a remodeling, executed
with fine restraint by Architects
Garber, Tweddell & Wheeler.
The chapel is for The Grail, a
se rvice group of Catholic laywomen, in Grailville, Ohio.
Vertical boards and battens,
painted white, were applied to

the exterior. On the new fac;ade
(above, right) a sheet-metal hood
shelters the main doors, whic h are
reached by a raised ramp.
Just inside the entrance, new
sacristy, coatrooms, and basement
stairs are enGlosed by low, freestanding partitions (plan, right).
The chapel's rough-hewn oak
beams, stained dark, stand out
dramatically as a framework of
many crosses against fresh white
surfaces illuminated from existing
clerestories, and from a massive
new light shaft suspended over an
altar by Liturgical Designer William J. Schickel. The space is
simple and unadorned to permit
seasonal decoration.
Cost of remode ling came to
only $50,000, or $7.20 per square
foot (com pared to new churches
ranging up to $25 per square
foot ) . Structural engineer: Harry
Balke. Contractor: Jacob Boettcher Co. Financing : by donations.
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REBUILDING

AN ELEGANT OPENING
ON THIRD AVENUE
For something under $30,000 ($10
per square foot), a boarded-up
pizza joint on Manhattan's upand-coming Third Avenue (below) was transformed in to this
elegant and airy store purveying
bric-a-brac and foods from afar.
The fact that Wilburt, Inc. now
can (and does) compete with the
best shops on better-known Fifth
Avenue is not precisely an accident. Its backers, for examp le, include a prominent architect, a
raaltor, a financier, and an importer, all of whom live nearby
m the Grammercy Park area

from which most of the shop's
clientele comes. And its designers
are well versed in New York's
razor-sharp market for high style.
The most arresting aspect of
the store, of course, is its openness to the street: it is shielded
only by plate glass, recessed 3
feet from the building line. There
is a minimum of clutter; all items
are in clear view-most of them
on the floor, planted in beds of
white marble chips surrounding
circles of oak planking which define display areas.
Designers: Space Design Group,
Inc.; Marvin B. Affrime, director.
Consultants: Martir. Lovett ( structural), Wheel-Garon (lighting ) .
Contractor : H . L. Lazar.
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OFFICE BUILDING
STARTS THIRD LIFE
This striking little rental building
in Birmingham, Mich., was actually built around an old brick
office addition to a still older
house (both seen in photo below) . Since the house was over
I 00 years old and in none too
sound condition, Architects Glen
Pau lsen & Associates decided to
tear it down. The problem was
to replace it with a two-story
office wing and tie the new structme gracefully to the previous
brick building, which was partly
sunken into the ground. This was
accomplished by adding a high
wing wall to the left side to match
the new building on the right,
then concealing the uneven old
windows and roof line with a
screen of 2 by 6-inch fir slats
hung on a dark-gray, tubular steel

SECTION

EXISTING
BUILD LNG

frame (photo below, right). The
screen also helps to give the
building horizontality and pattern, and does a fair job of filte ring out hot southern sun as well
as keeping the offices private
from the street. To stay within a
curving property line while providing separate access to the
suites above, the new wing was
jogged back around a glass stair
well on the side (photo, top) . A
travel agency occupies the old
wing; a beauty parlor, the new.
Cost of the remodeling came to
about $40,000. Engineers: Theodore Letsche (structural) ; Edwin
Siegel & Associates (mechanical).
Contractor: Frederick Davis.
Architectural Forum / October 1962
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EDITOR'S NOTE

NEWSPAPER ARCHITECTURE

Just wha t would ha ppen if every
sma ll-town paper in the U .S. were
to begin discussing architecture
tomorrow? Such a possibility must
be approached with circumspection. Googie ar,chitecture might be
no worse than googie " criticism."
Translate into building terms the
kind of report that gets written
on the latest charity bazaar or
on the latest double feature in
the movie, and there you have
it. The local Lewis Mumfords
wntmg criticism m Prairieville
would resemble the more striving local motels in their literary
contours-and content.
An a lternative would be boiler
plate from national syndicates.
Happily the problem has not
arrived yet. The number of newspapers, mostly in medium-big
towns, that has recently picked
up the art of architectural criticism in the U.S. , corresponds
roughly to the number of available and competent critics. The
thought of the San Francisco
Chronicle brings up the name of
FoRuM Consultant Allen Temko;
the Examiner has Bob Anshen;
the Louisville Courier-/ ournal,
Grady Clay; the Washing ton Post,
Frederick Gutheim (and again the
ubiquitous Temko ) ; The New
Yark Times, Ada Louise Huxtable
( the Times ha~ run to girls always ); Time has Cranston Jones
( though unsigned ); the St. Louis
Post Dispatch has George McCue ;
and there are others a lso. For
more topnotchers one has to go
to the magazines and pick up
Fisher or Lynes in Harper's,
FORUM Senior Editor McQuade
in The Nation, and after that the
writers for little magazines where
prose is much more precious.
Of course top honors go to Th e
New Yorker, whose "SkyJine" department has been conducted by
Lewis Mumford since 1931.
Happily the growing group of
papers that has picked up discussion of architecture as an art has
been skillful, too, in knowing
what to talk about. Even in · San
Francisco, which is about ·< as
soph,~ticated a town as any on
the subject of architecture as a
cultural instrument, the~~Chronicle
has avoided an excessive commitment to 'the fine points of new
buildings, and has been a big success mostly because it has picked
big, broad, uncomplicated city
issues, and has been audaciously
causy. It joyfully smote the engineers of superhighways because
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they cut off the best views 111
town with thei r fancy snake work ;
it is joyfully smiting billboard
makers for junking up still oth.w
important views (illustration ); it
fought for and got a responsible
bridge design for the route across
the Bay at San Mateo, replacing
a design that had been drawn out
of a bureau (Governor Brown
made Architect Steven Allen th e
consultant ) ; it has temporarily
lost to a parking lot the spot
where the American flag was first
planted by the Pacific, Portsmouth P laza, but it is impossible
to imagine that this will continue.
The busy Chronicle had no
sooner begun to teach its city to
scorn the use of beautifully situated Alcatraz, out in the Bay, for
a walled-up penitentiary, when a
couple of convicts obligingly escaped, starting a chain of events
that is getting the penitentiary
transferred elsewhere; and now
that the newspaper is digging to
get Market Street back into useful operation by "renewing" away
its worst honky-tonk, unquestionably its action will be supported
by some other miracle. And the
Chronicle is but one among severa l fighting newspapers.
How newspapers learn

It is immensely cheering to see
newspapers rise so well to a growing need, and there is every reason for faith that this will thrive
and spread further. Actually the
deployment of architectural d iscussion even into the smallest
sheets may not at all debase the
subject as I have suggested that
it might. T he reasons are obvious.
A new p·ush, such as the
push into architectural criticism
in the papers, does not occur
simply because some men of
genius felt the need to write
about it. Healthy democracies
create their own instruments and
on a broad front. Some organization, as well as good will, is
needed. Thus the journalism
schools, which in recent years
have been calling briefing sessions
for working newspapermen oo
new subjects such as urban renewa l, have reached out naturally
for architects to help outline the
iss ues. Through these many an
ecli tor and publisher has first got
hip to today's best architectural
purposes. One step leads to another. At Columbia University in
New York this month such a
briefing session is to be conducted
jointly by the school of journal-

ism and the school of architecture. Out of such multilateral
sources grows the architecture of
good health, and so grows a
healthy architectural commentary
for the people.
ERIN GO BRAGH

The Honorable Neil T . Blaney,
Minister for Local Government
of Ireland, is touring the U .S. in
the company of Mr. John Gavin,
Secretary of the Department, and
Mr. Gerard Meagher, Principal
Officer, Town Planning Branch;
but the Irish have about as much
to tell us in some departments as
they have to learn in others. Public housing has gone further in
Ireland than in any other Western
country to the point where there
are now vacancies developing;
and the new kick is urban renewa l, which explains the study
trip. The Minister said that Irish
fam il ies are admitted to public
hous ing on the basis of i.ncome at
the tim e of a pplication but that

j," ... f.. ..

once in, they are never bothered
again about making income statements because the guiding principle is that they should be able
to stay in the neighborhood where
they have friends and where their
children are going to school.
Occupants of public housing
also have the chance to acquire
ownership of their dwellings-but
only in rural areas. In cities the
Minister felt that it was better to
keep the sit111ation more fluid and
to discourage the pre-empting of
publicly-aided housing by those
who would otherwise have been
able to acquire housing for themselves in the private market.
The general informatioo concerning the high standing of Ireland was supplied by Ireland's
consultant on urban planning,
Catha! 6 hArachain. In plain
English, Charley Abrams.
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l. THE YAL E E DITIONS OF THE
PRIVATE PAPER S or- JAM ES BosWELL: 6 celebrated volumes, hand -

so me ly boxed ( publisher's price
$45.00) plus one-yea r subscr iption
to lhe Coll ecto r's Quarte rl y Report
(priced at $6.00).
A $51.00 value for $15.95.
2. CouNc1L or EUROPE SER tes:
the fir st th ree lavish vo lu mes in the

se ries-The Rococo A,r:e, Ro111a111ic
Art. and Gate\\'a)' to the Twemieth
Centu ry (to t a l publisher 's pri ce
$73.50 ) plu s a one-year subscriptio n to the Coll ec tor's Quaiterly
Report (priced a t $6.00).
A $79.50 l':lluc for $24.95.
3. THE BEGGAR'S OPERA; a reproduction of the 1729 edition of Joh n
Gay's masterpiece with modern
commenlary, and a new 2-rccord
versio n of th e original score (combined p rice $21.95) plus a onc-

yca r subsc ription to the Coll ecto r's
Quarterly Report (p rice d at $6.00 ).
A $27.95 value .for $13.95.

2
4. THE ..ARi: ·oF

RUTH

3

DRAPER ; l 1

monodramas on five Spoken Ans
recordings, and a biograp hy containing the texts o f lhe records and
n unierous p,hoLOgrnphs (co mbin ed

prke $34.70) plus a one-year subsc ripli on to the C_ollector's Quarterl y
Report (priced at $6.00).
A $40.70-valuc for $17.95.
0

5. THE COMPLETE L ETTERS OF

VINCENT V AN GOGH; 3 volumes,
boxed, with 194 tipped- in facsim-

iles. of dr awi n gs, ske tc h es, ~ind
water co1ors (publisher's price
$50.00) plus a one-year subscription t°" the Collector's Qua rterly
Report (priced at $6.00) .
. A $56.00 \'aluc for $24.95.

6. TH E CHA'RIOTEER OF DELPHI: A
life-size ·reproduction of the classic head, and Greek Sculprnre by
R. Lollies and M. Hirmcr (combined price $55.00) plus a oneyea r SUbscription to lhc Coll ec tor's
Quarterly Report (priced a t $6.00).
A $61.00 value for $24.95.

5

4
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To those people who take uncommon pleasure in
good books) music) and other works of art ...
six uncommon offers
You ARE INVITED to become a Charter Member of the
Collector's Book Society by accepting any one of the
Society's introductory offers illustrated on this page.
Each of these offers includes a one-year trial subscription to a new periodical, the Collector's Quarterly
Report, priced at $6.00. Each of them represents an
enorm ous total saving-as much as $54.55. Collectively, they demonstrate the service the Society can
provide for you in connection with today's most impressive cultural products.
The Collector's Quarterly Report, a unique cultural
information service covering al( the arts, is sent to
members four times a year. In it, the Society provides
a careful and critical compilation of recent projects
and products that merit special attention. Books and
series of books, original print editions, records, and
sculpture-all of these come within its compass. A nd
all are available for purchase through the Society,
often at substantial savings.
In format, the Report is a handsome, 32-p age m agazine wi th a wealth of color illustration. Its editorial
ra nge is considerable. Forthcoming issues will contain
articles on collectors and collecting and the shifting
attitude tow~rd fakes, and reports on a superb new
group of demountable picture frames, a little-known
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collection of baroque recordings, and a series of children's books printed today from woodblocks cut in
1870. Major fine arts publications of the preceding
three months wilt be described and often illustrated.

r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..
F-102
COLLECTOR'S BOOK SOCIETY
327 West 4Ist Street, New York 36, New York
You MAY EN ROLL ME as a Charter Member of the Collector's Book Society; enter my one-yea r subscription to
the Co ll ector's Quarterly Repo rt (Value $6.00) begi nnin g with the Winter 1962 issue; a nd se nd me the offer
I ha ve se lec ted a t the pri ce spec ified. In accepting the
Charte r Membership offer, I understan".i that I a m under
no obli gat ion to purchase anything more from th e Society during my membership. Purchases I do make will
ea rn special bonus cred it which ca n be applied to selected books. records, prints, etc . Each quarter, I will
receive th e Qua rte rly Choice for examinat io n a nd approval unless l decline in ad va nce by mea ns of a co nvenie nt rep ly ca rd. If l decide no t to keep the Quarterly
Choice I may return it with in ten days with no obli gation. If I a m not satisfied wilh my first copy of the Collector 's Quarterly Report or my select ion , I may return
them wi thin ten d ays for a foll refu nd, and my membership w ill be ca ncelled autom atically.
Please circle th e m unber correspo11di11g to yo11r
Charter 1\1em bersliip selection.
I
2
3
4
5
Note: E nclose payment now • • • ::md rece ive a copy
of " Portrait
Atelier" (Value $4.95) as a girt!
D J enclose S
in payment fo r my Charter
Membership. (N.Y. City residents please add 3% sales
tax. We pay post age and handLing.)
0 Please bill me S - - --plu s postage and h andling.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Quarterly Choice. Each issue of the Quarterly
Report will highlight one product which is felt to be
of special interest to members of the Society. Most
often, this Quarterly Choice will be a book or a series
of books relating to art. Members have the option of
receiving the Quarterly Choice for examination without any obligation. They may return it within ten days
if it fails to meet with their approval.
No Minimum Purchase Requirements. At no time are
members obliged to make any purchases. They may
order wh at they want- and when-often at sizeable
savings, and almost always with bonus credit which
may be applied to additional acquisitions.
Initial supplies of books and other merchandise
illustrated here are limited . To take advantage of
one of these six Charter Membership offers, simply
fill out the membership coupon at the right and indicate which offer yo u wish to receive. You may elect to
pay now and rece ive the special gift book or, if you
wish, the Society will bill you.

+

Address _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C ity _ _ _ _ _ __

.

Zone _ _ Staie _ _ __

Yo11 ca11 subscribe to the CoLLECTOR' S QUARTERLY
R EPORT at $6.00 awmally witho11t reference to these special Cliarter Membership offers. To e11ter subscri ption ,
fill i11 name and address above, mark co11po11 "subscriplio11 011 /y," and enclose check or money o rder for $6.00.
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ABROAD

Staggered patterns, in an otherwise no-nonsense
fa<;ade, give a lift to the British
"factory" esthetic at the Upholland School by Lyons, Israel &
Ellis in southwest Lancashire. The
red-brick and glass building is set
on a narrow site; units are moved
back and forth to create a play
of building masses and open
courts, some of which are used
for recreation. One long corridor
traverses the entire school.
ENGLISH SCHOOL.

MILL.
Bold concrete
trusswork running the length of its
fa<;ade gives pattern, sun protection, and earthquake reinforcement to this new fl.our mill for
the Carozzi company in Chile.
Designed by Architect Emilio
Duhart (in association with Luis
Mitrovic ) , the 16-silo mill was
completed this summer at Nos,
13 miles south of Santiago. Cost :
about $15 per square foot.

CHILEAN

P ,ARISIAN APARTMENTS. An im·
aginative solution to an irregularly
shaped site (see plan, right) has
resulted in this handsome, boldly
serrated fa<;ade for a Paris apart·
ment house by Architects R.
Anger and A. Puccinelli. The
block-through plot on the Right
Bank runs between Rue des Pyrenees and Rue du Retrait, with no
two sides parallel. To preserve
normal, rectangular room shapes,
the architects staggered the Rue
des Pyrenees fa<;ade and accented
the jagged line with overlapping
balconies. Each balcony has a
double (south and east ) exposure.
An open, landscaped court gives
natural light to all of the interior
apartments.
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A lesson in geometry by Architect Uttam Jain,
this school at Kuha, near Ahmedabad, has a basic unit of four
corner classrooms, each 20 fe et
square. They are superimposed on
the sides of a larger square (see
diagram, right) of paved open
corridors with angled entrances
and a central covered court for
exhibits and meetings. More units
will be added later.

INDIAN SCHOOL.

SP·ANISH DUPLEXES. This glassy
honeycomb of co-operative apartments hovers gracefully on a difficult hillside site above Spain's
Mediterranean Coast near Benidorm. Each of the 18 seven-room

units is staggered for privacy and
a sweeping view of sand and sea
from two hacienda-sized rooms on
each level. Apartments sell for
the equivalent of $6,700 each.
Architect: Jose M. Dominguez.

SWISS FANTASY. A machine for
"far-out" living, this house on the
shore of Lake Geneva was designed by Architects Robert Frei
and Christian Hunziker in collaboration with Sculptor Henri
Presset. The fragmented granite
walls (below ) suggest a romantic
ruin but also secure maximum
privacy for the fa<;ade facing inland. The main entrance is a
door of helter-skelter wooden
slats (center ) with an adjoining
garage (left) . At the center of a
round living room (photo, left ) is
a swirling chimney-fireplace designed by Sculptor Presset.
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Bearing a
striking resemblance to New
York's Chase Manhattan building
and other U.S. corporate towers,
the new headquarters of Farbenfabriken Bayer (chemicals, dyes,
plastics ) rises 33 stories on the
sky line of Leverkusen, 16 miles
southeast of Di.isseldorf. Sheathed
in glass and aluminum, this newest and highest German skyscraper provides air-conditioned
office space for 2,200 employees.
An underground concourse connects with neighboring office
buildings. Architects:
Helmut
Hentrich and Hubert Petschnigg.
Associates: Fritz Eller, Robert
Walter, Erich Moser, Hans K i:illges, Hans J. Stutz.
END
GERMAN SKYSCRAPER.
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DEPTH OF
SERVICE
on-the-spot sound and
communicat ion system
consultation, installation
supervision and fol lowup service!
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Since 1922, DUKANE has built a coveted
reputation for electronic excellence, beauty,
dependability and long life in sound and
communication systems. DUKANE Depth
of Line and Depth of Experience is backed
by Sales Engineering Distributor Depth of
Service.
A call to your local DUKANE Distributor starts the ball rolling. After a consultation with you regarding your sound and
communication system needs, the
DUKANE Distributor will make his recommendations to provide the most efficient
system consistent wit h requirements and
budget.
After specification, he follows and supervises the sound and communication system installation to completion. His training
assures you proper installation for complete satisfaction.
Keeping the system operating to your
customer's or client's complete satisfaction
over the years is a responsibility your
DUKANE Distributor assumes in a service contract. He also sees that customer
personnel are efficiently schooled in operation and usage of the system.
The proof of his experience is the countless number of DUKANE Sound and Communication System installations which are
turning profitable and high efficiency records in hospitals, schools , business, industry, churches, sports and recreation
areas, hotels, motels, etc. 300 DUKANE
Sales Engineering Distributors nationwide
assure "phone call" nearness for consultation and service.
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BOOKS

THE

BUILDINGS

OF

ENGLAND:

NORFOLK .

By Nikolaus Pevsner. Published by Penguin
Books Inc., 3300 Clipper Mill Road, Baltimore
11, Maryland. Vol. I: North-East Norfolk and
Norwich . 390 pp. Vol. II: North-West and
South Norfolk, 43B pp. 4%" x 7Y8 ". Illus.
Paperbound , $2.25 each ; hardcover, $2 .95 each .

STEEL "CAN DO!"
No matter how complicated the
job, no matter how many "mu sts"
t he clie nt requires, ste el with its
versatility and adaptab ility, ca n meet
the needs.

SPEED IS INHERENT
The very nature of th e material
comes to the aid of the bu ilder-permitting the job to proceed in almost
any weather- cuttin g the time element with prefabricated sections
delivered to the job site ready for
immediate installation .

Pevsner rides again across the English countryside: " Norfolk is no doubt the biggest
county job I have had to do so far ... " the
unmatched architectural scholar writes in his
introduction, "it contains 659 churches earlier than the year 1700. It also contains Norwich, which is my biggest town job up -todate, apart of course from London."
Backed by the Leverhulme Trust, Arthur
Guinness Son & Co., Ltd., and ABC Television Ltd. , Nikolaus Pevsner has by now completed no fewer than 23 books tabulating and
commenting on the native architecture of
England, and Penguin has produced them
nicely in both soft and hard cover. Norfolk,
like London, takes Pevsner two volumes,
each packed with explicit information and
opinion on old buildings-presented, as always, with very few airs.

STRENGTH IS CERTAIN
Lighter walls, far less dead weight
t han other construction materials,
steel provides rugged , dependable
strength-pe rmits enorm ous spans
-and because dead load stresses
are minim ized, stee l deck ing may
take the form of flat stee l plates,
corrugated steel planks or gridwork,
open or f ill ed.

AND ECONOMY IS
GREATER THAN EVER
Now, with the new AISC Spec ification pointi ng the way to utilization of
lighter we ight, high-strength steels,
additio n al sav in gs are possible
through reduction of stee l tonnage
required.

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
30 West Monroe Street• Chicago 3, Illinoi s
Wide Flange Beams •Stee l Plates • Bearing
Piles and Steel Sheet Piling • Ti·Co® Ga lva nized Sheets• 4·Way® Safety Plate
Enam eling lron-Sub-Purlins
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12th CENTURY NORMAN PRIORY, CASTLE ACRE

The rules of inclusion and exclusion remain as before: "all churches prior to 1830,
selected ones after that date; all country
houses, town houses etc., provided they arc
of more than purely local architectural interest; no movable furnishings in houses ( exceptions excluded); no bells, hatchments, and
chairs in churches; brasses after the Reformation only occasionally; chests only occasionally; early decorated coffin lids only
occasionally; church plate only if of silver,
and after 1830 only rarely; no village stocks;
and only here and there one of the characteristic ploughs preserved outside churches."
Eventually, of course, Dr. Pevsner, who is,
after all, only 60 this year, is going to get to
those ploughs too, outside the churches, and
we are looking forward to it. He is a most
entertaining dead-pan writer, along with his
prodigious savvy. (In Norfolk, even he was
visibly amused by some of the bristling British names for places, and particularly their
pronunciations : "Cley pronounced like sky,
Costessey like Cossy, Stiffkey like Stewkeyas in Irish stew, Happisburgh like Haysbro'
-as in haystack, Garboldisham like Garblesham, Tacolneston like Tackelston," etc.)
Norfolk, we learn, is a curiously secluded,
flinty county, good for neolithic axes, but the
main building material has been brick. It has

been a weaving county, but with other exports as well. For example, East Anglia was
at one time a great producer of brass lecterns, and there is one of these at St. Mark\
in Venice. The county has not many castles,
but those have fine Norman names like Castl e Rising at St. Lavrrence; and Castle Acre
at St. James.
Information like this builds up until the
rea der is placed in the locale almost as well
as he would be by Proust. The delight of th~
book is in its detail; its brisk style (the Decora ted style is mentioned once in full, then
immediately becomes Dec; Perpendicular ~
Perp); its sense of obdurate English countryside- but most of all in its author's personality. The Ford Foundation, or perhaps Ballantine's Beer, should try to interest Dr. Pevsner in doing Texas for us.-w. MC Q·
THE

BUILDINGS

OF

ENGLAND:

SURREY .

By Ian Nairn and Nikolaus Pevsner. Published
by Penguin Books, Inc. c/o Houghton Miffl i n
Co., 2 Park St., Boston 7, Mass. 501 pp. 4Y2"
x 7Y8 ". Illus. Pape,..bound, $4.95; cloth , $7.50.

How Mr. Pevsner, architectural historian,
editor, and critic, has ever found the time
to go over England every inch and report
eve ry inch of her significant buildings has
long been a mystery, and now he seems to
be teaching the art to Ian Nairn too. Nairn,
native of the county of Surrey, shares the
love of its inhabitants for gutsiness. These
are pithy descriptio.ns all thoroughl y checked.
If in the U.S. we had assurance that any
visible proportion of our buildings would
last so long, we could start trying such books,
thus far unique in Britain.
JOSE

CLEMENTE

OROZCO:

AN

AUTOBIOG-

RAPHY. Translated by Robert C. Stephenson.

Published by the University of Texas Press ,
Austin 12, Texas. 171 pp. 6\4" x 8\4". Illus. $6.

T he memoirs of the late Mexican Artist Jose
C lemente Orozco were first published in installments in 1942 in the Mexican periodical,
Exce lsior. They contained such vivid descriptions of Orozco's own artistic evolution, as
well as that of the nationalistic school of
Mexican painting, that the installments have
been collected and published in this first and
excellent English edition, one o f the Texas
Pan-American Series.
Orozco's wit and sense of the ironic make
him a delightful guide through the turbulent
years of the Mexican political and artistic
revolutions. He was deeply committed to
both, and yet was ab le to describe with rare
detachment an era when " 'Mexican' and
'bandit' were synonyms" in the U.S. and
when it was as easy to be shot by warring
artistic factions as by Villa or Zapata in
Mexico. But if the irony in his writing is
gentle, the ferocity and brutality of the
19 10-1920 Mexican Revolution fairly leap
from his paintings and murals (so me 40 illustrations are included).
The autobiography begins in the 1890s,
contirwed on page 184
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CHOICE OF MOUNTING
Series 1600-Exposed Mounting

Series

1630~Back

Mounting

Series 1650-lnvisible Mounting

NORTON®Tri-Style DOOR CLOSERS
Norton Tri-Style closers offer you the ultimate in clean,
modern styling, designed to complement your architectural
decor. You have maximum freedom in your selection of door
and frame styles.
You have a c hoice of three distinct mounting methods:
invisible mounting; back mounting; standard mounting . You
may select the method of mounting best suited to your architectural design and installation requirements.

Norton Tri-Style door closers have the widest possible
application versatility . Tri-Style closers are non-handed and
feature universal parallel or regular arm. The Norton exclusive adjusta-power sh oe permits an on-the-spot power adjustment of 15% .
A wider choice of closer sizes assures perfect door control. A complete selection of accessories permits you to make
applications in all locations.

For complete information and specifications, write for Manual T5

1038

NORTON® DOOR CLOSERS
jtu, eompl.ete A~t eomp~
180

372 Meyer Road, Bensenville, Illinois

hidden
mounting screw
contacted by
Phil li ps
Head
screwdriver

streamlined

with
the
advantages
... /~~

of an

that avoids tampering
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GLYNN-JOHNSON CORPORATION
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4422 N. RAVENSWOOD AVENUE;:
CHICAGO 40 , ILLINOIS
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A wooded background naturally suits the extensive use of wood in this home's siding,
overhanging roof, and exposed framing. See, too, how different forms of wood attractively complement one another, as in the solid stair-railing and open-rail entranceway.

182

For infinite applications in any home design

use WOOD

• • •

and your illlagination
There are always new ways to work wood into the homes
you plan . Its versatility is evident everywhere .. . in
laminated beams, random-width floors, paneled walls,
or beveled siding. Its inherent strength is present in each
member for solid support . . . its compatibility with
other materials is apparent, too, in all of its many grains,
textures and tones.
However you treat wood-with paint, stain, or
weather- it has the capacity to make a house at home .
on its site, ready a room for living. Insulation comes
naturally with wood. Sound control is made easier . . .
and its warm beauty is a virtue that endures. Wood's
economy allows superior standards at lower costs . .. its
familiarity helps achieve quicker acceptance for even the
most unusual designs. For more information on designing
with wood, write :
NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Wood Information Center, 1619 Ma8sach!<setts Aue., N .W ., Wa8hington 6, D.C.

nlma
A room of fine wood furniture finds the narrow-planked flooring,
tongue-and-groove ceiling, and laminated beams all in excellent taste.
Floor-to-ceiling glass welcomes daylight as well as wood's variety of tones.

find the bettJr way
•.
. .....
;..

w~t~ Wood
.

Wood bests any level, as demonstrated in this modern home topped with twin oriental-flared roofs gracefully supported by full-length laminated beams, double-posts bolted together, and siding solidly planked
from corner to corner. This structure of striking simplicity was designed by Jay Fleishman, architect.
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LAMSON
and ends in 1936, after Orozco's return to
Mexico from a highly successful tour of the
U.S. and mural commissions at Pomona College, The New School for Social Research,
and Dartmouth. In his lifetime, Mexican art
progressed from copying Ve lazq uez and
other Europeans to the fiercely nationalistic,
post-revolution muralists. Orozco (with Rivera, Siqueiros, and Guerrero) was a founder
of the Syndicate of Painters and Sculptors
and signed their manifesto: "To socialize
art. To destroy bourgeois individualism. To
produce only monumental works for the
public domain. . . ." The Syndicate broke
up the old eclecticism but was equally illfated.
In retrospect, Orozco wrote a wry obituary for the group: " The bourgeois bought
proletarian art at fancy prices . . . and the
proletarians would gladly have bought bourgeois art if they had had the money. For
want of it, [they] found an agreeable substitute in ca lendar chromos: aristocratic maidens indolently reclining on bearskin rugs, or
a most elegant-looking gentleman kissing a
marquise by the light of the moon on a castle
terrace."-A. P.
EXHIBITIONS-

A SURVEY OF INTERNATION·

AL DESIGNS. By K l aus Franck. Published by

Ju

/Josic tlesl

Frederick A. Praeger , Inc., 64 University
Place, New York 3, N.Y. 252 pp. 9" x 11Y2 ".
Illus. $17.50.

'11

Next time you're faced with
designing a multi -story office
building-in which numerous,
large-staffed tenants will require frequent and rapid handling of col'l'espondence a nd
packages-consider how LAMSON can fit into your initial
plans.
LAMSON provides the answers to modern mail distr ibution with SELECTIVE MAIL CONVEYORS. "U ncle Sam" deliver8
t h e mail to a central location.

One has learned at an exhibition to look for
the personality of the nationality sponsoring
it as well as the individual who produces it.
For, in a way, exhibition design is the paper
mark of national cultures. Certainly it is the
monogram of national architectural ab ilities.
Some people-and countries-are so skilled
setting up beautiful exhibitions that their
work seems to occur as effortlessly as good
conversation from long practice, among
friends. The Japanese, for instance, seem to

LAMSON SELECTIVE MAIL CONVEYORS take it from there-

send ing it up , down, and
aro und - wherever it should
go throughout the build ing,
and fast! Operation is s imple,
maintenance is practically nil.
When you specify LAMSON
SELECTIVE MA I L CONVEYORS

right at the planning stage,
the benefits are obvious all
alo ng the line. For further information, wdte LAMSON, 112
Lamson Street, Syracuse New

~
L
.
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SON
CORPOR TION
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GENOA GALLERY DISPLAY BY FRANCO ALBINI

have been erecting neat, economical exhibition stands for thousands of years-and living in them. T he Italian swagger and sense
of style in all things, from Bugattis to ladies'
buns, aids the Italian designer inestimably
when he goes to work. The a lmost fanatical
German fineness of structure, and imposition
of order, give their exhibition work its identifiable edge. Other qualities are less im press1ve: the British exhibitions seldom shed
their fusty discomfort at being on exhibition;
many-but fortunately, not all-American

exhibitions seem to work too damned hard.
It is a ll here to be seen in tl1is handsome
new book, a number of the very best recent
exhibitions, and some lesser ones. The book
itself is a German product, and a fine one,
with English translation included .-w. MC Q·
HIGH GOTHIC: the classic cathedrals of Char·
tres, Heims, Amiens. By Hans Jantzen, tranlated from the German by James Palmes.
Published by Pant heon Books, 22 East 51st St .,
New York 22, N.Y. 181 pp. 5Y2'' x
$4.50.

BY2".

Illus.

Although compact, this clear, closely worked
book has none of the air of a little thing
tossed off for publication : it is exactly what
those need who love architecture enough to
want a lucid , graphic comparison of high
masterpieces to see what makes them tick
and makes them differ, but who do not
necessarily have much technical preparation.
The author's explanations are pointed chiefly
to helping the student see what is actually
there, and are helped by sketches as well as
photographs. As to interpretation, the eminent author does not commit himself to allout theories, although he seeks for an accounting, and he humbly admits that we today have difficulty imagining ourselves into
the spirit the cathedrals were produced in.
Altogether this is an admirable introduction
to high Gothic, lucid and rounded, and
based, as introductions should be, on the
very highest, choicest examples.-D.H.
CARAVAN
scape .

PARKS:

By the

Location,

British

Layout,

Ministry

of

Land-

Housing

and Local Government. Distributed by British
Information Services , 45 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, N.Y. 52 pp . 7Y4 "
Paperbound . 60 cents.

x 9%".

Illus.

"Caravan," translated into American, stands
for "trailer," and the British Minister of
Housing and Local Government must be
plagued by the same mediocrity and monotony that pervades the organization of
many U.S. trailer camps. We would do well
to study the M inister's model plans, specification s, and solutions to the manifold and
peculiar problems of transient and residential trailer parks. We might also heed his
advice: " Caravan parks, like housing and
other kinds of development, need to be
properly planned if they are to fit into the
landscape, respect amemt1es enjoyed by
others, and afford pleasant conditions for
those who live in them."
RENEWING AMERICA'S CITIES: By Thomas F .
Johnson, James R . Morris, and Joseph G. Butts .
Published by the Institute for Social Research,
1012 14th St., N.W., Washington, D .C . 130 pp.
9" x 6". $5.

This slim volwTie, written by a lawyer, an
economist, and a former FHA official, is
an attack against federal urban renewal
programs. It is waged on familiar grounds
and, due largely to muddled thinking and

LAMSON
murky expression, is generally ineffectiv e.
It attacks the federal renewal program on
practicall y every co unt conceivabl e, starting
with th e question whether or not renewa l
represents a wi se allocation of economic
resources. This is, indeed, a good question,
a lbeit one whi ch has been asked many times
before. But th e auth ors, in attempting to
answer it, pursue an ana logy of renewal to
coffee production in th e U .S. which simply
cloaks th eir argum ent in confusio.n.
Out of the confusion, this emerges : "Does
such a progra m represent an effi cient use
of resources? The fact that substanti al subsid y is involved raises serious doubt."
Thus renewal is deemed an unwi se all ocation of resources not because th ere are better
ways to use the fund s or because the program might or mi ght not be a botch, but
simpl y because it involves a subsid y. This
is about as penetrating as any of the authors'
arguments ge t.
What is parti cula rly puzzling is that the
authors haven' t reall y go t anythin g in mind
to supplant federal subsidi es other than ste pping up local programs of taxation and code
enforcement, as well as upgrading municipal
servi ces generall y. They cite, with some fa irness, th e fact th at much of the current n eed
for redevelopment stems directly fr om failure of city gove rnm ents to tend their own
house, but on th e other hand , m ake no
effort to support a positi on that cities reall y
could carry the ball fr om here on if federal
aid ends when th e current $4 billion auth oriza ti on of grants is exhausted . Such supp ort
for thi s sort of argum ent is vital, particu larly
after the auth ors cite va ri ous stud ies pegging
urb an renewa l m onetary needs at from $85
billi on to $125 billion . (Pecu liarl y, the
authors do not m enti on in th eir sketchy run
down of urban cost stu dies the provocative
text by John Dyckman and Reginald Isaacs,
Capital Requirements for Urban Renewal.)
Finall y, th e recommend ed " program" for
renewal consists largely of factors wh ich are
a lread y an integra l part of th e renewal process, such as code enforcement and better
muni cipal se rvi ces. An d even aft er laying
out this "progra m," the authors then blithely
knock it clown : "The lines of actio n set
forth .. . are not advanced as fin al 'solutions' . . . wil l not guaran tee the prosperous
revival of an area which is in declin e. . . . "
In that case, obviously, it is not worthy of
mu ch consi deration. For urban renewal tru ly
to succeed, it n eeds, quite precisely, solutions
which will guarantee "the prospero us revival," in both economi c and socia l terms,
of declining areas.-D.B.c.
( 20TH CENTURY). By Leonardo Ricci. Published by George Brazi ller,
I n c. , 215 Park Avenue South, New York 3,
N .Y. 254 pp. 5Y4" x 8Y4" . $5 .

ANONYMOUS

Leona rdo Ricci, the Ita li an architec t- teacherpainter, introduces his essays: "This book
deals with a moment in man's history in
whi ch he is trying to pass from one type
of civiliza tion to a noth er. I find myse lf stuck

in this particular histori ca l mom ent. W hether
I like it or not, I ca n neither run for cove r
in the artificial paradises of th e past, nor project m y hop es into the false promises of the
future. "
What Ricci intends to do instead is to
exist (a nd design and paint) with grace, deferr ing to m an's deeper impu lses, adding to
th e ea rth 's natural sights and sensations. He
is able to describe these sights and sensations
with drenching vigor, but h is qu a lity of grace
is more elusive. His idea is that grace ha rdly
is a persona l th ing; in the few paragraphs on
a rchitecture in the book, Ri cci even goes so
fa r as to disavow genius. He says he loves
Wright, ad mires Mies (but shive rs at the
Seagram. bui lding), a nd both loves and admires Le Co rbu sier. But then he dismisses
them: "In this new world th ere wi ll be no
room for yo u geniuses. Farewell masters;
fa rewell , gen iuses! Your works will be the
exa mple of the last p ersona l effort m ade by
man .. . the things that a ll of us wi ll ma ke
together will be mu ch more beautiful.
And it won't even matter who wi ll have
made them, just as it do es not matter who
made the starry sky, the mountain, th e deserts, th e sea . Just as it does not matter who
m ade th e ants, th e butterAies, the moss, and
th e flo"·ers."
Yet this book is not a call for social action;
it is a book of protest which is neither despair ing nor bitter, but exhi larating, beca use
it is so inexplicab ly optimistic. Ricci is a
ma n who re jec ts th e wo rld of what he ca lls
myth-religion-and the world he calls absurd- th e peculiarly practical civilization in
which we all squirm. His world to come is
so beneficent that the a rtist wi ll be as anonymous as an Etruscan potter, in which perhaps everyone wil l be an art ist-an unfettered
human. He brave ly calls this the logical
wo rld. It is, of course, fu ll of m yth and
absurdity, and so is his book. But there are
brilliant insights, glinting like mica in the
annoying rock, and more than anything else,
a joyful qu a lity that is a little embarrassing
to disparage.-w.Mc Q·
ASHRAE

GUIDE

AND

DATA

BOOK

1962:

Publ ished by the American
Soc iety of Heating, Refrigerat ing and .AirCond it ion ing E ngineers , 345 East 47th St. ,
New York 17, N . Y. 1255 ,pp. SY,'' x 11%".
Illus. $12.50.

APPLICATIONS.

A secon d giant vo lume has been added to the
ASHRAE Guide. The first volume, Fund:i,mentals and Equijmient, appeared last year.
The expanded and newly revised two -volume
ve rsion of th e guid e has beco me, more th ~n
eve r, the co mplete bible of therma l control
and air dist ribution in bui ldings. In add ition
o 12 chap ters of general descriptions of heating and air-conditioning systems, there are
detai led discussions of specific building-type
applica tions such as schoo ls and hospitals.
Also, insta llations for a wide range of industria l processing a nd storage faci lities are covered. T he final chapter contains a compact
a nalysis of owning and operating costs.-B .P. s.

AUTO-TUBE

COMMUNICATION
YST

,..
The increasing need for expediting the handling, distribution,
and processing of paper in today's complex business operations places an added responsibility on the architect .
. Now, the LAMSON AUTO-TUBE
provides a simple, space-saving
way t o design a rapid communications system into any structure
long before ground-breaking ceremonies are scheduled.
AUTO-TUBE makes it possible to
deliver enormous quantities of
mail and other paper ... quickly
and continuously ••• to any number of locations ••. within any
building complex. The operator
dials the LAMSON carrier, then
puts it into the AUTO-TUBE sending receptacle. The completely
automatic system, with its controlled dispatch feature, 0.oes the
rest.
Check LAMSON before specifying any other method of built-in
communications. Write 112 Lamson Street, Syracuse, New York.

co
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continited on page 193
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Fire-Shield Acoustiroc can meet all your design, acoustical

and fire-protection requirements, whether you' re designing

.,
..

-

·-

.

l .-

- - ' - -- ' - -- -

--·-·-·- - - · - ·- · ::__

·I

auditoriums, schools or office buildings. Fire-Shield Acoustiroc

· _t -

has qualified for Underwriters' Laboratories' 1, 2 and 3-hour
ratings when used with fire-retardant construction systems.
With it, fire-protective construction costs can be greatly reduced. Made with an exclusive felting process that interlocks
long, mineral wool fibers, Fire-Shield Acoustiroc has 503 greater strength than ordinary wool tiles. Amazingly sag resistant
and dimensionally stable. Good sound absorption and attenuation . In Fissured, N eedlepoint, Full Random and Striated
patterns. The 12" x 12" tile edges are beveled, kerfed and rabbeted for easy installation. Fissured pattern also available with
square edge. For more information about this and other
acoustical ceiling construction systems
and products, call your Gold Bond®
R e presentative, or write National
G ypsum Co ., Buffalo 13, New York.

Arroyo Viejo Children's Theater, Oakland, Calif,
Architect: Irwin Luckman

Fabricator: Berkeley Plywood Co,
Builder: Karl Ronnkvist

Plywood I-beam
Two thicknesses of 'Ml" OFPA plywood
bolted together through lumber flange1ss _......lµ"C"'~':;:J;
2 x 2 lumber stiffener
2 x 4 lumber framing

---------:::~~!!Ill

the most exciting ideas take shape in fir plywood
THIS INGENIOUS STAR-SHAPED ROOF demonstrates
the remarkable new structural forms that can be
achieved with plywood. Deceptively simple, the design bears more resemblance to airplane wings
than a conventional roof, with interacting plywood
and lightweight lumber members forming the skeleton and structural skin.
Four plywood I-beams radiate from t he center t o
form the spines of the 22 x 38-foot wi ngs. Trusses
cantileve r off both sides of the beams and plywood skins form a rigid diaphragm that provides
structural integrity for the entire assembly. The
roof is supported by only eight steel columns. Components were temporarily bolted togethe r by the
fabricator to check tolerances, then trucked to the
site for installation.
For information on plywood and new plywood
structural systems, includ ing folded plates, space
planes, components, etc ., write (USA only) Douglas
Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington.

Oak Hall. In this 765-unit, 12-s tory buildin g
e ach apa rtm e nt has its o w n cen tral air
handling un it w ith du cted a ir distribution .
Th e same gas-fired boiler.s that supply ho t
wa le r to th ese un its fo r heatin g also supply
steam to op e rat e a 400- ton capa cit y Carrie r
Absorp tio n unit w hich d e live rs chilled water
for cooling. Architect : Alonzo H. Gentry;
Consulting Engineer: Massa glia & .Asso-

cia tes.

'.

How to make apartment
air conditioning a more
attractive investment

190

Regency House. Individual, 1hermostati-

Parkway Towers. Each apartm ent in this

ca lly contro lled, Ian-coil roo m Units provide year-rou nd air condilioning in this 134unit, 20-story luxury apartment. Each unit
·is supp lie d w ith hol or chilled water fr o m
a central plant w here gas-fired. boilers th at
supply heat, also pro·vide steam to operate
lh e 300- ton capacity Carrier Absorption ·
unit for cooling. Architects: Tann er-Lin sco ll & Associates; Consulting Engineer:
James Dukelow.

160-unit, 12-story building has its own central air conditioning un it with ducte d air
distribution. Chi lled or ho t water is d e.fi ve red to each unit fr om a central plant
where a 350-ton capacity Carrie r Absorption unit provides cooling with stea m from

the sa m e gas-fired boile rs used for hea tin g.

Architects (and mechan ical d esigners):
Herb ert E. Duncan Associates.

·

. '·

·,.

Plan your next building with Gas-powered Carrier Absorption Refrigeration. Cases in
point: 3 new Kansas City, Missouri apartments. 3 different owners, architects, engineers. Same
problem.'. How to include year-round air conditioning offering better returns on investment. Solution:
Compared cooling systems. Found Gas-powered Carrier systems-out front for estimated owning
and operating costs. Reason: Carrier Gas units are steam-powered by the same gas-fired boilers
that supply heat. And gas has no equal for low-cost, trouble-free air conditioning. Before you
plan your next building,get.all the facts. Call your Gas Company. Or write Carrier Air Conditioning
Company, Syracuse 1, New York
For heating and cooling ... Gas is good business
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
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ONLY miller MULT -VENr®COMBINES LIGHT AND AIR

Oc:onllGttl 1MI. 1Y lfll MIUll COMPANY

192

BOOKS
con l inuerl from. png c J 85

TO GIVE YOU THESE
EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES
Cleaner, more attractive looking ceilings and greater
design flexibilit y to meet changing space requirements are two of the advantages to be gained
when air diffusers are integrated with the lighting
and acoustical module. In addition, a combination
system should be less costly than separate systems.
Also, it should limit the amount of lighting heat
load that would normally enter the comfort zone.
However, not all "combination" systems work
together to accomplish these aims. Multi-Vent is
the only true combination light and air system.
And, only Miller Multi-Vent troffers are so engineered that each function augments the other to
provide these exclusive advantages:

•
•
•
•

cost savings through heat pick-up
lowest total cost
up to 29o/o higher light output
most comfortable air diffusion

Take heat pick-up - the removal of fixture heat.
Miller Multi-Vent is the only system whose return
air outlets are designed to draw off at least 50 %
of the lamp wa ttage before it enters the occupied
space. Return air passes by the lamp compartments
a nd picks up a greater portion of lamp heat than
with troffers where lamps are isolated from return
air flow. And, when plenum return is used, air flow
passes over supply and return units and picks up
11 % of the ballast wattage. Thus, major cost savings are possible at the design stage. With less air
volume required for control of room heat - less air
handling capacity is needed. This means less ductwork, fewer and smaller fans, motors and filters
and fewer troffers needed for air supply.
But greater savings through heat pick-up is just
one of four exclusive advantages that you get with
Miller Multi-Vent. See for yourself how you also
get the lowest total cost, up to 29 % higher light
output and the most comfortable air diffusion,
Before you design, engineer, specify, purchase or
install any light and air system - be sure to get
the full story on Miller Multi-Vent.
® Registered Trade Mark of The Pyle-National Company

For complete
information,
write for the
new and fully
illustrated
30-page Mi ller
Multi-Vent
Manual.

THE

Kornerup

and

Published

by

J.

I'------~l

miller

i.~ ._,_,,_-.1

.

COMPANY
o

UTICA, OHIO

A.

Wanscher.

Reinhold

Publishing

Corp., 430 Park Ave ., New York 22,
N . Y . 224 pp . 4%" x 7" . $8 .75 .

Thi s di ctionary redu ces the 8,000
color nam es tha t are regis tered in
th e U . S. to a selected group of
600 th a t a re d efin ed ve rb a lly,
cross indexed, and transla ted by
1,266 color swatches. But until
th e paint, pigm en t, and textil e
industries agree to thi s atl as'
standards, its use may be limited.
DESIGN

GRAPHICS.

By

C.

Leslie

Martin. Published by The Macmi l lan Co ., 60 Fifth Ave., New York ,
N. Y. 274 pp. 8Y2 " x 11 Y2'· Illus. $8.

Thi s considerati on of multi view,
parall el line, and perspecti ve
drawing conta ins di scussion s of
graphi c techniques and instrum ents, eff ective use of color and
shadows, and th e probl ems of th e
left-hand ed draftsm an. T he ex·
pl ana tory text is supported by
step-b y-step di agrams, sa mpl e
drawings, and rend erings.
MADE

IN

AMERICA .

By

259

pp .

of

Published

7".

Il l us.

CITY AND COUNTRY IN AMERICA.
Edited by David R. Weimer . Published by Appleton-Century-Crofts,
West
Y.

399

32nd
pp .

St .,

New

5Y2'' x

York

8Y4".

P a perbound.

FUNDAMENTALS OF PRESTRESSED
DESIGN.

and

By

Richard

C.

Jack

R.

Elstner .

Published by the Prestressed ConIll . 84 pp.

BY,'' x 11".

Illus . $3.

A mod era tel y bri ef gui de to the
fundam ental s of prestressed concrete, d esigned parti cul arl y for
the prac ti cing stru ctural engin eer.
A good grasp of the fund a mentals
of stru ctura l ana lysis is assum ed .
Th ere are four secti ons : bas ic
propert ies of steel and concrete ;
prelimina ry des ign con siderations;
analysis of ty pi cal d esigns; and
pertin ent doc um ent and codes.

1,

Ill u s.

HOW TO READ SHOP DRAWINGS.
Edited and published by The Lin-

Paperbound . $2.75.

coln

An excerpted , chronologica ll y arranged collec tion of writing on
th e means and m eanin g of an
ideal environment, includ ing such
contrasts as Thoreau's W al d en,
Kroppotkin's Fields, Factories and
W orkshoj1s, and Hucl.nu t's " The
Invisible City."
By

11 % ".

The 20 a rchi tec t-d esigned houses
in this annu a l photographi c se lection (w hi ch a lso conta ins d etail ed
stories on kitchens, bath roo ms,
a nd clim ate control ) span a cos t
range from $15,500 to over $250,000, were built for both merchant
build ers and private own ers, and
possess, in th e wo rds of th e editors, a n accent on "individual,
comforta ble, living design."

Chicago 6,

K ouwenhoven's ana lys is of the
Am eri can vern acul ar in art, architecture, technology, and literature
(which was revi ewed by FoR u ~c
in 1948 as possibl y being "as ta ll
a landm ark in th e evoluti on of
Am erican consciousness as E m erson's chall enge") is now ava il able
in paperback .

N.

x

crete Institute , 205 W . Wacker Dr.,

Paperbound. $1 .45 .

35

Book

$2.95.

Janney

x

Record .

McGraw - Hill

36 , N. Y. 194 pp .; 190 plates , 8 in

color . 8 ,%-"

CONCRETE

4Y4"

Architectural
by

Co., 330 West 42nd St., New Yo r k

City ,

Inc .,

Y.

editors

Garden

bleday &
N.

A.

RECORD HOUSES OF 1962 . By the

Dou-

Published

Co. ,

John

dom fr om dog ma and th eir reliance on stru cture and form. A reiss ue of a 1927 editi on, thi s
vo lum e's tex t and sha rp photograph y off er ampl e evid ence of
th e arti sti c va lidi ty of many of
the grill es, ga tes, and orn am ents
fashion ed by Europea n ar tisans
from the thirteen th to th e nin eteenth century.

by

Kouwenhoven .

Ironwork.

\~J,\rl~. . l~~:· i

By

H.

WROUGHT IRON:

MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
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REINHOLD COLOR ATLAS .

Encyclopedia

Otto

Hover .

of

Pub-

Electr i c

Co.,

Cleveland

17,

Ohio. 187 pp. 8% " x 11Y4". Illus. $2.

Thi s boo k is w ritten for engt·
neers, des igners, constru ction men,
fa brica tors, and stud ents who
d esire information for reading
blueprint graphi cs and weld ing
symbols.
MODERN
KITCHENS. SWIMMING
POOLS. HOW TO PLAN AND BUILD

lished by Universe Books, Inc., 381
Park Ave . South , New York 16,

YOUR

N. Y . 356 pp., 464 plates, 15 draw-

Approx. 112 pp. each. 8Y4" x 10%".
Illus. Paperbound . $1.95 each.

ings. ll." x

11Y,''. $15.

While modern m eta l sculpture
deals with expression, and traditional wrought ironwork d ealt
la rgely with deco rati on, both
m ediums are simil ar in their free-

FIREPLACE.

Pub I ished

by

Lane Book Co ., Menlo Park, Calif.

Revisions of three favorite Sunset
magazine handbooks fo r the
homeowner, with th e latest information on new products, planning,
constru ction, maintenance.
END
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Take a Sculptured Glass Module ... (Wedge)

194

Multiply it to find design values for a wall ... texture.

Architect Paul 0. Trepanier of Granby, Quebec, Canada, sought the visual
richness of texture for this wall at the Ecole Secondaire du Sacre Choeur in
Granby. He found it in the shift of light and shade across patterns pressed deep
into the faces of 12 11 square PC Sculptured Glass Modules. The pattern used
here is WEDGE, one of four available.
Since the wall encloses the school's auditorium and gymnasium, Architect
Trepanier wished to give it color to reflect an air of gaiety and energy, Choosing
from eleven available fused ceramic face colors, he designed his Sculptured
Module wall in panels of yellow, blue, green and white.
Result : bright, exciting wall design at an installed cost of only $4.25, p. s. f.
When you seek new values for your wall designs, why not PITTSBURGH
investigate the complete line of PC Glass Blocks, Sculptured
Glass Modules, Color Glass Blocks and the PC 4 x 12? For a
complete catalog, write Pittsburgh Corning Corporation,
Dept. E-102, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Convector enclosures must be adaptable to the
aesthetics of the building interior, prov iding a
smooth, unobtrusive wal l conto ur that harmonizes with other elements of the decor. Over ly
Convector Enclosures give you a complete selection of designs and shapes for the interior of any
contemporary building .

Convectors should be seen
. .. not heard

Overly Convector E'.nclosures assure you uniform
panel strength and flatness ; each panel is unitwelded to prevent vibration or buckling in servict?.
There are no visible fastening devices. A wide
variety of finishes are available with every convector design . When you are planning the con vector enclosures for your next building, think of
Overly- The Architect's Craftsman .

Manufacturing Company
Greensburg , Pennsylvania
Los Ange les 39 , Ca l iforni a

Send for the 1962 Overly Convector Enclosures Catalog

196

Convect ors
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ST. LOUIS ROUND TABLE
continiied from page 138C

g-c mlc111c11 ·s agrcc111cnt ou the 1aart of certain

11orthcrn city the problem of urban renewal
is so interrelated with the struggle of Negroes
to achieve some equality and access to the
good things of life that renewal ca nn ot be
treated as a separate problem.

interests.
A highly encouraging omen is to be found
in the Bannecker school district, where 23
elementary schools are working together to
try to raise the level of achievement. These
children come from slum homes, but through
, 1 devoted effort over a period of three or
four years, these schools-which had been
considerably below the national average in
language, reading, and arithmetic - have
rrachrd and in some c:ises passed the natinnal a,·r r:ige in the sallle subjects. In any

4. Forward-looking renewal requires
expressing the city's drama
As to the great undertaking of St. Louis
which the country probably knows best, the
Round Table has little to say, except that
the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial,
sta rt ed way back in 1935, cannot be finished

something different in

Anodized Aluminum

<Illy too soOJ1 to suit us. We look forward to
it with pure commercial zeal, insofar as it
cannot help but bring hundreds of thousands
of tourists annually to the city . We look forward to it with something a good deal more
exalted than commercial zeal as a city mark
for a great city. Already fine housing h:i.'
been erected directly behind it, and there is
being created close by a new $57 millio11
stadium complex (first phase ).
The arch, without question, is fine architecture, and the Round Table got into ardent discussion of what kinds of architecture
might be worthy to adjoin it. Some architec1 ural members of the Round Table have
in<licated that they might like to make s11 pplementary observations. As to the arch i1self, members of the architectural chapter
were the ones who started the idea. Next, it
can be reported that a leading architect has
been commissioned on the new stadium.
And, finally, a new administrative device has
been under discussion, as a step in that endless strategy which urban renewal, as a battle, must depend on. This device is a "land
bank ." Land or easements could be purchased in advance which would prevent conflicting use in architecturally important areas.

In conclusion

Fru111 e1·ery angle this Haws drinking fountain breathes distinction
that matches yo ur uwn distinctive
ideas . lt's cast aluminum , hard
anodized to a permanent, abrasionresistant, muted bronze color-w ith
new push-b utton valve and sanitary
angle stream bubbler. If you desire
interior (or exterior) fixture s that
do credit to your project, look to
Haws! We'll send you specs on
Model 71: write us now.

CONCEALEOPLUMB IN GfOFI
NEW CO NSTRUCTION

~MOUNTING
HOLES

WA~H

MA'i TO Bl INSTALUO
J~ FINl':>NED

SHORE W"ll

flHlSHCDWAtl

.

Smee 1909

~l f r~;-nn•-1,1•:•:i•:ct14.1•1:&tJ•:P•
C l . i . £ k - p r o d u c t s of

(fo-==J_
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HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY
General Offices: 1441 Fourth Street • Berkeley 10, California
Export Dept.: 19 Colu mbus Ave., San Franc isco 11, Calif. , U.S.A.

Nothing has been said here on a whole
host of most important subjects. Thus, for
example, renewal needs a new kind of zoning, a kind which merely establishes the proportion of different land uses within the
project area, without dictating the distributive pattern. This is done with no reference
to the general zoning ordinance. St. Louis
now has this arrangement. Urban renewal
also needs new minimal building standards
too, so that the vast mass of the city can upgrade itself, simply in the course of meeting
the law. St. Louis has such standards. A city
needs not one but several associations of
citizens approaching renewal from their several tangents, and St. Louis has those: to list
them would fill pages. More than all that,
a city needs continuous determination.
The situation at St. Louis could remind a
historian of the last campaign of General
Grant, when he started gaily to walk through
Virginia's Wilderness with its foggy swamps,
expecting to fight his battles behind it. Well,
he got caught there in The Wilderness, and
found that right there he had to take on
a long, gruesome, grinding battle. Looking
a t certain project areas in St. Louis, as they
stand today, somehow recalls that story. But
Grant had his eyes ever on victory, and finally he got through and around his wilderness, and " got on with it." So, we expect,
will St. Louis.
Footnote: Some individual commentary will
follow in a later issue.

TIME TESTED
Forty years ago we introduced the first line of combination devices. Forty years later these tested,
proven, universally accepted products are being specified in major installations across the country.
There must be a reason. Maybe it's the scope of the line ... more combinations to choose from than any
other source-(the most complete line of AC Quiet Switches in the industry is included). Maybe it's
the quality . .. sales in millions, returns and compla ints practically ni l. Maybe it's our research ... a neverending quest for newer, better ways to meet your every requirement. Whatever the reason (and we
strongly suspect it's a combination of all three) Leviton Combination Devices bring you the assurance of
quality and performance.• Our completely new illustrated brochure on the entire line belongs in your files.
May we suggest you write to Dept. AF- 2 today? Leviton Manufacturing Co., Inc., Brooklyn 22, New York.

LEVITOH

®

.-;-HE MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE PRODUCT"

KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE COMPANY Peoria! Illinois
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---14 inches of mechanical anchors per block foot.
Besides the bond between metal and mortar,
reinforcement needs mortar locks and mechanical anchors to effectively control thermal movement. Keywall has 28 mortar locks per block
foot (one at each twist end) and 14 inches of
mechanical anchor. That's how Keywall keeps
a tight, restraining grip on thermal movement.
That's why it's being used on more and more
major construction jobs around the country.
MORE INCHES OF ANCHOR TO THE BLOCK WITH KEVWALL
MAKERS OF KEYCORNER •

KEYSTRIP

e

KEYWALL I

KEYMESH® AND KEYMESH PAPERBACKED LATH

e

WELDED WIRE FABRIC

e

NAI L S

Western Electric Company,
Bell Telephone Laboratorie s at Holmdel, New Jersey
Architect: Eero Saarin en & Associates

Paraflo® M obilex~ perfected
and tested by Day-Brite and
Barber-Colman Co., diffuses air
through all three longitudinal diffusers.

Above all
at Bell Telephone Laboratories' new Holmdel labs

COMFORT CONDITIONING by DAY-BRITE
High Footcandles with Controlled Brightness plus
Clean, Conditioned Air equals Comfort Conditioning.
Simple!
But delivering comfort lighting and conditioned air
in needed amounts throughout a structure having over
a million square feet of floor space can be quite a test
of designing ingenuity and engineering skills.
For example, at the Holmdel laboratories, modern
illumination levels plus a high concentration of laboratory apparatus result in an unusually high heat load.
Therefore, Day -Brite's standard air-diffusing 2'x4'
Paraflo Mobilex had to be modified to handle a greater
volume of air. Over 10,000 were used-half of which
were air-handling.
For lighting corridors, Day-Brite developed fluorescent fixtures which a re mounted above aluminum
egg-crate louvers framed in black aluminum.
Similar combinations of aluminum egg-crate and
black aluminum bars are used in the lobby area, outdoor
canopy, washrooms, cafeteria, stairwells and elevators.
In addition, standard Day-Brite industrial fixtures
are also used in other areas.
Day-Brite is proud of its contribution in helping to
create an efficient working environment at Holmdel
Laboratories. If this experience in the integration of
light and air handling with building design and
function can be of benefit to you, call your Day-Brite
representative.
D-595

AN EMERSON ELECTR IC COMPANY

"it

DAY-BRITE LIGHTING, INC.
St. Louis, Mo. , Tupelo , Miss ., and Santa Clara, Calif.
Amalgamated Electric Corp., Ltd. , Toronto 6, Ont.
NATION'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

• Shown above are several members of Stem's
acquisition team who search the world over for logs
offering unusual architectural prom ise.
The artistic awareness of these skilled men leads
the search to far flung reaches of the earth, and to
prize logs. This never ending quest results in a
complete collection of dramatic ve neers, in large
flitches, for every architectural specification. Samples of many of these beautiful ve neers are available for your personal inspection .

STEM ... EMINENCE IN WOOD
C H ESTER B. STEM, INC.,

I

NEW ALBANY. INDIANA

SHOWROOMS:
CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, NEW ALBANY, NEW YORK

Some of the flitches now available for Specification
SPECIES

Figured White Ash
Butternut
Figured Maple
Brazilian Rosewood
Teak
East Indian Rosewood
Wormy Chestnut
Macassar Ebony
Hawaiian Koa
Figured English
White Harewood
English Brown Oak
Australian Walnut
Quartered American Walnut
Jewel tree
French Walnut
Amazoue
Yewtree

FUTCH NUMBER
13-2388
15-9577
10-435
44-1237
11-1457
78-52
42-127
39-64
18-53

FOOTAGE
4,740 ft.
3,376 ft.
11,335 ft.
4,329 ft .
9,357 ft.
3,029 ft.
3.244 ft.
2,775 ft.
7,253 ft.

53-20
29-119
35-67
8-9523
33-39
61-74
79-1
49-67

8,902 ft.
9,429 ft .
2,606 ft.
3,209 ft.
8,372 ft.
19,138ft.
3.699 ft.
7,261 ft.

LENGTH
13'7"
11'6", 16'
16'6"
17'3"
15'2"
12'2"
14'2"
8'8", 8'10"
14'2"
10'6"
10'3"
10'9", 11'4"
12'10", 14'8"
15'4"
8'2", 8'4"
10'4", 11'2"
9'3"

For Ageless Appeal and Distinctive Taste ...

chose

Plextone®
THE COLOR-FLECKED TEXTURED PAINT

Lincoln Center's Philharmonic Hall in New York City will be the permanent
home of America's oldest orchestra, and the scene of some of the finest musical
performances to be presented anywhere in the world. The fi rst building to be
completed in the unique Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New
York, was designed to meet the tastes of the most discriminating audiences.

in Lincoln Center
for the
Performing Arts ...
"Incomparable gift
from the Present
to the Future."

PLEXTONE was selected as the ideal decorator finish for the walls of this
newest marvel of acoustical design. PLEXTONE was chosen because it will
last longer than regular paints and will obscure surface imperfections. Its
remarkable toughness resists chipping and scratches. Stains and dirt can be
scrubbed off easily.
For the finest in decorator finishes, specify PLEXTONE. Write for chips
and complete information.

WILLIAM SCHUMAN
President

PLEXTO N E

Corpo ratio n of America, 2118 Mcc art er Highway, Newark 4, N.J. • 10751 Ve nice Bl vd., Los An geles 34, Cal if . • Distributors in Principa l Cit i es

WfJrlc/'1> l argest supplier of color-flecked textured paint~,
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PHOTO-FINISH f
It's the nearest thing to a dead heat you're likely t"() find
in business - the three-way decision that leads to the
sale of a product or service in the building construction
industry. For all three parties - architect/ engineer,
contractor/ subcontractor and client/ owner - have to
be equally satisfied with a product or service before it
goes into the building.
Photo-finishes are the rule, ratQ,er than the exception,
in Architectural FoROM, because every issue deals editorially with the art of architecture, the technology of
construction and the economics of building. In doing so

F0 RUM : essentially different Architectural Forum / October 1962

it earns lively readership* from all three segments of
the industry.
Thanks to its three-lane editorial track, FoRUM is an
essentially different medium for advertisers seeking to
reach architect, contractor, and client.
" You can gauge the liveliness of FoRUM's reader interest by
the tangy flavor of its letters-to-the-editor department . . . or by
the way readers refer to it in speeches, cite it as an authority,
quote it verbatim . . . or by statistics. For example, Readex
findings indicate that reader interest in each editorial page
averages 56 % .. . with a high of 83 %.

for readers . .. and for advertisers
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WHY ALDEN DOW CHOSE
ARMSTRONG VENTILATING CEILINGS
FOR ANN ARBOR'S NEW CITY HALL

RENDERIN GS BY ARA DERDERIAN

"An exam pl e of creative bui lding-product engineering." Alden Dow' s phrase sums up the Armstrong
Ventila ting Ceiling system. Becau se it performs three jobs - air distribution, fire protection, and
acoustical control-the Armstrong system avoids the clutter and expense of using several different
products to achieve the same resu lts. (In this system, the plenum acts as supply duct, the cei ling
as diffuser.) Armstrong Ventilating Ceilings distribute air evenly, th oro ughl y and quietly througho ut
the new City Hall , wi thout drafts or stagnant spots . Shown here is the Council Chamb er, where the
unclutte red ceiling surface with its di stinctive Fi ss ured pattern also helps establish the room's strong,
straightforward character. All seven stories of the City Hall ha ve Armstrong Ventilating Ce ilings.
DATA: Armstrong Ve nt ilating Ceili ngs have been thoroughly lab- and
job-tes t ed to ass ur e proper pe rform a n ce; a re ava il able. in f ive
materials (both tile and lay- in un its), in cl uding Fire Guard, with three
different patterns; and are com pati ble with al l conventional supp ly-air
syst ems. This ceiling system saves from f ifteen to twe nty-five cents per
square foot by cutting supply ductwork and el i min ating co nve ntio nal
diffusers. Vent il ating Fire Guard offers one- to four-hour·rate d fire
protection for structura l members; saves up to thirty cents per square
foot by elimin ating intermediate fire protection, up to two months'
co nstru ct ion time through dry i nstall ation; often earns lower insurance rates. Special plenum-en gineering data is availab le, givi ng all

facto rs and fo rm ulae for t he correct desig n and engineering of this
vent il ati ng system, ensuring th at it delivers t he required elm of conditioned air in the manner and quantity desig nate d by the ve ntilating engineer . For further details, contact your Armstrong Acoustical
Contractor or Armstrong Di stri ct Office. Fo r genera l informa t ion
about these Venti lating Ceilings, write Armstrong, 4210 Rooney
Street, Lancaster, Pennsy lva nia.
Ann Arbor City Hall, Michigan. Architect: Alden B. Dow, In c.,
Midland, Mich . Mechanical Engineer: Hyde & Bobbio, In c., Detroit.
General Contractor : Spe nce Brothers , Saginaw, Mich . Acoustical
Co ntractor: Service Art Plastering Co ., Detro it.

IA\.mstrong / f1re-res1st1ve
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